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T H E  P R I N C I PA L   

ACTS  

OF THE  

GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE FREE CHURCH  

OF SCOTLAND (Continuing) 

MAY MMXIV 

 

        

 

CLASS I  —  ACTS WHICH HAVE PASSED THE  

BARRIER ACT 

 

None 

 

          

 

 

CLASS II  —  ACTS WHICH ARE OF GENERAL INTEREST  

TO THE CHURCH 

 

Act I   —  Act anent Loyal and Dutiful Address to Her Majesty the Queen 

(No 1 of Class II) 

Edinburgh, 19th May 2015 

TO THE QUEEN’S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY 

The Loyal and Dutiful Address of the General Assembly 

of the Free Church of Scotland (Continuing) 

May it please Your Majesty. 

 

We, the Ministers and Elders of the Free Church of Scotland (Continuing) met in General 

Assembly this 19th day of May 2015, humbly desire to express to your Majesty our 

continuing loyalty to your Majesty‘s person and throne. 
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We continue to admire the dedication with which you serve your country and 

commonwealth and our prayer is that despite the natural restrictions of age, God would 

continue to give you good health to enable you to continue to do so. 

  

As a denomination, we assure you that we continue to pray for you and your family and 

especially pray that as you reach another birthday milestone, alongside His Royal 

Highness Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, you would be conscious of God‘s sparing 

mercies toward you both. 

 

We congratulate Prince William and Catherine, Earl and Countess of Strathearn, on the 

addition to their family and thank God for the child‘s safe arrival. 

 

We also congratulate you on the birth of another great granddaughter, Charlotte Elizabeth 

Diana, and pray that she would grow up to be an example to the nation of faithfulness and 

godliness.  

 

We are sure that your Majesty is, as are most of your citizens, concerned about the 

ongoing violence and unrest in the world at this time, and especially alarmed at the 

ongoing persecution of Christians in certain parts of the world.   

 

We pray that your government would be to the fore, not only in condemning such 

barbarity, but also seeking to address and deal in practical ways with those who inflict 

such inhuman treatment on any whose crime is only to profess their faith in God.  

 

We value the freedom in our country to preach freely and openly the gospel of the Lord 

Jesus Christ, and apart from the rise of false religions opposing our Christian heritage and 

the right to do so, we are fearful that successive government legislation seems to be 

curtailing more and more the blood-bought freedom to proclaim the Headship of Christ.  

 

At a time of a change of government, and while acknowledging the right of every citizen 

of our United Kingdom and Commonwealth to speak and worship freely, and disavowing  

anything that savours of hatred or extremism, we pray that there would be more 

recognition given by your new government to the Christian foundations on which this 

blessed United Kingdom has been built. 

 

We are deeply saddened by legislation that allowed marriage between individuals of the 

same sex, which we are sure you recognise is utterly contrary to the Holy Word of God, 

and sadly our previously stated fears that it would lead to the persecution of any who in 

good conscience could not accept it, is now evident. 

 

While there seems to be less involvement of our armed forces in overseas operations, we 

nevertheless are thankful for all who serve in your Majesty‘s name and pray for 
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protection and keeping of all such.  

 

May God‘s rich blessing rest upon your Majesty, His Royal Highness the Duke of 

Edinburgh, and all other members of the Royal Family. 

 

So pray your Majesty‘s most loyal subjects, the Ministers and Elders of the Free Church 

of Scotland (Continuing) in General Assembly convened. 

 

     

 

Act II  —  Act anent Equal Dividend 

(No 2 of Class II) 

Edinburgh, 19th May 2015 

The General Assembly declare an Equal Dividend of £19,500 from 1st July 2015. 

 

     

 

 

Act III  —  Act anent placing Congregation of Shettleston  

on Equal Dividend Platform 

(No 3 of Class II) 

Edinburgh, 19th May 2015 

The General Assembly place the congregation of Shettleston on the Equal Dividend 

Platform and note that it is no longer under Special Arrangements. 

. 

     

 

 

Act IV  —  Act anent Appointment of General Assessor to the  

Free Northern Presbytery 

(No 4 of Class II) 

Edinburgh, 19th May 2015 

The General Assembly appoint Rev. Henry J.T. Woods, Minister at Kilmorack & 

Strathglass, a General Assessor to the Free Northern Presbytery. 
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Act V  —  Act anent Appointment of General Assessor to the  

Free Southern Presbytery 

(No 5 of Class II) 

Edinburgh, 19th May 2015 

The General Assembly receive the Petition of the Free Southern Presbytery and grant its 

crave.  They appoint Rev. E.T. Kirkland a General Assessor to  the Free Southern 

Presbytery. 

     

 

 

Act VI  —  Act anent Appointment of General Assessors to the  

Free Presbytery of the United States of America 

(No 6 of Class II) 

Edinburgh, 19th May 2015 

The General Assembly receive the Petition of the Free Presbytery of the United States of 

America and grant its crave and appoint Rev. Gavin Beers, Rev. James Gracie, Rev. 

Henry J.T. Woods, Rev. Murdo A.N. Macleod and Mr Murdo MacDonald (Aultbea) 

General Assessors to the Free Presbytery of the United States of America. 

 

     

 

 

 

Act VII  —  Act anent Transfer of Congregation of Poolewe & Aultbea  

to Free Presbytery of Inverness 

(No 7 of Class II) 

Edinburgh, 19th May 2015 

The General Assembly direct that the Congregation of Poolewe & Aultbea be placed 

under the oversight of the Free Presbytery of Inverness forthwith. 
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Act VIII  —  Act anent Synods 

(No 8 of Class II) 

Edinburgh, 19th May 2015 

1. The General Assembly enact that with effect from the rising of the 2015 General 

Assembly the Mainland and Western Synods shall not be required to meet on the 

stated dates of their Ordinary Meetings on the first Tuesday in April and the fourth 

Tuesday in March, respectively; 

 Notwithstanding, each Synod: 

(i) shall have the right to meet for an Ordinary meeting; 

(ii) shall continue to maintain their functions as courts to hear and dispose 

of  Complaints,  Appeals,  References,  Petitions  and  Overtures  from the 

inferior judicatories; 

(iii) shall meet as directed by the General Assembly; 

(iv) shall meet by competent requisition from members; 

2. The first Tuesday in April for the Mainland Synod, and the fourth Tuesday in 

March for the Western Synod, shall continue to mark the end of the ecclesiastical 

year for Presbyteries within the bounds of those Synods; 

3. Each Synod shall have the right and duty to appoint its own Moderator.  Where the 

Moderator last appointed is not available, the most senior minister in a charge 

within the bounds of the Synod shall function as Moderator with regard to the 

calling of a meeting of Synod and shall chair the initial part of the meeting of Synod 

until the Synod appoints its new Moderator; 

4. Each Synod shall have the right and duty to appoint its own Clerk.  Where the Clerk 

last appointed is no longer available, an appointment of a Clerk pro tem shall be 

made by the Assembly Arrangements & Nominations Committee and the said 

Committee shall report to the General Assembly thereanent; 

5. Each  Synod  shall  no  longer  be  obliged  to  appoint  Commissioners  to  have 

correspondence with other Synods near them (Act Sess. 23,24, 1638); 

6. The Training of the Ministry & Admissions Committee shall no longer be required 

to intimate to Synods the names of students applying for Licence (Act V 1979); 

7. The Records of each Synod shall be submitted to the General Assembly for 

inspection each year, whether or not any meeting of the Synod shall have taken 

place in the year under review; 

8.  The Records of each Presbytery, hitherto reviewed by the Synod of the bounds,  

  shall henceforth be submitted to the General Assembly for review. 
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Act IX  —  Act anent Admission of Rev. Jorge Ruiz Ortiz 

(No 9 of Class II) 

Edinburgh, 19th May 2015 

The General Assembly admit Rev. Jorge Ruiz Ortiz an ordained minister of the Free 

Church of Scotland (Continuing) and direct that the Clerk of Assembly place his name on 

the Register of Ministers without Charge available for Call with effect from his signing of 

the Formula to be arranged by the Southern Presbytery. 

 

     

 

 

Act X  —  Act anent General Trustees 

(No 10 of Class II) 

Edinburgh, 21st May 2015 

The General Assembly, (a) while respectful of the rôle of the civil magistrate in his own 

sphere as comprehensively laid out in the Claim, Declaration and Protest (Act XIX, 1842) 

and while complying with the terms of the Determination of the civil magistrate in the 

appeal in respect of the Broadford case, although not necessarily acquiescing therein, and 

having appointed General Trustees in terms of Act XIV 2007 and Act X 2013, and (b) 

being desirous of enacting legislation governing the duties and responsibilities of the 

General Trustees, as well as their relationship with the Committee on Finance & 

Sustentation and the Legal Advice & Property Committee, enact as follows: 

A.  Appointment and Tenure of Office 

1. Every Presbytery of the Church in Scotland has the right to be represented on the 

Board of General Trustees.  In nominating General Trustees, Presbyteries shall have 

due regard to each nominee‘s experience of work on the Church‘s Standing 

Committees and any special business qualifications he may have.  It is expected in 

future, however, that those considered as being suitable for service on Standing 

Committees although not necessarily having actually served as such, may be 

nominated by a Presbytery.  On the basis of the current structure of Presbyteries in 

Scotland, the Board of General Trustees will normally consist of five members, three 

of whom will represent a quorum at their meetings.  All General Trustees have the 

right of attendance at meetings and they will elect their own Chairman from time to 

time as required.  The Clerk to the General Trustees will be appointed by the General 

Assembly on the basis of nomination as required by the Assembly Arrangements & 

Nominations Committee.  The General Treasurer will be required to attend meetings 

as an Adviser.  The General Trustees will nominate one of their number as a General 

Adviser to attend meetings of the Committee on Finance & Sustentation and the Legal 

Advice & Property Committee. 
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2. It is the responsibility of the Clerk to the General Trustees to notify the Principal 

Clerk of Assembly by 30th November each year when new appointments of General 

Trustees are required.  The Principal Clerk shall notify Presbyteries and the responses 

of Presbyteries shall be reported to the Assembly Arrangements & Nominations 

Committee who shall bring appropriate recommendations to the General Assembly. 

3. The General Assembly direct that the General Trustees shall hold office in terms of 

Assembly legislation and such civil legislation as may be applicable for the time being 

in Scotland.  The period of service shall be five years with re-appointment being 

competent.  Trustees will remain in office for as long as they remain members of the 

Free Church of Scotland (Continuing) or until their resignation has been accepted or 

as long as civil legislation may permit, providing always that Trustees will be required 

to resign on attaining the age of 80 years.  The General Assembly further direct that 

when it is brought to the knowledge of the Assembly that any of the General Trustees 

has ceased to be a member of this Church, the Principal Clerk shall request such a 

Trustee to resign office which failing or his showing good cause to the contrary within 

one month of the date of such request, the Principal Clerk shall report such failure to 

the ensuing diet of the Assembly or its Commission and such a Trustee shall forthwith 

and thereafter cease to be a General Trustee of this Church. 

B.  Functions 

4.  The General Assembly direct the several Standing Committees of the Church to 

whom money or securities may be bequeathed or donated, the income thereof to be 

applied to the work of the said Committee, to invest the same not in their own names 

but in the names of the General Trustees, declaring that the General Treasurer is 

authorised to sign receipts or discharges for all such bequests or donations in the 

names of the General Trustees or such Committees and to relieve donors or trustees of 

bequests of the obligation of overseeing the application of such donations.  The 

General Trustees shall lay before the General Assembly in each year subsequent to 

final approval of this legislation a full Report which will include a statement setting 

out the whole funds, investments and assets held by them for behoof of the Church. 

5.  The General Assembly direct that the General Trustees have no direct rôle in the 

administration of the general finances of the Church which is the sole responsibility of 

the Committee on Finance & Sustentation.  The General Assembly likewise direct that 

the General Trustees have no rôle in the determination of applications from 

congregations for financial assistance for the erection or purchase of property.  In such 

instances where the Finance & Sustentation Committee have resolved to provide 

financial assistance to congregations through the medium of the Central Building 

Fund, it is the rôle of the Finance & Sustentation Committee, within the framework 

for the time being of the Rules governing the administration of that Fund, to satisfy 

themselves as to the suitability for purpose of any such building and that adequate 
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security over borrowings is being provided.  In such instances where the Committee 

on Finance & Sustentation have resolved to provide assistance to a congregation, the 

General Assembly direct the General Trustees, in consultation with the Convener and 

Clerk of the Finance & Sustentation Committee and the General Treasurer, to submit 

an offer in suitable terms through the Church‘s Law Agent for purchase of the 

building or asset in question, and to enter into such financial agreements with 

commercial lenders as have been approved for the purpose by the Committee on 

Finance & Sustentation.  The General Assembly direct, however, that it is the 

responsibility of the General Trustees in such cases to satisfy themselves that an offer 

submitted in their names for purchase of a fixed asset is submitted in suitable Scots 

legal terms and, in the event of a successful bid being submitted, that there is in place 

adequate security over borrowings, that any Standard Security granted by them in 

favour of a commercial lender is not at risk of adversely affecting the future financial 

stability of the Church and that title to all such fixed assets is vested in the names of 

all of the General Trustees for the time being for behoof of the Free Church of 

Scotland (Continuing). 

6. The General Assembly direct that in accordance with the terms of the Trusts 

(Scotland) Act 1921 the General Trustees have full power to manage or invest the 

assets (hereinafter called the Trust Estate) held by them for behoof of the Church or 

any part thereof as they see fit in Public Funds, Government Securities, or in 

Debentures, Debenture Stock, Shares in any Company, Corporation or Institution in 

the United Kingdom or in the purchase of real or heritable property and to deposit the 

said assets with any Local Authority, Bank, Investment Company, Building Society or 

Institution authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority to receive money on 

deposit. 

7. The General Trustees are obliged by law to take proper advice before making and 

when reviewing investments.  They therefore shall have full power to appoint a 

recognised investment adviser to manage the investment of the Trust Estate or any 

part thereof and remunerate such investment adviser. 

8. The General Assembly hereby enact that the General Trustees of the Free Church of 

Scotland (Continuing) are indemnified out of the assets of the Church for all claims 

for loss sustained by the Trust Estate so long as all such investments are made within 

the legislation of the Church and of the law governing Scottish Charities.  In 

accordance with the recommendation of Counsel, however, the General Assembly 

instruct the Finance & Sustentation Committee to provide indemnity insurance cover 

as a matter of urgency within the provisions of the Charities and Trustee Investment 

(Scotland) Act 2005. 

9. The General Assembly hereby repeal Act II 1979 and Act XX 1999. 
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Act XI —  Act appointing Commission of Assembly 

(No 11 of Class II) 

Edinburgh, 21st May 2015 

The General Assembly did and hereby do nominate and appoint a Commission, consisting 

of all the members of Assembly, with the addition of the name of Rev. John Morrison 

named by the Moderator:- TO BE A COMMISSION of this General Assembly, with 

power to the said Commission, or their quorum, which is hereby declared to be any 

fifteen or more of their number, whereof eight at the least are always to be Ministers, to 

meet and convene at Inverness, the first Tuesday in October and the first Tuesday in 

March next to come, and oftener when and where they shall think fit and convenient, and 

with power to choose their own Moderator: And the General Assembly fully empower the 

said Commission, or their quorum above mentioned, to cognosce and finally determine, 

as they shall see cause, in every matter referred to them or which shall be referred to, 

them, by or in virtue of any Act or order of the Assembly, and to do everything contained 

in and conform to the instructions given or to be given by the Assembly; and to advert to 

the interests of the Church on every occasion, that the Church do not suffer or sustain any 

prejudice which they can prevent, as they will be answerable; provided always that, save 

as hereafter stated this general clause be not extended to particular affairs or processes 

before Synods or Presbyteries that are not of universal concern to, or influence upon, the 

whole Church. And it is hereby appointed that no private processes be determined except 

at the stated diets and that what shall be determined at one diet of Commission with 

relation to private causes, shall be unalterable by any other diet thereof and shall stand 

and continue in force until disapproved by the General Assembly. And further, the said 

Commission are hereby empowered to receive and fully dispose of applications that may 

be forwarded to them for raising preaching stations or suppressed charges to fully 

sanctioned charges, for consolidating congregations into one charge, for the appointment 

of Ministers overseas and Foreign Missionaries in the Mission Fields of the Church, and 

to receive any references and appeals that shall be made to them from Synods in matters 

of doctrine, and ripen such affairs for next General Assembly and to contribute what they 

can to the suppression of vice and immorality, and to give all needful advice and 

assistance to Synods, Presbyteries and Committees of Assembly upon application to them 

for that end.  In view of present circumstances arising out of the division of 2000, the 

Assembly empower the Commission to take all steps necessary and proper to be taken 

immediately in the interests of the Church, and such as the Assembly themselves might 

take, in all the questions that may arise directly therefrom or thereanent: And the 

Assembly hereby empower the Commission to receive and dispose of any Applications 

for Admission of Ministers and Probationers, as well as all references, complaints, and 

appeals arising in the Inferior Courts, which may be brought before them in accordance 

with the law and practice of the Church: And the Inferior Courts are hereby instructed to 

remit all such cases to the said meetings in due time (in accordance with the Standing 

Orders of the General Assembly): And in all their actings the said Commission are to 

proceed according to the Acts and Constitution of this Church, and to do nothing contrary 
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thereto or to the prejudice of the same, declaring that in and for all their actings they shall 

be accountable to, and censurable by, the next General Assembly, as they shall see cause. 

And this Commission shall continue and endure until another Commission be appointed, 

and members are required to attend the diets of the said Commission. 

 

     

 

 

Act XII  —  Act appointing next General Assembly 

(No 12 of Class II) 

Edinburgh, 21st May 2015 

The General Assembly appoint the next General Assembly of the Free Church of 

Scotland (Continuing) to meet in Edinburgh on Monday 23rd May 2016 years at 6 o‘clock 

in the evening. 

     

 

 

Acts of the Commission of Assembly 

 

None 
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Which day the Ministers and Elders, Commissioners from Presbyteries appointed to meet 

this day, were convened, and after sermon from Rev. Allan Murray, Retiring Moderator, 

who preached from Romans 15:13  

 

―Now the God of hope fill you with all joy and peace in believing, 

that you may abound in hope, through the power of the Holy Ghost.‖ 

 

the General Assembly was duly constituted, and the names of Commissioners, having 

been presented in a printed list were acknowledged as correct and allowed to stand as 

follows: 

 

MAINLAND SYNOD 

Inverness Presbytery 

 

MINUTES OF THE PROCEEDINGS 

OF THE 

GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE FREE CHURCH 

OF SCOTLAND (CONTINUING), 

HOLDEN AT EDINBURGH, 18TH MAY MMXV 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Assembly 

Constituted 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Roll of Assembly 

 

18TH  MAY 

Monday 

Evening 

At Edinburgh and within Liberton Kirk there  

                  the 18th day of May 2015 years at 6 o‟clock evening       Sess. 1. 

 

MINISTERS 

 

Mr Maurice J. Roberts, Inverness Free 

Greyfriars (Rtd) 

Mr Daniel MacKinnon, Kilmorack & 

Strathglass (Rtd) 

Mr Henry J.T. Woods, Kilmorack & 

Strathglass 

Mr John Macleod, Duthil-Dores (Rtd) 

Mr James Clark, Inverness Free Greyfriars 

Mr Timothy J. McGlynn, Aberdeen 

Mr Davide Ratti, Duthil-Dores 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ELDERS 

 

Mr Glenn Fraser, 7 Clephanton Cottages, 

Ardersier, Inverness-shire, IV2 7QS 

Mr Alistair MacKintosh, Erchite Farm,  

Dores, Inverness-shire, IV1 2TX 

Mr Alex Watt, 10 Bayview Road, 

Gardenstown, Banff,  AB45 3YF 
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ELDERS 

 

Mr Lindsay MacCallum, 5 Salvesen 

Crescent, Alness, Ross-shire, IV17 0UJ 

Mr John MacKenzie, 307 Culkein, 

Drumbeg, Lairg, Sutherland, IV27 4NL  

Mr William Murray, Lonemore, Dornoch, 

IV25 3RW 

Mr W. John Urquhart, ‗Mere‘, Woodland 

Way, Golspie, Sutherland, KW10 6TU  

 

 

 

ELDERS 

 

Mr John Gillies, 19 Falkland St, Glasgow, 

G12 9PY 

Mr Maurice Grant, 8 Nantwich Drive,  

Edinburgh, EH7 6QS 

Mr James Millar, 1 McAdam Way, 

Dalmellington, East Ayrshire, KA6 7FD 

Mr J. Malcolm Noble, Stonebroom Cottage, 

Scotby, Carlisle, CA4 8DB 

Mr Peter Thurlow, 98 Montgomery Street, 

Edinburgh, EH7 5HE 

Mr Alan M. Wilson, 13 Sandyhills Place, 

Glasgow, G32 9TS 

Mr Walter Wright, 9 Station Road, Neilston, 

Glasgow, G78 3EE 

 

 

ELDERS 

 

Mr Donald Buchanan, 27 Upper Bayble, 

Point, Isle of Lewis, HS2 0QH 

Mr Calum MacLeod, ‗Water‘s Edge‘, 

Braighe Road, Stornoway, HS2 0BQ 

Mr John MacRae, 5 New Garrabost, Isle of 

Lewis, HS2 0PI 

Mr David Morrison, ‗Ebenezer‘, Isle of 

Scalpay, HS4 3YF 

 

MINISTERS 

 

Mr Robert Josey, Resolis (Rtd) 

Mr John MacLeod, Tarbat 

Mr Allan Murray, Brora 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MINISTERS 

 

Mr John A. Gillies, Partick Highland (Rtd) 

Mr David S. Fraser, Shettleston 

Mr William B. Scott, Dumfries (Rtd) 

Mr Donald N. MacLeod, Briton St (Rtd) 

Mr William Macleod, Knightswood 

Mr John J. Murray, Edinburgh, Free St 

Columba‘s (Rtd) 

Mr James I. Gracie, Edinburgh, Free St 

Columba‘s 

Mr Gavin Beers, Ayr 

Mr Andrew Allan, Partick 

 

 

 

 

 

MINISTERS 

 

Mr Malcolm MacLean, North Tolsta (Rtd) 

Mr Donald M. MacDonald, Uig (Rtd) 

Mr Graeme Craig, Stornoway 

Mr Kenneth Macdonald, Scalpay 

Mr David M. Blunt, North Uist & Grimsay 

Mr Greg MacDonald, Cross 

Mr Alasdair J. MacLeod, Knock & Point 
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Mr Richard R. Ross, Portree 

Mr Raymond A. Kemp, Kilmuir & Stenscholl 

Mr James MacInnes, Lochalsh & Strath 

Mr Calum Smith, Bracadale 
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Mr Warren Gardner, Atlanta 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MINISTERS 

 

Mr Ernest T. Kirkland, Ballyclare & Doagh 

Mr David Lachman, Zambia 

Mr Bert Pohl, Smiths Falls 

 

 

 

Mr Donald Morrison, 31 Lower Shader, 

Barvas, Isle of Lewis, HS2 0PL 

Dr Andrew I. Naylor, 18 Ferry Road, 

Leverburgh, Isle of Harris, HS5 3UB  

 

 

 

ELDERS 

 

Mr Alasdair I. Macdonald, 9 Sconser, Isle 

of Skye, IV48 8TD 

Mr Murdo MacDonald, 4 Ormiscaig, 

Aultbea, Ross-shire, IV22 2JN 

Mr Roderick MacKay, 36 Idrigill, Uig, Isle 

of Skye, IV51 9XU 

Mr Iain A.C. MacPherson, 10 Storr Road, 

Portree, Isle of Skye, IV51 9EG 

Mr Donald Robertson, ‗A Chomraich‘, 

Kyleakin, Isle of Skye, IV41 8PL 

Mr Angus Shaw, Clachard, Tote, Skeabost, 

Isle of Skye, IV51 9BG 

 

 

 

ELDERS 

 

Mr Christopher Reeder, 413 Stockton Road, 

Fountain Inn, South Carolina 29644, USA 

Mr Randall Taylor, 5021 Theiss Road, St 

Louis, Missouri, 63128, USA 

 

 

 

ELDERS 

 

Mr Angus Macdonald, 13 Lochbay, 

Waternish, Isle of Skye, IV55 8GD 

Mr Angus Macmillan, 46a Newmarket, 

Stornoway, Isle of Lewis, HS1 0DU 

Mr Donald John Morrison, 85 Old 

Edinburgh Road, Inverness, IV2 3HT 
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SYNOD OF NORTH AMERICA 
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It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

The General Assembly record their thanks to the Retiring Moderator for his sermon and 

his services in the Chair. 

 

The General Assembly then proceeded to elect a Moderator, when it was moved, 

seconded and agreed that the Assembly appoint Rev. Kenneth Macdonald, Minister at 

Scalpay, to be their Moderator.  Intimation of his appointment was then made to Mr 

Macdonald, who, having been introduced and welcomed, took the Chair and thanked the 

Assembly. 

 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

The Standing Orders as in the print be taken as the Standing Orders of this Assembly. 

 

The General Assembly then proceeded to appoint Committees to expedite the business of 

the House. 

 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

The General Assembly appoint a Committee on Bills, Overtures, Petitions & 

Commissions and a Committee to arrange the Business of the House consisting of: 

 

Messrs: John Macleod (Duthil-Dores), John MacLeod (Tarbat), Graeme Craig, James I. 

Gracie, David M. Blunt, Gavin Beers, Henry J.T. Woods and Raymond A. Kemp, 

Ministers; with Messrs Maurice Grant, Andrew Naylor, Angus Macmillan, Lindsay 

MacCallum, John MacKenzie, and W. John Urquhart, Elders.  Rev. David M. Blunt, 

Convener of Bills, Overtures, etc. Committee and Rev. James I. Gracie, Convener of 

Business Committee. 

 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

The General Assembly appoint a Committee to prepare a Loyal and Dutiful Address to 

Her Majesty The Queen consisting of: 

 

Messrs: Kenneth Macdonald, Allan Murray, John A. Gillies, Warren E. Gardner, David S. 

Fraser, Maurice J. Roberts, William B. Scott, John W. Keddie, John MacLeod (Tarbat), 

John J. Murray, William Macleod, James I. Gracie, and Graeme Craig, Ministers; with 

Messrs Maurice Grant, Alex Watt,  Murdo MacDonald, Randall Taylor, Donald Morrison, 

Allan Wilson, Calum MacLeod, James Millar, and J. Malcolm Noble, Elders. Rev. 

Kenneth  M Macdonald, Convener. 

 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

The General Assembly appoint a Committee to visit Synod & Committee Records 

consisting of: 

 

Messrs: Henry J.T. Woods, William Macleod, Richard R. Ross, James Clark, Greg 

MacDonald, Robert Josey, Timothy J. McGlynn, Andrew R. Allan, David Lachman, E. 

Trevor Kirkland, Warren E. Gardner, Donald M. Macdonald, A. James MacInnes, and 

Raymond A. Kemp, Ministers; with Messrs John MacRae, Donald Robertson, Maurice 
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Grant, Lindsay MacCallum, John N. Gillies, Iain A.C. MacPherson,  Donald John 

Morrison,  Andrew I. Naylor, Murdo MacDonald, and Angus Shaw, Elders.  Rev. Greg 

MacDonald, Convener. 

 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

The General Assembly appoint a Committee to prepare a Minute on Deceased Ministers 

& Elders consisting of: 

 

Messrs: Donald N. MacLeod, Murdo A.N. Macleod, Daniel MacKinnon, Allan Murray, 

Alasdair J. Macleod, William B. Scott, Calum Smith, and Malcolm Maclean, Ministers; 

with Messrs Donald Robertson, Alasdair Macdonald, Roderick MacKay, Christopher 

Reeder, William Murray, Glenn Fraser, Angus Macdonald, and Alistair MacKintosh, 

Elders.  Rev. William B. Scott, Convener. 

 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

The General Assembly appoint a Committee on Printing Acts of Assembly consisting of: 

 

Messrs: William Macleod, David M. Blunt, John Macleod, (Duthil-Dores), Alasdair J. 

Macleod, Andrew R. Allan,  Murdo A.N. Macleod, Davide Ratti, and Bert Pohl,  

Ministers; with Messrs Maurice Grant, Lindsay MacCallum, Peter Thurlow, David 

Morrison, Donald Buchanan,  John MacKenzie, and  Walter Wright, Elders.  Rev. John 

Macleod (Duthil-Dores),  Convener. 

 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

The General Assembly appoint Mr Derick Gillies as Assembly Officer. 

 

The General Assembly then called for the Report of the Committee on Assembly 

Arrangements & Nominations (A) Assembly Arrangements, which being printed and in 

the hands of members, was referred to by the Convener, who addressed the Assembly 

thereanent. 

 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

1. The General Assembly receive and adopt the Report (A) Assembly Arrangements 

of the Assembly Arrangements & Nominations Committee and thank the 

Committee, especially the Convener and the Assembly Clerks‘ Department; 

2. The General Assembly welcome the practical arrangements made both for the 

Assembly itself and the Moderator‘s reception; 

3. The General Assembly thank the Minister and Congregation of Liberton Kirk, 

Edinburgh for the kind use of their buildings for the Assembly; 

4. The General Assembly thank Mr Derick Gillies, Assembly Officer, and his 

assistants, for again making their services available to the Assembly; 

5. The General Assembly note the comments made regarding Formalities at the 

General Assembly and also the Moderator‘s Reception; 
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6. The General Assembly note the comments regarding the timetabling of the General 

Assembly; 

7. The General Assembly thank Mrs Janet MacKenzie for the work she undertakes 

for the Church throughout the year as Assembly Office Manager and for her 

assistance in preparing and printing documents for the Assembly; 

8. The General Assembly thank Mr Murdo Murray, Stornoway, for his assistance in 

the preparation of papers for printing for Committees and the General Assembly; 

9. The General Assembly note the intention of Rev. Graeme Craig to resign as 

Assistant Clerk of Assembly as from the rising of the Assembly, receive his 

resignation and thank him for all the work he has performed for the Church over 

the last fifteen years as Assistant Clerk of Assembly; 

10. The General Assembly thank all those who contribute to the efficient functioning 

of the various Committees of Assembly, especially the respective Committee 

Conveners and Clerks; 

11. The General Assembly thank the Deacons‘ Court of Inverness, Free Greyfriars for 

the use of their Westhill building for the meetings of Standing Committees of 

Assembly and the Commission of Assembly. 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

The General Assembly appoint Mr Donald Robertson and Mr John MacRae as Precentors. 

 

There was an Order of the Day at 7.25 o‘clock for the Presentation of the Sabbath School 

Awards.  The following award winner was introduced to the Moderator, suitably 

addressed and presented with her award: 

 

Bible Class Award 

Joanna Gillies,  Stornoway 

 

The General Assembly did then adjourn to meet again in this place on Tuesday at 9:30 

o‘clock forenoon, whereof public intimation having been given, the Sederunt was closed 

with prayer. 
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At Edinburgh and within Liberton Kirk there 

the 19th day of May 2015 years at 9.30 o‟clock forenoon     Sess. 2. 

 

The General Assembly did again convene and was constituted with devotional exercises. 

 

The Moderator then addressed the Assembly on the subject 

 

The Role of the Church, her Ministers and Members, in a Day of Declension and Apostasy 

 

The Moderator was thanked for his address. 

 

The Minutes of the previous day‘s Sederunt were read and approved. 

 

The General Assembly then called for the Report of the Committee on Bills, Overtures, 

Petitions and Commissions which was given in by the Convener in the following terms: 

 

At Edinburgh and within Liberton Kirk there on 

Tuesday 19th May 2015 years, the Committee on 

Bills, Overtures, Petitions and Commissions 

appointed by the General Assembly met and was 

constituted. 

1. It was noted that all relevant Commissions from Presbyteries had been received 

and were in order and that all certificates were to hand. 

2. The Committee had before them 5 Letters, 5 Petitions, 3 Supplementary 

Reports and 1 Application for Admission.  The Committee agreed to 

recommend that all the papers be passed into the Assembly. 

3. The Committee noted that the Application for Admission and the 

accompanying Supplementary Report thereanent, and also the Supplementary 

Report of the Home & Foreign Missions Committee should be treated as 

Private Papers and recommend that they be taken in Private. 

4. The meeting was closed with prayer. 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

The General Assembly receive and adopt the Report of the Bills & Overtures etc. 

Committee. 

 

The General Assembly then called for the Report of the Business Committee which was 

given in by the Convener. 

 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

The General Assembly receive and adopt the Report of the Business Committee. 

 

The General Assembly then called for the Report of the Committee appointed to prepare a 

Loyal and Dutiful Address to Her Majesty The Queen, which was given in by the 

Moderator.  The Report was adopted and in accordance therewith, the Address as 
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underwritten was agreed to and appointed to be duly signed and transmitted with a letter 

from the Clerk. 

Edinburgh 19th May 2015 

 

TO THE QUEEN’S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY 

 

The Loyal & Dutiful Address of the General Assembly  

of the Free Church of Scotland (Continuing) 

 

We, the Ministers and Elders of the Free Church of Scotland (Continuing) met in General 

Assembly this 19th day of May 2015, humbly desire to express to your Majesty our 

continuing loyalty to your Majesty‘s person and throne. 

 

We continue to admire the dedication with which you serve your country and 

commonwealth and our prayer is that despite the natural restrictions of age, God would 

continue to give you good health to enable you to continue to do so. 

  

As a denomination, we assure you that we continue to pray for you and your family and 

especially pray that as you reach another birthday milestone, alongside His Royal 

Highness Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh, you would be conscious of God‘s sparing 

mercies toward you both. 

 

We congratulate Prince William and Catherine, Earl and Countess of Strathearn, on the 

addition to their family and thank God for the child‘s safe arrival. 

 

We also congratulate you on the birth of another great granddaughter, Charlotte Elizabeth 

Diana, and pray that she would grow up to be an example to the nation of faithfulness and 

godliness.  

 

We are sure that your Majesty is, as are most of your citizens, concerned about the 

ongoing violence and unrest in the world at this time, and especially alarmed at the 

ongoing persecution of Christians in certain parts of the world.   

 

We pray that your government would be to the fore, not only in condemning such 

barbarity, but also seeking to address and deal in practical ways with those who inflict 

such inhuman treatment on any whose crime is only to profess their faith in God.  

 

We value the freedom in our country to preach freely and openly the gospel of the Lord 

Jesus Christ, and apart from the rise of false religions opposing our Christian heritage and 

the right to do so, we are fearful that successive government legislation seems to be 

curtailing more and more the blood-bought freedom to proclaim the Headship of Christ.  

 

At a time of a change of government, and while acknowledging the right of every citizen 

of our United Kingdom and Commonwealth to speak and worship freely, and disavowing 

anything that savours of hatred or extremism, we pray that there would be more 

recognition given by your new government to the Christian foundations on which this 

blessed United Kingdom has been built. 

 

We are deeply saddened by legislation that allowed marriage between individuals of the 

same sex, which we are sure you recognise is utterly contrary to the Holy Word of God, 

and sadly our previously stated fears that it would lead to the persecution of any who in 
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good conscience could not accept it, is now evident. 

 

While there seems to be less involvement of our armed forces in overseas operations, we 

nevertheless are thankful for all who serve in your Majesty‘s name and pray for protection 

and keeping of all such.  

 

May God‘s rich blessing rest upon your Majesty, His Royal Highness the Duke of 

Edinburgh, and all other members of the Royal Family. 

 

So pray your Majesty‘s most loyal subjects, the Ministers and Elders of the Free Church 

of Scotland (Continuing) in General Assembly convened. 

 

The General Assembly then called for the Report of the Committee on Ecumenical 

Relations, which being printed and in the hands of members, was referred to by the 

Convener, who addressed the Assembly thereanent. 

 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

1. The General Assembly receive and adopt the Report of the Ecumenical Relations 

Committee and thank the Convener; 

2. The General Assembly note the importance of maintaining contact with true 

Churches of Christ outwith the bounds of the Free Church of Scotland 

(Continuing) and commend the attempts of the Committee to maintain contact with 

like-minded churches worldwide; 

3. The General Assembly note the work being done to develop a better understanding 

of the distinctives of Churches with which there has been, or could potentially be, a 

relationship, and commend the consideration being given by the Committee to the 

level and nature of the relationship appropriate with each such body; 

4. The General Assembly recognise the opportunities afforded to the Free Church of 

Scotland (Continuing), through the work of the Ecumenical Relations Committee, 

to encourage and assist other like-minded churches and groups outside of Scotland 

and to be encouraged and assisted by other Reformed Churches worldwide; 

5. The General Assembly note in particular the value of church contacts which have 

led to ongoing opportunities for the Free Church of Scotland (Continuing) to 

provide assistance in areas where there is a need for teaching assistance but where 

there are visa restrictions on long-term residence; 

6. The General Assembly note the value of the influence of the Free Church of 

Scotland (Continuing) within Affinity;  

7. The General Assembly note the usefulness of the forum provided by the European 

Conference of Reformed Churches; 

8. The General Assembly note the value of the International Conference of Reformed 

Churches not only in its conferences but also in the understanding it promotes 

through opportunities for becoming acquainted with Reformed Churches in other 

parts of the world and the developing, at no cost, of contacts already made; 
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8.  Order of the 

Day—Reception of 
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9.  Request from 

Home & Foreign 

Missions 

Committee  

 

 

 

 
 
Finding 

 

 

10.  Letters 

(a)  Australian Free 

Church 

 

 

Finding 

 

 

 

(b)  Day One 

Christian Ministries 

 

 

 

 

 

Finding 

 

 

 

 

 

(c)  Gereformeerde 

Kerken in 

Nederland 

(vrijgemaakt) 

 

 

 
 
Finding 

 

 

 

 

(d)  Heritage 

Reformed 

Congregations 

9. The General Assembly commend to the prayerful concern of the Church the work 

of the Ecumenical Relations Committee. 

There was an Order of the Day at 11.45 o‘clock forenoon for the reception of Delegates. 

 

The following Delegate was introduced to the Moderator and invited to address the 

Assembly: 

 

Rev. Robert Johnston – Evangelical Presbyterian Church of Ireland 

 

The Moderator conveyed the thanks of the Assembly to the Delegate. 

 

The General Assembly took up consideration of a request from the Home & Foreign 

Missions Committee to be permitted to meet between Sederunts of this General 

Assembly. 

 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

The General Assembly permit the Home & Foreign Missions Committee to meet between 

Sederunts of this General Assembly 

 

The General Assembly took up consideration of a letter from the Australian Free Church. 

 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

The General Assembly thank the Australian Free Church for their letter of greetings and 

pray for the blessing of the Lord on the labours of the Australian Free Church. 

 

The General Assembly took up consideration of a letter from Day One Christian 

Ministries. 

 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

The General Assembly thank Day One Christian Ministries for their letter of greetings and 

pray for God‘s blessing on the efforts of Day One to protect the sanctity of the Lord‘s 

Day. 

 

The General Assembly took up consideration of a letter from the Gereformeerde Kerken 

in Nederland (vrijgemaakt). 

 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

The General Assembly thank the Gereformeerde Kerken in Nederland (vrijgemaakt) for 

their letter of greetings and pray that they may be enabled to bear a faithful witness to 

God‘s truth in the 21st century and reciprocate Christian greetings. 

 

The General Assembly took up consideration of a letter from the Heritage Reformed 

Congregations. 

 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that 
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10.  Letters (Cont.) 
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Finding 

 

 

 

The General Assembly thank the Heritage Reformed Congregations for their letter of 

greetings to the General Assembly of the Free Church of Scotland (Continuing), express 

their appreciation of the relationship with them, pray for God‘s blessing on the ongoing 

work of the Heritage Reformed Congregations and reciprocate Christian greetings. 

 

The General Assembly took up consideration of a letter from the Reformed Presbyterian 

Church of Scotland. 

 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

The General Assembly thank the Reformed Presbyterian Church of Scotland for the letter 

from their Clerk and extend to the Reformed Presbyterian Church of Scotland an 

invitation to send a representative as either a Delegate or an Observer to the 2016 General 

Assembly of the Free Church of Scotland (Continuing). 

 

There was an Order of the Day at 1.45 o‘clock for the reception of Delegates. 

 

The following Delegate was introduced to the Moderator and invited to address the 

Assembly: 

 

Rev. Matthew Evans – Affinity 

 

The Moderator conveyed the thanks of the Assembly to the Delegate. 

 

The General Assembly then called for the Report of the Finance & Sustentation 

Committee which being printed and in the hands of members, was referred to by the 

Convener who addressed the Assembly thereanent. 

 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

1. The General Assembly receive and adopt the Report of the Finance & Sustentation 

Committee and thank the Committee, and especially the Convener, for their 

stewardship of the financial resources of the Church during the year; 

2. The General Assembly acknowledge the goodness of God in granting the necessary 

financial provision over the past year to allow the ongoing work of the Church and 

that they continue to be conscious of their dependence upon Him for all their 

needs; 

3. The General Assembly thank all our people and congregations for their sacrificial 

giving in support of the Gospel ministry, mission work and other activities of the 

Church; 

4. The General Assembly encourage our people to remember the needs of the Church 

when drawing up their Wills and commend the Wills Leaflet to the attention of our 

congregations; 

5. The General Assembly note with thankfulness the significant income reclaimed 

through the Gift Aid Scheme and encourage congregational treasurers to 

disseminate information regarding the scheme; 

6. The General Assembly thank all who have contributed to the Central Building 
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12.  Report of the 

Committee on 

Finance & 

Sustentation (Cont.) 

 

 

 

Fund and encourage all congregations to hold regular collections for this purpose if 

they are not already doing so; 

7. The General Assembly note the beneficial relationship that has been maintained 

with Stewardship and that funding has been made available for a total of four 

properties; 

8. The General Assembly thank Congregational Treasurers and relevant courts for 

managing the financial affairs of their congregations and for provision of financial 

information at the request of the Financial Administrator; 

9. The General Assembly endorse the recommendation of the Finance & Sustentation 

Committee that the Draft Budget for 2016 be approved and note that there is a 

projected deficit of £42,435.  The General Assembly also remind Committees of 

Act X 2012 whereby any unplanned expenditure over £500 must be brought to the 

attention of the Finance and Sustentation Committee to ensure that any changes are 

affordable in the short term and also if there are long-term implications; 

10. The General Assembly remind all Deacons‘ Courts and Finance Committees that 

the total payroll cost for each minister is £23,680 per annum; 

11. The General Assembly advise all congregations of the vital importance of 

maximising remittances to Central Funds and specifically that a minimum of 75% 

of ordinary income be remitted wherever possible; 

12. The General Assembly direct all Standing and Special Committees of Assembly to 

ensure that annual budgets are submitted to the Finance & Sustentation Committee 

timeously and that claims for expenditure are submitted promptly.  Any Committee 

faced with significant unbudgeted expenditure must advise the Finance & 

Sustentation Committee and General Treasurer as soon as possible to allow for due 

consideration by the Finance & Sustentation Committee; 

13. The General Assembly thank Mr Angus Macmillan, General Treasurer, for 

continuing to carry out his all duties in a professional and conscientious manner; 

14. The General Assembly thank Mrs Muriel Smith for performing the duties of 

Financial Administrator in an efficient manner over another year; 

15. The General Assembly thank CIB Audit, Stornoway, for their work on behalf of 

the Church over the past year and re-appoint them as Auditors for the coming year; 

16. The General Assembly note the progress that has been made with regards to 

repaying the loans arranged through Stewardship; 

17. The General Assembly commend the Mission work which the denomination 

supports in Scotland, Zambia, Sri Lanka and Northern Ireland and encourage 

financial support for this work; 

18. The General Assembly thank Congregations and Presbyteries for the prompt 

submission of Statistical Schedules and attested Accounts to the General Treasurer; 

19. The General Assembly declare an Equal Dividend of £19,500 from 1st July 2015; 
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14.  Supplementary 
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Report 

 

20. The General Assembly commend all of our Congregations, but especially those 

under Special Arrangements, to the prayerful concern of the denomination; 

21. The General Assembly place the congregation of Shettleston on the Equal 

Dividend Platform and note that it is no longer under Special Arrangements; 

22. The General Assembly direct all congregations under Special Arrangements to 

submit financial information to the Finance & Sustentation Committee on a 

biannual basis in order to determine if they are adhering to their Sustentation Fund 

Schedule commitments; 

23. The General Assembly express their gratitude to God for all those who have 

assisted with pulpit supply over the past year; 

24. The General Assembly note that Supply Expenses will continue at the current level 

including the mileage rate of 32p per mile; 

25. The General Assembly thank Mr Donald Robertson for his considerable work in a 

number of congregations in particular those of Assynt & Eddrachillis; Bracadale & 

Duirinish and Poolewe & Aultbea.  They commend him and his wife to the 

prayerful concern of the Church; 

26. The General Assembly thank the Clerk to the Finance & Sustentation Committee 

for carrying out his duties in a diligent manner over the past year. 

The General Assembly then called for the Report of the Strategic Review Committee 

which being printed and in the hands of members, was referred to by the Convener who 

addressed the Assembly thereanent. 

 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

1. The General Assembly receive and adopt the Interim Report of the Committee 

anent Strategic Review and thank the Committee, especially the Convener and the 

Clerk; 

 

2. The General Assembly encourage the Committee in their work and look forward to 

receiving their final Report in due course 

 

The General Assembly took up consideration of the Supplementary Report of the 

Assembly Arrangements & Nominations Committee which was given in by the Convener 

in the following terms: 

 

At their meeting in October the Committee received intimation from Rev. Graeme 

Craig, Assistant Clerk of Assembly, of his intention to resign as Assistant Clerk as 

from the rising of the General Assembly.  Accordingly, the Committee solicited 

nominations from Presbyteries and returns are tabulated below. 

 

Returns 

Presbytery of Inverness   Mr Maurice Grant 

Northern Presbytery     Rev. Murdo A.N. Macleod 

Presbytery of Outer Hebrides  Rev. Murdo A.N. Macleod, Mr. Maurice Grant,  

         Rev. Henry J.T. Woods 
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Presbytery of Skye & Lochcarron  Rev. David M. Blunt 

Southern Presbytery      Rev. M.A.N. Macleod, Rev. H.J.T. Woods 

Presbytery of USA      No Return 

 

Summary 

Rev. David M. Blunt    1 Presbytery 

Mr Maurice Grant    2 Presbyteries 

Rev. Murdo A.N. Macleod  3 Presbyteries 

Rev. Henry J.T. Woods   2 Presbyteries 

ALLAN MURRAY,  Convener 

 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

1. The General Assembly receive and note the Supplementary Report of the 

Assembly Arrangements & Nominations Committee; 

2. The General Assembly note that whilst thanking those Presbyteries which had 

nominated them, Messrs Maurice Grant, Murdo A.N. Macleod, Henry J.T. Woods 

and David M. Blunt indicated their desire to withdraw their names; 

3. The General Assembly direct the Assembly Arrangements & Nominations 

Committee to reconsider the matter of the Assistant Clerkship of Assembly at a 

suitable juncture between Sederunts of the Assembly and to report to a future 

Sederunt of this Assembly. 

The General Assembly took up consideration of a Petition from the Free Northern 

Presbytery anent Appointment of General Assessors in the following terms: 

 

Unto the venerable the General Assembly of the Free Church of Scotland (Continuing) 

indicted to meet in Edinburgh on 18 May 2015 

 

The Petition of the Free Northern Presbytery humbly shows that: 

 

1. Whereas the membership of the Presbytery has been severely depleted; 

 

2. Whereas Presbytery has only one minister in active service within the Bounds; 

 

3. Whereas the appointment of General Assessors would be of immense assistance in the 

effective functioning of Presbytery; 

 

Wherefore 

 

May it please your venerable Court to take these premises into consideration and appoint 

General Assessors to the Free Northern Presbytery for the forthcoming year, or do 

otherwise as in their wisdom they deem best. 

 

And your Petitioners will ever pray. 

 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

The General Assembly receive the Petition of the Free Northern Presbytery and grant its 

crave to appoint General Assessors; 
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The General Assembly appoint Rev. Henry J.T. Woods, Minister at Kilmorack & 

Strathglass, a General Assessor to the Free Northern Presbytery. 

 

The General Assembly took up consideration of a Petition from the Free Southern 

Presbytery anent Appointment of General Assessor in the following terms: 

 

Unto the Venerable the General Assembly of the Free Church of Scotland (Continuing) 

indicted to meet in Edinburgh on Monday 18th May 2015 the Petition of the Free 

Southern Presbytery humbly sheweth that: 

 

Whereas the General Assembly of 2014 admitted Rev. E.T. Kirkland and his congregation 

of Ballyclare & Doagh to the Free Church of Scotland (Continuing); 

 

Whereas the said General Assembly appointed Rev E.T. Kirkland a General Assessor to 

the Free Southern Presbytery; and 

 

Whereas this arrangement has been of mutual benefit to the Presbytery and to Mr 

Kirkland; 

 

Wherefore: 

 

May it please your Venerable Court to take these premises into consideration and appoint 

Rev. E.T. Kirkland a General Assessor to the Free Southern Presbytery for the 

forthcoming year: 

 

Or do otherwise as in their wisdom they deem best. 

 

And your Petitioners will ever pray. 

 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

The General Assembly receive the Petition of the Free Southern Presbytery and grant its 

crave.  They appoint Rev. E.T. Kirkland a General Assessor to the Free Southern 

Presbytery. 

 

The General Assembly took up consideration of a Petition from the Free Presbytery of the 

United States of America anent Appointment of General Assessors in the following terms: 

 

Unto the venerable General Assembly of the Free Church of Scotland (Continuing) 

indicted to meet in Edinburgh on 18 May, 2015; the Petition of the Presbytery of the 

United States humbly sheweth that: 

 

Out of concern for the good and protection of the Presbytery of the United States and the 

Free Church of Scotland (Continuing), and for the wellbeing of the Church generally, we 

desire to draw the attention of your reverend Court to the following matters: 

 

Whereas the Presbytery of the United States has a minimal number of presbyters; 

 

Whereas the Presbytery of the United States often has matters of significant weight 

requiring the assistance of assessor elders; 

 

Whereas the Presbytery of the United States believes it would benefit greatly from the 

wisdom of additional members in addressing such matters;  
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17.  Petition from 

the Free  Presbytery 

of United States of 

America anent 

General Assessors 

(Cont.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Finding 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

18.  Petition from 

the Kirk Session & 

Congregation of 

Poolewe & Aultbea 

anent Presbyterial 

Oversight 

 

 

Wherefore may it please your venerable court to take these premises into consideration 

and authorize the appointment of General Assessors to augment the membership of the 

Presbytery of the United States.  

 

Or do otherwise as in their wisdom may seem best.  

 

And your petitioners will ever pray.  

 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

The General Assembly receive the Petition of the Free Presbytery of the United States of 

America and grant its crave and appoint Rev. Gavin Beers, Rev. James Gracie, Rev. 

Henry J.T. Woods, Rev. Murdo A.N. Macleod and Mr Murdo MacDonald (Aultbea) 

General Assessors to the Free Presbytery of the United States of America. 

 

The General Assembly took up consideration of a Petition from the Kirk Session and 

Congregation of Poolewe & Aultbea anent Presbytery Oversight in the following terms: 

 

Unto the Venerable, the General Assembly of the Free Church of Scotland (Continuing) 

indicted to meet in Edinburgh on 18th May 2015, the Petition of the Kirk Session and 

Congregation of Poolewe & Aultbea humbly sheweth that: 

 

a) Whereas following Presbytery reorganisation in 2007 the Congregation of Poolewe & 

Aultbea fell within the bounds of the Free Presbytery of Skye & Lochcarron, having its 

seat in Portree, more than one-hundred and ten miles (110 miles) away; 

 

b) Whereas since that time the office-bearers of the Congregation have often reflected on 

the inefficiency of the Congregation being so remote from the seat of the Presbytery and 

the bulk of the Congregations within its bounds; 

 

c) Whereas the distance travelled to the seat of the Northern Presbytery would not exceed 

Eighty-seven miles (87 miles), and the distance travelled to the seat of the Inverness 

Presbytery would not exceed Seventy-six miles (76 miles); 

 

d) Whereas the time travelled to the seat of Presbytery in Portree is three-hours and fifteen 

minutes (3 hours, 15 minutes); 

 

e) Whereas the time travelled to the seat of the Northern Presbytery would not exceed two 

hours and forty-five minutes (2 hours, 45 minutes), and the time travelled to the seat of the 

Inverness Presbytery would approximate to two hours (2 hours); 

 

f) Whereas the natural social ties of the Congregation of Poolewe & Aultbea are in both 

Dingwall and Inverness; 

 

g) Whereas the majority of supply preachers to the Congregation of Poolewe & Aultbea in 

times of vacancy are resident within the mainland presbyteries; 

 

h) Whereas the Presbytery of Inverness has indicated that they have no objection to 

Presbytery bounds being adjusted to include the Congregation of Poolewe & Aultbea 

within their own bounds; 
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i) Whereas at a Congregational meeting on Tuesday 7th April, 2015 the Congregation of 

Poolewe & Aultbea expressed harmonious support for the adjusting of Presbytery Bounds 

so that Congregation came under the care of either the Northern Presbytery or the 

Inverness Presbytery; 

 

j) Whereas on balance it is felt that the option of the Congregation being included within 

the Bounds of the Presbytery of Inverness should be preferred; 

 

Wherefore 

May it please your Venerable Court to take these premises into consideration and redraw 

presbytery boundaries to include the Congregation of Poolewe & Aultbea within a 

mainland presbytery, or do otherwise as in their wisdom they deem best. 

 

And your Petitioners will ever pray. 

 

 

1. 

 

Extract Minute of Kirk Session of Poolewe & Aultbea 

 

At Inverinate, and at Aveley, there and by 

telephone conference, on Monday twenty-

third March 2015 the Kirk Session of 

Poolewe and Aultbea Free Church 

(continuing) met and was constituted. 

Inter alia  

The Kirk Session appointed a Congregational Meeting on Tuesday seventh April 2015, to 

discuss the potential for being included within a mainland presbytery. 

 … The Minutes of the meeting were read and approved. 

Extracted from the Kirk Session minutes by A J MacInnes (Clerk) 

 

 

2. 

 

Extract Minute of Kirk Session of Poolewe & Aultbea 

 

At Aultbea, and at Balnaluib School, on 

Tuesday 7th April 2015 the Kirk Session of 

Poolewe and Aultbea Free Church 

(continuing) met and was constituted. 

Inter alia  

The Kirk Session met with the congregation. 

This congregational meeting to discuss the potential for being included within a mainland 

presbytery, was appointed by the Kirk Session on 23rd March 2015, and publicly 

intimated on Sabbath 29th March 2015 and Sabbath 5th April 2015. 

 

The Congregational Meeting began with Public Worship, the Moderator preached from 

Psalm 103. 

 

The Moderator read relevant section from ‗The Practice of the Free Church of Scotland 

(eight edition)‘ relating to the calling of a congregational meeting (page 14).  
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After discussion it was moved seconded and agreed that the congregation petition the 

General Assembly of the Free Church of Scotland (Continuing) indicted to meet in 

Edinburgh on 18th May, 2015 in the following terms. 

 

Then follows terms of Petition with clause later deleted by Presbytery 

 

It was moved seconded and agreed to forward the petition to the Presbytery of Skye & 

Lochcarron requesting the Presbytery to forward the Petition to the General Assembly 

indicating the favourable approval of their reverend Court. 

 

The Kirk Session, together with the congregation, recorded their thankfulness to Almighty 

God that there is consensus and harmony within the congregation on this matter.  

 

The Minutes of the meeting were read and approved. 

Extracted from the Kirk Session minutes by 

A. J. MacInnes (Clerk) 

 

 

3. 

 

Extract Minute of Free Presbytery of Inverness 

 

At Westhill, Inverness and at Greyfriars Free 

Church  (Continuing) there on Wednesday 

8th  April 2015 the Free Presbytery of 

Inverness met and was constituted 

Inter alia 

Presbytery took up consideration of an extract from the Records of Poolewe & Aultbea 

Free Church of Scotland (Continuing) which was in the following terms: 

 

At Inverinate, and at Aveley, there and by 

telephone conference, on Friday 

thirteenth March 2015 the Kirk Session 

of Poolewe and Aultbea Free Church 

(continuing) met and was constituted. 

Inter alia  

The Kirk Session agreed to advise both Northern and Inverness Presbyteries of 

their petition that Presbytery boundaries be redrawn in order to establish if either of 

these presbyteries would be content to accept the congregation of Poolewe and 

Aultbea within their bounds.        

Extracted from the Kirk Session minutes by A J MacInnes (Clerk pro-tem) 

 

It was resolved that Presbytery would be content, if so asked by the General Assembly, to 

receive the congregation of Poolewe & Aultbea Free Church of Scotland (Continuing) 

into the bounds of the Free Presbytery of Inverness (Continuing). 

 

Extracted from the Records of the Free Presbytery of Inverness by 

John Macleod, Presbytery Clerk 
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4. 

 

Extract Minute of Free Presbytery of Skye & Lochcarron 

 

At Ardelve, and within the Lochalsh Free 

Church (Continuing) Hall there on 21st  day 

of April, 2015, which day the Free 

Presbytery of Skye & Lochcarron being met 

and constituted. 

Inter alia 

Presbytery took up consideration of a petition from the Congregation of Poolewe & 

Aultbea seeking the redrawing of presbytery boundaries and their transference to a 

mainland presbytery. 

 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that the Presbytery note the following: 1) Minute from 

the Kirk session dated 23rd March, 2015 anent appointment of a Congregational meeting; 

2) Minute of the Kirk Session of 7th April, 2015 detailing a  Congregational meeting‘s 

support for a  Petition; 3) Report of an extract minute from the Free Presbytery of 

Inverness anent the transference of the parish of Poolewe & Aultbea to the bounds of that 

Presbytery, should the General Assembly so will.   It was further moved, seconded and 

agreed that the Presbytery note the terms of the Petition as follows: 

 

Then follows terms of Petition with clause later deleted by Presbytery 

 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that the Presbytery of Skye & Lochcarron, noting the 

reasons of inconvenience for the Kirk Session of Poolewe & Aultbea on those occasions 

when meetings of Presbytery are held at the seat of Presbytery especially, grant the crave 

of the Kirk Session and Congregation to this Reverend Court to the extent that the 

Presbytery: 1)  forward the Petition to the General Assembly; and 2) forward the Petition 

simpliciter.  Presbytery further direct, in consequence of its finding, that premise ‗k‘ - viz. 

‗Whereas the Presbytery of Skye & Lochcarron have indicated their willingness to 

acquiesce with the desires of the Congregation thereanent‘ - be removed from the Petition 

before forwarding to the General Assembly. 

 

Presbytery note that Rev. A. James MacInnes and Mr Murdo MacDonald would appear in 

support of the petition. 

 

The minute was read and adjusted, and it was moved, seconded and agreed that the 

Presbytery approve this part of the minute. 

 

Extracted from the Records of the Free Presbytery of Skye & Lochcarron by 

Raymond A. Kemp, Clerk of Presbytery, this 6th day of May, 2015 
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5. 

 

Extract Minute of Free Northern Presbytery 

 

At Lairg, and within the Community 

Centre there on 17 March 2015, the 

Free Northern Presbytery met at 

2.00pm and was constituted. 

Inter alia 

Presbytery took up consideration of a communication dated 13 March from the Clerk to 

the Kirk Session of the congregation of Poolewe & Aultbea in which it was intimated that 

the congregation were intending to petition the superior courts seeking the possible re-

drawing of the bounds of the Northern Presbytery.  The extract Minute was in the 

following terms: ―The Kirk Session agreed to advise both Northern and Inverness 

Presbyteries of their petition that Presbytery boundaries be redrawn in order to establish 

if either of these presbyteries would be content to accept the congregation of Poolewe and 

Aultbea within their bounds.‖ 

 

While having some difficulty in recognising the competence of this communication, 

Presbytery nevertheless agreed to discuss the proposal and possible reasons for its having 

been brought forward.  While always being entirely willing to assist brethren in other 

Presbyteries where possible, it was difficult to see how the implicit potential practical 

difficulties facing representatives of congregations already within the bounds of this 

Presbytery could be overcome were this proposal to proceed. 

 

Extracted from the Records of the Free Presbytery by 

John MacKenzie, Presbytery Clerk 

 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

The General Assembly receive the Petition of the Kirk Session and Congregation of 

Poolewe & Aultbea anent Presbyterial Oversight and grant its crave to the extent that 

 

1. The General Assembly direct that the Congregation of Poolewe & Aultbea be 

placed under the oversight of the Free Presbytery of Inverness forthwith; 

2. The General Assembly, noting that there is a need to redraw Presbytery boundaries 

in the light of the above, direct the Assembly Arrangements & Nominations 

Committee to report thereanent to the Commission of Assembly; 

3. The General Assembly direct the Free Presbytery of Inverness to meet at the close 

of this Sederunt to make necessary arrangements for the Congregation of Poolewe 

& Aultbea. 

The General Assembly took up consideration of a Petition from the Free Mainland Synod 

anent the records of the Free Northern Synod in the following terms: 

 

Unto the venerable the General Assembly of the Free Church of Scotland (Continuing) 

indicted to meet in Edinburgh on 18th May 2015: 

 

The Petition of the Mainland Synod humbly shows that: 
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Whereas the Mainland Synod noted that the minutes of the Northern Presbytery and an 

independently-examined record of financial accounts of the Northern Presbytery were not 

to hand 

 

Wherefore 

 

May it please your venerable Court to take the above premise into consideration and 

permit the members of the Mainland Synod to meet during a recess of the General 

Assembly to examine the records of the Northern Presbytery 

 

or do otherwise as in their wisdom they deem best. 

 

And your Petitioners will ever pray. 

 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

The General Assembly receive the Petition of the Free Mainland Synod and grant its crave 

and permit the Free Mainland Synod to meet during a recess of the General Assembly to 

examine the Records of the Northern Presbytery. 

 

The Convener of the Business Committee made a Statement. 

 

The General Assembly then called for the Report of the Special Committee on Psalmody, 

which being printed and in the hands of members, was referred to by the Convener, who 

addressed the Assembly thereanent. 

 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

1. The General Assembly receive and adopt the report of the Special Committee on 

Psalmody and thank the Committee; 

2. The General Assembly give thanks to God for the dedicated Precentors in our 

Congregations who give diligent, devoted and careful leadership to our 

worshipping people and encourage Ministers to ensure that they are given a note of 

the Psalms to be used in worship timeously to enable them to fulfil their duties; 

3. The General Assembly encourage the holding of Psalmody Workshops to assist in 

congregational praise; 

4. The General Assembly commend to the Church the latest volume (Volume 11) of 

the 12-volume series Worthy to be Praised for widespread use by Psalmody classes 

and for daily edification of all; 

5. The General Assembly thank Mrs. Isobel Scott and her team, including Mr. Robb 

Alcorn, the sound engineer, and Miss Esther Semmens, the graphic designer, for 

their help in producing the latest Psalm CD; 

6. The General Assembly note the Supplementary Report and congratulate all those 

who took part in the Psalmody Test and thank those who helped them on the way, 

as well as those who tested them. 
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The General Assembly then called for the Report of the Special Committee anent Church 

Courts, which being printed and in the hands of members, was given in by Convener who 

addressed the Assembly thereanent. 

 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

1. The General Assembly receive and adopt the Report of the Special Committee 

anent Church Courts and thank the Committee, especially the Convener and Clerk; 

2. The General Assembly enact that with effect from the rising of the 2015 General 

Assembly the Mainland and Western Synods shall not be required to meet on the 

stated dates of their Ordinary Meetings on the first Tuesday in April and the fourth 

Tuesday in March, respectively; 

 Notwithstanding, each Synod: 

(i) shall have the right to meet for an Ordinary meeting; 

(ii) shall continue to maintain their functions as courts to hear and 

dispose of Complaints, Appeals, References, Petitions and Overtures from 

the inferior judicatories; 

(iii) shall meet as directed by the General Assembly; 

(iv) shall meet by competent requisition from members; 

3. The first Tuesday in April for the Mainland Synod, and the fourth Tuesday in 

March for the Western Synod, shall continue to mark the end of the ecclesiastical 

year for Presbyteries within the bounds of those Synods; 

4. Each Synod shall have the right and duty to appoint its own Moderator.  Where the 

Moderator last appointed is not available, the most senior minister in a charge 

within the bounds of the Synod shall function as Moderator with regard to the 

calling of a meeting of Synod and shall chair the initial part of the meeting of 

Synod until the Synod appoints its new Moderator; 

5. Each Synod shall have the right and duty to appoint its own Clerk.  Where the 

Clerk last appointed is no longer available, an appointment of a Clerk pro tem shall 

be made by the Assembly Arrangements & Nominations Committee and the said 

Committee shall report to the General Assembly thereanent; 

6. Each Synod shall no longer be obliged to appoint Commissioners to have 

correspondence with other Synods near them (Act Sess. 23,24, 1638); 

7. The Training of the Ministry & Admissions Committee shall no longer be required 

to intimate to Synods the names of students applying for Licence (Act V 1979); 

8. The Records of each Synod shall be submitted to the General Assembly for 

inspection each year, whether or not any meeting of the Synod shall have taken 

place in the year under review; 

9. The Records of each Presbytery, hitherto reviewed by the Synod of the bounds, 

shall henceforth be submitted to the General Assembly for review; 
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10. The General Assembly thank and discharge the Committee. 

The General Assembly did then adjourn to meet again in this place at 6.30 o‘clock 

evening, whereof public intimation having been given, the Sederunt was closed with 

prayer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At Edinburgh and within Liberton Kirk there 

the 19th day of May 2015 years at 6.30 o‟clock evening       Sess. 3. 

 

The General Assembly did again convene and was constituted with devotional exercises. 

 

The General Assembly then called for the Report of the Welfare of Youth & Education 

Committee which being printed and in the hands of members, was referred to by the 

Convener, who addressed the Assembly thereanent. 

 

There was an Order of the Day at 6:45 o‘clock for the Presentation of the Sabbath School 

Award.  The following award winner was introduced to the Moderator, suitably addressed 

and presented with his award: 

Sabbath School Award 

Matthew S. Keddie,  Shettleston 

 

It was moved and seconded that 

 

1. The General Assembly receive and adopt the report of the Welfare of Youth & 

Education Committee and thank the Committee; 

2. The General Assembly thank Mrs Isobel Ann Macleod for her work as Clerk; 

3. The General Assembly note with interest the ongoing work being done to improve 

the presentation of the Sabbath School and Bible Class workbooks.  They thank 

Mrs Isobel Ann Macleod for what has been achieved thus far to that end and 

commend to all the Sabbath School and Bible Class workbooks; 

4. The General Assembly thank those who teach in the Sabbath Schools and who so 

freely give of their time; 

5. The General Assembly record their thanks to those involved in preparing and 

marking the annual Sabbath School and Bible Class Examination; 

6. The General Assembly commend the Maurine Murchison Memorial Prize and 

congratulate all those who participated this year; 

7. The General Assembly congratulate those who successfully completed the Shorter 

Catechism Diploma and encourage Sabbath School Superintendents to continue to 

promote this scheme; 

22.  Adjournment 
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8. The General Assembly thank Mr Derick Gillies for his faithful work in organising 

the All-Age Holiday and would encourage the Committee as they search for new 

leaders; 

9. The General Assembly thank Rev. Greg MacDonald and Rev. James MacInnes for 

their faithful leadership of the Youth Camp, Miss Joan MacKintosh for all the 

catering arrangements, and all who assist in the work of the camps; 

10. The General Assembly note with gratitude to the Lord that the Senior Camp has 

now been established and commend the work of the camps to the prayers of the 

Church; 

11. The General Assembly encourage Rev. David Fraser in his work with the Olivet 

Course; 

12. The General Assembly commend the whole area of Christian education and in 

particular the encouraging new developments in Glasgow to the prayerful interest 

of the wider Church. 

It was also moved and seconded that 

 

The following be added as an Addendum to the Proposed Deliverance: 

―The General Assembly, in noting the positive help given by the Committee to families 

and schools involved in the wide spectrum of Christian education, direct the Committee to 

consider ways in which help might be increased and broadened.‖ 

 

With the permission of the House and his seconder, the mover of the first motion accepted 

the Addendum. 

 

Wherefore 

 

1. The General Assembly receive and adopt the report of the Welfare of Youth & 

Education Committee and thank the Committee; 

2. The General Assembly thank Mrs Isobel Ann Macleod for her work as Clerk; 

3. The General Assembly note with interest the ongoing work being done to improve 

the presentation of the Sabbath School and Bible Class workbooks.  They thank 

Mrs Isobel Ann Macleod for what has been achieved thus far to that end and 

commend to all the Sabbath School and Bible Class workbooks; 

4. The General Assembly thank those who teach in the Sabbath Schools and who so 

freely give of their time; 

5. The General Assembly record their thanks to those involved in preparing and 

marking the annual Sabbath School and Bible Class Examination; 

6. The General Assembly commend the Maurine Murchison Memorial Prize and 

congratulate all those who participated this year; 

7. The General Assembly congratulate those who successfully completed the Shorter 

Catechism Diploma and encourage Sabbath School Superintendents to continue to 

promote this scheme; 
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8. The General Assembly thank Mr Derick Gillies for his faithful work in organising 

the All-Age Holiday and would encourage the Committee as they search for new 

leaders; 

9. The General Assembly thank Rev. Greg MacDonald and Rev. James MacInnes for 

their faithful leadership of the Youth Camp, Miss Joan MacKintosh for all the 

catering arrangements, and all who assist in the work of the camps; 

10. The General Assembly note with gratitude to the Lord that the Senior Camp has 

now been established and commend the work of the camps to the prayers of the 

Church; 

11. The General Assembly encourage Rev. David Fraser in his work with the Olivet 

Course; 

12. General Assembly commend the whole area of Christian education and in 

particular the encouraging new developments in Glasgow to the prayerful interest 

of the wider Church; 

13. The General Assembly, in noting the positive help given by the Committee to 

families and schools involved in the wide spectrum of Christian education, direct 

the Committee to consider ways in which help might be increased and broadened. 

There was an Order of the Day at 7.45 o‘clock for the reception of Delegates. 

 

The following Delegates were introduced to the Moderator and invited to address the 

Assembly: 

 

Rev. John Hawthorne - Reformed Presbyterian Church of Ireland 

 

Rev. James Millar - Scottish Reformation Society 

 

The Moderator conveyed the thanks of the Assembly to the Delegates. 

 

The Convener of the Business Committee made a Statement. 

 

The General Assembly met in Private. 

 

The General Assembly took up consideration of an Application for Admission from Rev. 

Jorge Ruiz Ortiz together with the Supplementary Report of the Training of the Ministry 

& Admissions Committee. 

 

The Clerk was instructed to keep a copy of the Application and the Supplementary Report 

in retentis. 

 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

1. The General Assembly receive the Application by Rev. Jorge Ruiz Ortiz for 

admission into the Ministry of the Free Church of Scotland (Continuing); 

2. The General Assembly admit Rev. Jorge Ruiz Ortiz an ordained minister of the 

Free Church of Scotland (Continuing) and direct that the Clerk of Assembly place 
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his name on the Register of Ministers without Charge available for Call with effect 

from his signing of the Formula to be arranged by the Southern Presbytery; 

3. The General Assembly direct the Southern Presbytery to meet at the close of this 

Sederunt to arrange for Mr Ruiz Ortiz to sign the Formula. 

On the call of the Moderator Rev. William B. Scott led the General Assembly in prayer 

seeking God‘s blessing on Mr Ruiz Ortiz. 

 

The General Assembly took up consideration of the Supplementary Report of the Home & 

Foreign Missions Committee. 

 

The Clerk was instructed to keep a copy of the Supplementary Report in retentis. 

 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

1. The General Assembly receive and adopt the Supplementary Report of the Home 

& Foreign Missions Committee; 

2. The General Assembly approve the extension of the £300 monthly additional 

payment to the Congregation of Ballyclare & Doagh for a period up to May 2016; 

3. The General Assembly urge Mr Kirkland to seek out suitable part-time 

employment to supplement his finances, to the exclusion of other commitments if 

need be; 

4. The General Assembly note that such additional support to the Congregation of 

Ballyclare & Doagh shall cease one month after Mr Kirkland takes up any such 

suitable employment. 

The General Assembly now met in Open Court. 

 

The General Assembly did then adjourn to meet again in this place on Wednesday at 9 

o‘clock forenoon, whereof public intimation having been given, the Sederunt was closed 

with prayer. 
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At Edinburgh and within Liberton Kirk there 

the 20th day of May 2015 years at 9 o‟clock forenoon       Sess. 4. 

 

The General Assembly did again convene and was constituted with devotional exercises. 

 

The General Assembly continued to engage in devotional exercises, when the following 

took part at the request of the Moderator: 

 

John Macleod (Duthil-Dores), David Lachman, John MacLeod (Tarbat), 

E. Trevor Kirkland, Lindsay MacCallum, Graeme Craig, Davide Ratti, 

Randall Taylor, Henry J.T. Woods, Donald Morrison (Shader) 

 

The Minutes of the previous day‘s Sederunts were read and approved. 

 

The General Assembly then called for the Report of the Committee on Public Questions, 

Religion & Morals, which being printed and in the hands of members, was referred to by 

the Convener, who addressed the Assembly thereanent. 

 

It was moved and seconded that 

 

1. The General Assembly receive and adopt the Report of the Public Questions, 

Religion & Morals Committee and thank the Committee, especially the Convener, 

Vice-convener and Clerk; 

2. The General Assembly commend the work of the Committee to our people.  They 

encourage congregations and individuals to inform the Committee of local matters 

of particular spiritual and moral concern that might be helped by being more 

widely known and by being addressed by the Committee; 

3. The General Assembly give thanks to God that the outcome of the referendum on 

Scottish independence means that the Scottish Government‘s desire that the Act of 

Settlement be repealed is less likely to be fulfilled.  They pray that in a time of 

constitutional change and increasing political uncertainty the Lord would continue 

to preserve Scotland from every threat to its identity as a Protestant Christian 

nation; 

4. The General Assembly note with alarm the ongoing efforts being made within the 

UK to undermine the divine institution of marriage and how these efforts are being 

abetted by branches of the church as well as by the state.  In particular they deplore 

the way in which the Church of Scotland appears to be following a course towards 

the acceptance of same-sex ‗marriage‘ and plead with that denomination to repent 

of this sin and return to the Scriptures as the only rule to direct us.  They pray that 

the Lord in His mercy will halt these harmful trends and that ministers will 

continue to be able to perform civil marriage in the future without compromise of 

biblical principle; 

5. The General Assembly note the situation regarding the Assisted Suicide (Scotland) 

Bill.  They urge the Committee to persevere in addressing biblical teaching on this 

subject to MSPs, trusting that this will speak to their consciences, and pray that the 

Lord will be pleased to thwart this wrong and indeed calamitous idea when the Bill 

comes to a final vote in the Scottish Parliament; 
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6. The General Assembly note that the right to introduce a bill into the Scottish 

Parliament seeking to change the system of declared consent to human organ and 

tissue donation to a system of presumed consent has been secured by Anne 

McTaggart.  They encourage the Committee to follow the progress of this bill and 

to take further suitable action as they see fit to represent to the appropriate parties 

the Christian viewpoint on this subject; 

7. The General Assembly note with grave concern the passing of the Human 

Embryology and Fertilisation (Mitochondrial Donation) Regulations by the UK 

Parliament with their destructive implications for embryonic life and their potential 

for profound and harmful effects upon generations of our fellow human beings; 

8. The General Assembly note with sadness the failure in the House of Commons of 

Fiona Bruce‘s amendment to the Serious Crime Bill which sought to make explicit 

that gender abortion is a criminal offence.  They encourage her to continue in her 

efforts and urge other like-minded politicians throughout the UK to endeavour to 

curtail the ravages of abortion.  They exhort the Lord‘s people to persevere in 

prayerful and practical endeavour to get abortion not only limited but also 

abolished; 

9. The General Assembly note the incomplete nature of the Committee‘s 

investigations into the Named Persons provision of the Children and Young People 

(Scotland) Act which was passed by the Scottish Parliament last year, and also the 

ongoing legal challenge to and growing campaign against Named Persons.  They 

permit the Committee to continue their work on this matter and instruct the 

Committee to submit a full report with recommendations to the 2016 General 

Assembly or to an earlier Commission of Assembly as appropriate; 

10. The General Assembly encourage the Committee as they continue their work on 

Britain‘s political relations with the Vatican and pray that the final document may 

help to remind our government that the only wise course for nations to follow is to 

refuse all ties with the so-called Holy See; 

11. The General Assembly note the Committee‘s investigations into whether the 

current arrangement for a Day of Humiliation and Prayer is consistent with the 

historic practice of the reformed Church in Scotland.  In the meantime they 

commend to the prayers of the Church our nation‘s present religious and moral 

state and call upon the congregations of our Church to observe a day of humiliation 

and prayer on Saturday 5th December or the closest convenient date and encourage 

other Christians throughout our country to do likewise. 

It was also moved and seconded that 

The General Assembly, noting with great sadness and concern the recent judgment 

announced against Ashers Baking Company, Belfast, for breaking anti-discrimination 

laws, express their united support for the company, its owners and staff, assuring them of 

their prayerful interest at this difficult time and trusting that the Lord will uphold and 

vindicate them in due course. 

With the permission of the House and his seconder, the mover of the first motion accepted 

the Addendum. 

Wherefore 
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1. The General Assembly receive and adopt the Report of the Public Questions, 

Religion & Morals Committee and thank the Committee, especially the Convener, 

Vice-convener and Clerk; 

2. The General Assembly commend the work of the Committee to our people.  They 

encourage congregations and individuals to inform the Committee of local matters 

of particular spiritual and moral concern that might be helped by being more 

widely known and by being addressed by the Committee; 

3. The General Assembly give thanks to God that the outcome of the referendum on 

Scottish independence means that the Scottish Government‘s desire that the Act of 

Settlement be repealed is less likely to be fulfilled.  They pray that in a time of 

constitutional change and increasing political uncertainty the Lord would continue 

to preserve Scotland from every threat to its identity as a Protestant Christian 

nation; 

4. The General Assembly note with alarm the ongoing efforts being made within the 

UK to undermine the divine institution of marriage and how these efforts are being 

abetted by branches of the church as well as by the state.  In particular they deplore 

the way in which the Church of Scotland appears to be following a course towards 

the acceptance of same-sex ‗marriage‘ and plead with that denomination to repent 

of this sin and return to the Scriptures as the only rule to direct us.  They pray that 

the Lord in His mercy will halt these harmful trends and that ministers will 

continue to be able to perform civil marriage in the future without compromise of 

biblical principle; 

5. The General Assembly note the situation regarding the Assisted Suicide (Scotland) 

Bill.  They urge the Committee to persevere in addressing biblical teaching on this 

subject to MSPs, trusting that this will speak to their consciences, and pray that the 

Lord will be pleased to thwart this wrong and indeed calamitous idea when the Bill 

comes to a final vote in the Scottish Parliament; 

6. The General Assembly note that the right to introduce a bill into the Scottish 

Parliament seeking to change the system of declared consent to human organ and 

tissue donation to a system of presumed consent has been secured by Anne 

McTaggart.  They encourage the Committee to follow the progress of this bill and 

to take further suitable action as they see fit to represent to the appropriate parties 

the Christian viewpoint on this subject; 

7. The General Assembly note with grave concern the passing of the Human 

Embryology and Fertilisation (Mitochondrial Donation) Regulations by the UK 

Parliament with their destructive implications for embryonic life and their potential 

for profound and harmful effects upon generations of our fellow human beings; 

8. The General Assembly note with sadness the failure in the House of Commons of 

Fiona Bruce‘s amendment to the Serious Crime Bill which sought to make explicit 

that gender abortion is a criminal offence.  They encourage her to continue in her 

efforts and urge other like-minded politicians throughout the UK to endeavour to 

curtail the ravages of abortion.  They exhort the Lord‘s people to persevere in 

prayerful and practical endeavour to get abortion not only limited but also 

abolished; 

9. The General Assembly note the incomplete nature of the Committee‘s 
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investigations into the Named Persons provision of the Children and Young People 

(Scotland) Act which was passed by the Scottish Parliament last year, and also the 

ongoing legal challenge to and growing campaign against Named Persons.  They 

permit the Committee to continue their work on this matter and instruct the 

Committee to submit a full report with recommendations to the 2016 General 

Assembly or to an earlier Commission of Assembly as appropriate; 

10. The General Assembly encourage the Committee as they continue their work on 

Britain‘s political relations with the Vatican and pray that the final document may 

help to remind our government that the only wise course for nations to follow is to 

refuse all ties with the so-called Holy See; 

11. The General Assembly note the Committee‘s investigations into whether the 

current arrangement for a Day of Humiliation and Prayer is consistent with the 

historic practice of the reformed Church in Scotland.  In the meantime they 

commend to the prayers of the Church our nation‘s present religious and moral 

state and call upon the congregations of our Church to observe a day of humiliation 

and prayer on Saturday 5th December or the closest convenient date and encourage 

other Christians throughout our country to do likewise; 

12. The General Assembly, noting with great sadness and concern the recent judgment 

announced against Ashers Baking Company, Belfast, for breaking anti-

discrimination laws, express their united support for the company, its owners and 

staff, assuring them of their prayerful interest at this difficult time and trusting that 

the Lord will uphold and vindicate them in due course. 

There was an Order of the Day at 11.45 o‘clock forenoon for the reception of Delegates. 

 

The following Delegates were introduced to the Moderator and invited to address the 

Assembly: 

Rev. Bill Schweitzer   – Evangelical Presbyterian Church in England & Wales 

 

Mr D.P. Rowland   – Trinitarian Bible Society 

 

Rev. Dr C.R. Thomas  – Presbyterian Church of Australia 

 

The Moderator conveyed the thanks of the Assembly to the Delegates. 

 

The General Assembly then called for the Report of the Committee on Publications, 

which being printed and in the hands of members, was referred to by the Convener, who 

addressed the Assembly thereanent. 

 

It was moved and seconded that 

 

1. The General Assembly receive and adopt the report of the Publications Committee 

and thank the Committee and especially the Convener and Vice-convener; 

2. The General Assembly express their gratitude to Rev. William Macleod and Rev. 

Murdo A.N. Macleod for their work as Editors of the Witness and Explorer 

respectively; 

3. The General Assembly thank Rev. Alasdair Macleod for his work on the design 
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and layout of the Witness; 

4. The General Assembly thank Miss Anne MacAulay for her work in providing the 

puzzle page for the Explorer; 

5. The General Assembly thank Isobel McQueer for her work as Subscriptions 

Secretary; 

6. The General Assembly thank Mr Bill McQueer for his work as the distributor of 

the Church‘s magazines; 

7. The General Assembly thank Mrs Fionna Macleod for her diligent work in 

recording the Church magazines for the blind over many years and pray that the 

Lord will bless Mrs Susan Furzer who has now taken up this ministry; 

8. The General Assembly thank the proof-readers of the magazines for their work; 

9. The General Assembly thank all who from time to time contribute articles both to 

the Witness and the Explorer; 

10. The General Assembly note once again the special June issue of the Witness, thank 

those who contributed to it and pray that it would be used for the extension of 

Christ‘s kingdom; 

11. The General Assembly note the increasing number of titles on the Church website 

and pray that they will be a blessing to all who are able to read them in this way; 

12. The General Assembly thank those who are engaged in preparing material in the 

series ‗Finding out about...‘ and encourage the Committee as they oversee the 

production of these booklets; 

13. The General Assembly note the further progress regarding the preparation of an 

account of the events leading up to and following the division of 2000.  They trust 

that this work will soon come to its final fruition and pray that all who are involved 

in it will know the Lord‘s help; 

14. The General Assembly note the various other publishing projects which the 

Committee have in hand and pray that the Lord will give them every 

encouragement as they seek to advance them; 

15. The General Assembly approve the Committee‘s recommendation that the practice 

of compiling a one-page A4 summary of the major business transacted at the 

Assembly for issuing to ministers for printing and distribution within their 

congregations be resumed; 

16. The General Assembly thank Mr Bill McQueer for his work in storing and 

distributing the Committee‘s publications; 

17. The General Assembly note the document entitled ‗Principles for Publishing‘ 

produced by the Committee and commend it as a useful guide to biblical teaching 

on the subject; 

18. The General Assembly thank all who are involved in the running of the Church 
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website, especially Rev. Bert Pohl as technical overseer and Rev. Andrew Allan, 

Rev. David Blunt and Rev. John J. Murray as editorial overseers; 

19. The General Assembly approve the establishing and operation of a Twitter account 

and a Facebook page for the denomination.  They urge the Committee to exercise 

due care that the Church‘s involvement in these media be to the glory of God; 

20. The General Assembly thank all those involved in the organising and running of 

the recent Spring Conference and the Inverness Associated Presbyterian Church for 

the use of the Kingsview Christian Centre.  They once again urge ministers to 

promote the Conference and encourage their people to attend; 

21. The General Assembly thank Mr Bill McQueer for his work in producing and 

distributing CDs of sermons by our ministers.  They pray that the Lord will bless 

this ministry; 

22. The General Assembly thank Mr Maurice Grant for his ongoing work in updating 

information for the Annals of the Free Church of Scotland and once again express 

the hope that this project may eventually be able to proceed to publication; 

23. The General Assembly encourage the Committee in their efforts to advance their 

project to produce a video on the disruption of the Church in 2000; 

24. The General Assembly note the availability of a regularly-updated version of the 

Year Book on the Church website and the Committee‘s intention to publish a new 

printed edition early in 2016; 

25. The General Assembly thank Rev. John MacLeod (Tarbat) for his work as the 

Church‘s Press Officer and thank the Lord for granting him a significant 

improvement in his health over the past year. 

It was also moved and seconded that  

 

Paragraph 22 be deleted and replaced with the following: 

The General Assembly thank Mr Maurice Grant for his ongoing work in updating 

information for the Annals of the Free Church of Scotland and direct the Committee to 

make every effort to publish the Annals of the Free Church of Scotland in a suitable 

medium. 

 

With the permission of the House and his seconder the mover of the first motion accepted 

the Amendment. 

 

Wherefore 

 

1. The General Assembly receive and adopt the report of the Publications Committee 

and thank the Committee and especially the Convener and Vice-convener; 

2. The General Assembly express their gratitude to Rev. William Macleod and Rev. 

Murdo A.N. Macleod for their work as Editors of the Witness and Explorer 

respectively; 

3. The General Assembly thank Rev. Alasdair Macleod for his work on the design 
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and layout of the Witness; 

4. The General Assembly thank Miss Anne MacAulay for her work in providing the 

puzzle page for the Explorer; 

5. The General Assembly thank Isobel McQueer for her work as Subscriptions 

Secretary; 

6. The General Assembly thank Mr Bill McQueer for his work as the distributor of 

the Church‘s magazines; 

7. The General Assembly thank Mrs Fionna Macleod for her diligent work in 

recording the Church magazines for the blind over many years and pray that the 

Lord will bless Mrs Susan Furzer who has now taken up this ministry; 

8. The General Assembly thank the proof-readers of the magazines for their work; 

9. The General Assembly thank all who from time to time contribute articles both to 

the Witness and the Explorer; 

10. The General Assembly note once again the special June issue of the Witness, thank 

those who contributed to it and pray that it would be used for the extension of 

Christ‘s kingdom; 

11. The General Assembly note the increasing number of titles on the Church website 

and pray that they will be a blessing to all who are able to read them in this way; 

12. The General Assembly thank those who are engaged in preparing material in the 

series ‗Finding out about...‘ and encourage the Committee as they oversee the 

production of these booklets; 

13. The General Assembly note the further progress regarding the preparation of an 

account of the events leading up to and following the division of 2000.  They trust 

that this work will soon come to its final fruition and pray that all who are involved 

in it will know the Lord‘s help; 

14. The General Assembly note the various other publishing projects which the 

Committee have in hand and pray that the Lord will give them every 

encouragement as they seek to advance them; 

15. The General Assembly approve the Committee‘s recommendation that the practice 

of compiling a one-page A4 summary of the major business transacted at the 

Assembly for issuing to ministers for printing and distribution within their 

congregations be resumed; 

16. The General Assembly thank Mr Bill McQueer for his work in storing and 

distributing the Committee‘s publications; 

17. The General Assembly note the document entitled ‗Principles for Publishing‘ 

produced by the Committee and commend it as a useful guide to biblical teaching 

on the subject; 

18. The General Assembly thank all who are involved in the running of the Church 
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website, especially Rev. Bert Pohl as technical overseer and Rev. Andrew Allan, 

Rev. David Blunt and Rev. John J. Murray as editorial overseers; 

19. The General Assembly approve the establishing and operation of a Twitter account 

and a Facebook page for the denomination.  They urge the Committee to exercise 

due care that the Church‘s involvement in these media be to the glory of God; 

20. The General Assembly thank all those involved in the organising and running of 

the recent Spring Conference and the Inverness Associated Presbyterian Church for 

the use of the Kingsview Christian Centre.  They once again urge ministers to 

promote the Conference and encourage their people to attend; 

21. The General Assembly thank Mr Bill McQueer for his work in producing and 

distributing CDs of sermons by our ministers.  They pray that the Lord will bless 

this ministry; 

22.   The General Assembly thank Mr Maurice Grant for his ongoing work in updating 

information for the Annals of the Free Church of Scotland and direct the 

Committee to make every effort to publish the Annals of the Free Church of 

Scotland in a suitable medium; 

23. The General Assembly encourage the Committee in their efforts to advance their 

project to produce a video on the disruption of the Church in 2000; 

24. The General Assembly note the availability of a regularly-updated version of the 

Year Book on the Church website and the Committee‘s intention to publish a new 

printed edition early in 2016; 

25. The General Assembly thank Rev. John MacLeod (Tarbat) for his work as the 

Church‘s Press Officer and thank the Lord for granting him a significant 

improvement in his health over the past year. 

The General Assembly being informed that the Rev. John W. Keddie was unable to be 

present at the Assembly due to serious illness, the Moderator called on Rev. David S. 

Fraser to engage in prayer for Mr Keddie and his family. 

 

The General Assembly then called for the Report of the Training of the Ministry & 

Admissions Committee, which being printed and in the hands of members, was referred to 

by the Convener, who addressed the Assembly thereanent. 

 

It was moved and seconded that 

 

1. The General Assembly receive the Report of the Training of the Ministry 

Committee & Admissions Committee and thank the Committee; especially the 

Convener and also the Clerk for his diligent efforts throughout the year; 

2. The General Assembly thank the lecturers in the Seminary for their diligent work 

over the past year; 

3. The General Assembly empower the Commission of Assembly to dispose of the 

Application for Admission from Rev. Iain Smith as required; 
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4. The General Assembly retain the present system of grants and loans; 

5. The General Assembly appoint a Student Expenses Scheme whereby: 

5.1 Vacant congregations on Special Arrangements within Scotland are entitled 

to apply to be reimbursed for the reasonable travel expenses of final-year 

students providing necessary Sabbath supply on two occasions within the 

student‘s final year; 

5.2  All other congregations within Scotland are entitled to apply to be 

reimbursed for the reasonable travel expenses of final-year students 

providing necessary Sabbath supply once within the student‘s final year; 

5.3 Applications for reimbursement for such travel expenses will be made by 

congregations to the clerk to the Training of the Ministry & Admissions 

Committee who will arrange for payment to be made from the Committee‘s 

budget; 

6. The General Assembly note with satisfaction the agreement between the Committee 

and the Presbytery of the United States of America regarding the training of students 

from America. 

It was also moved and seconded that 

 

Paragraph 4 of the proposed deliverance be deleted and the following substituted therefor: 

The General Assembly instruct the Training of the Ministry & Admissions Committee, in 

conjunction with the Finance and Sustentation Committee, to consider the implementation 

of a system in which students who are either ordained to the ministry or are actively 

involved in Christian service within the Free Church (Continuing) have their loans 

amortized (ie proportionally reduced) over a period of 5 years, at a rate to be proposed by 

the Finance & Sustentation Committee at the 2016 General Assembly. 

 

On a vote being taken between the second motion and the first motion, the second motion 

was declared carried by a majority. 

 

1. The General Assembly receive the Report of the Training of the Ministry 

Committee & Admissions Committee and thank the Committee; especially the 

Convener and also the Clerk for his diligent efforts throughout the year; 

2. The General Assembly thank the lecturers in the Seminary for their diligent work 

over the past year; 

3. The General Assembly empower the Commission of Assembly to dispose of the 

Application for Admission from Rev. Iain Smith as required; 

4. The General Assembly instruct the Training of the Ministry & Admissions 

Committee, in conjunction with the Finance & Sustentation Committee, to consider 

the implementation of a system in which students who are either ordained to the 

ministry or are actively involved in Christian service within the Free Church 

(Continuing) have their loans amortized (ie proportionally reduced) over a period 

of 5 years, at a rate to be proposed by the Finance & Sustentation Committee at the 

2016 General Assembly; 
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5. The General Assembly appoint a Student Expenses Scheme whereby: 

5.1 Vacant congregations on Special Arrangements within Scotland are entitled 

to apply to be reimbursed for the reasonable travel expenses of final-year 

students providing necessary Sabbath supply on two occasions within the 

student‘s final year; 

5.2  All other congregations within Scotland are entitled to apply to be 

reimbursed for the reasonable travel expenses of final-year students 

providing necessary Sabbath supply once within the student‘s final year; 

5.3 Applications for reimbursement for such travel expenses will be made by 

congregations to the clerk to the Training of the Ministry & Admissions 

Committee who will arrange for payment to be made from the Committee‘s 

budget; 

6. The General Assembly note with satisfaction the agreement between the Committee 

and the Presbytery of the United States of America regarding the training of students 

from America. 

The Convener of the Business Committee made a Statement. 

 

The General Assembly took up consideration of the Additional Supplementary Report of 

the Assembly Arrangements & Nominations Committee, which was submitted in the 

following terms: 

 

The Committee met as directed by the Assembly.  The Committee had anticipated 

being in a position to welcome the appointment of a new Assistant Clerk of 

Assembly.  However, when the Committee met it had to note with regret that all 

four nominees for the post of Assistant Clerk of Assembly had withdrawn their 

names. 

 

Faced with this difficulty the Committee discussed with Rev. Graeme Craig the 

possibility of his continuing as Assistant Clerk of Assembly.  The Committee noted 

that Mr Murdo Murray had been able, over the past year, to relieve Mr Craig of 

part of his duties and the Committee hope that, as Mr Murray becomes more 

familiar with the work, he might be able to contribute substantially more in the 

future. 

 

In the light of the above Mr Craig agreed to withdraw his resignation for the 

present and during the forthcoming year he would assess, in consultation with the 

Committee, whether the increased input from Mr Murray would be such as might 

make it possible for him to remain as Assistant Clerk of Assembly. 

 

ALLAN MURRAY, Convener  

It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

1. The General Assembly receive and adopt the Additional Supplementary Report of 

the Assembly Arrangements and Nominations Committee; 

2. The General Assembly thank Mr Craig, in the light of the current situation, for his 

willingness to withdraw his resignation for the present and direct the Committee to 

keep the situation under review. 
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10.  Report of the 

General Trustees 
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11.  Adjournment 

 

 

 

The General Assembly then called for the Report of the General Trustees, which being 

printed and in the hands of Members was referred to by Mr Maurice Grant who addressed 

the Assembly thereanent. 

 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

1.  The General Assembly receive and adopt the Report of the General Trustees and 

thank them for their work on behalf of the Church; 

2. The General Assembly convey their sincere thanks to Mr Alasdair Buchanan for 

his legal advice and assistance always conveyed with diligence and courtesy; 

3.  The General Assembly note the resignation of Mr John N Gillies as a General 

Trustee.  They express their thanks for his work in this capacity and express their 

appreciation for his willingness to continue in the role of Clerk to the General 

Trustees; 

4.  The General Assembly approve the current Roll of the Board of General Trustees 

as follows: 

Mr Maurice Grant, Edinburgh. Mr John MacKenzie, Assynt & Eddrachillis. Mr 

Donald Martin, Stornoway. Mr Alistair MacKintosh, Duthil-Dores. Mr Angus 

Shaw, Snizort; 

5. The General Assembly instruct Presbyteries to diligently take note of the 

provisions for the a appointment of General Trustees and their tenure of office; 

6.  The General Assembly note with approval that the legal process for transfer of title 

to the General Trustees of the properties at Tain and at Old Edinburgh Road, 

Inverness is expected to be concluded in the near future; 

The General Assembly did then adjourn to meet again in this place at 6.30 o‘clock 

evening, whereof public intimation having been given, the Sederunt was closed with 

prayer. 
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At Edinburgh and within Liberton Kirk there  

the 20th day of May 2015 years at 6.30 o‟clock evening     Sess. 5. 

 

The General Assembly did again convene and was constituted with devotional exercises. 

 

The Moderator did then present inscribed Bibles and monetary gifts to the Principal Clerk 

of Assembly and to the Assistant Clerk of Assembly in recognition of their fifteen years 

service to the Free Church of Scotland (Continuing) in these Offices.  The Clerks suitably 

replied. 

 

The General Assembly called for the Report of the Committee on Home & Foreign 

Missions, which being printed and in the hands of members, was referred to by the 

Convener, who addressed the Assembly thereanent. 

 

It was moved and seconded that 

 

1. The General Assembly receive and adopt the Report and thank the Committee, 

especially the Convener and the Clerk; 

2. The General Assembly thank the Home Mission Worker, Mr Donald J Morrison, 

for what is now a decade of faithful service and assistance. They commend Mr 

Morrison, his wife and family to the prayers of the Church; 

3. The General Assembly note the conclusions of the Committee regarding their 

investigations into a combined Church Planter & Evangelistic Assistant for 

existing congregations, and encourage Presbyteries to give consideration as to the 

potential usefulness of a combined Church Planter & Evangelistic Assistant within 

their respective bounds; 

4. The General Assembly approve the support given to Christian Witness to Israel; 

5. Out of a desire to see the natural branch of Israel return to her own olive tree, the 

General Assembly: 

5.1 Recommend that regular articles on this subject be covered in our church 

magazines and website. Such articles to include devotional and theological 

pieces by converted Jews, the more to foster our sense of indebtedness as 

the Gentile church to Israel; 

5.2 Direct the Committee to utilise Act V (Class II) 2002, Act Anent Co-

operative Evangelism in working towards a concerted effort at Jewish 

evangelism within Scotland on a regular basis, and to agree a budget for 

expenses incurred by ministers, home mission workers, and others 

involved in such efforts of Jewish evangelism, in consultation with the 

Finance & Sustentation Committee; 

5.3 Approve of proposals to release ministers from duties in their own 

congregations, only with the approval of local Kirk Sessions and 

Presbyteries, for up to a maximum of two weeks each year, in order to 

engage in such Jewish Evangelism as may be organised by the Committee; 

5.4 Require the Committee to liaise with Christian Witness to Israel as to any 
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possible short training programmes that they may be able to provide; 

5.5 Direct the Training of the Ministry & Admissions Committee and the 

College Committee to give consideration to the inclusion of a module on 

Jewish evangelism, within the current course for divinity students; 

5.6 Commend this and all endeavours to bring the Gospel of the Messiah to 

ethnic Israel, and exhort our faithful people to the prayerful upholding of 

this venture; 

6. The General Assembly thank Rev. David Lachman for his years of labour at 

Covenant College and note the report of the Committee that Mr Lachman will return 

from the field with effect from May 2016, and thereupon be open to a call to a 

pastoral charge; 

7. The General Assembly note with approval the efforts made over this past winter to 

broaden the support base for Covenant College Zambia Trust, in the United States; 

8. The General Assembly commend Rev. & Mrs David Lachman and family to the 

prayers of the Church; 

9. The General Assembly continue to commend the work done through Covenant 

College Zambia Trust to the wider church for prayerful support; 

10. The General Assembly thank Rev. Andrew Allan for once again serving as the 

denominational representative Trustee on Covenant College Zambia Trust; 

11. The General Assembly note the ongoing work in the Presbytery of the United States 

of America and encourage our brethren in their labour for the Lord; 

12. The General Assembly give thanks for the Congregation of Smiths Falls, Canada, 

and the ministry of Rev. Bert Pohl and instruct the Committee to continue to give all 

needed support to both Mr Pohl and his Congregation; 

13. The General Assembly note with pleasure the strengthening of the mission work in 

Vavuniya, Sri Lanka under the care of Rev. Partheepan Nixon Shanmugam, 

especially the establishing of a Kirk Session and Deacons‘ Court, along with 

admissions to the Communion Roll; 

14. The General Assembly acknowledge their debt to the generosity of Ceylon Christian 

Care in supporting the diaconal mission work in Sri Lanka; 

15. The General Assembly note with pleasure the developing witness of the Ballyclare 

& Doagh Congregation, together with the labours of Rev. E.T. Kirkland.  They 

thank the Southern Presbytery for the service of Recognition held in July, and 

instruct the Committee to continue to give all needed help and encouragement to 

both congregation and pastor; 

16. The General Assembly note with pleasure the opportunities of the past year to 

support pastor training in Asia, and commend this developing work to the prayerful 

interest of the church; 

17. The General Assembly give thanks for the supporting rôle played by Hudson Taylor 
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Ministries, in providing invaluable practical and financial support; 

18. The General Assembly encourage Kirk Sessions to be active and supportive in the 

work of outreach both at home and abroad. 

There was an Order of the Day at 7.30 o‘clock for the reception of Missionary Delegates. 

 

Rev. William MacLeod, Hudson Taylor Ministries, was introduced to the Moderator and 

invited to address the Assembly. 

 

Rev. Jorge Ruiz Ortiz, Spain, was introduced to the Moderator and invited to address the 

Assembly. 

 

Mr Donald John Morrison, Home Mission Worker, was introduced to the Moderator, 

presented with an inscribed Bible in recognition of ten years‘ service as Home Mission 

Worker, and invited to address the Assembly. 

 

Rev. Andrew Allan, Trustee of Covenant College, Zambia, was introduced to the 

Moderator and invited to address the Assembly. 

 

Mr Mike Moore, Christian Witness to Israel, was introduced to the Moderator and invited 

to address the Assembly. 

 

The Moderator conveyed the thanks of the Assembly to each of the Delegates, and after 

devotional exercises Rev. Timothy McGlynn led the General Assembly in prayer. 

 

It was also moved and seconded that 

 

The following be added as an Addendum to the proposed Deliverance: 

The General Assembly instruct the Home and Foreign Missions Committee to take 

immediate oversight of the work of Rev. Jorge Ruiz Ortiz in Spain and elsewhere, and to 

investigate the most appropriate means of oversight for the work in the long term and 

report on the same to the next General Assembly. 

 

It was also moved and seconded that 

 

Paragraphs 5.2 to 5.4 be deleted and replaced with the following: 

5.2  Direct the Committee to consider utilising Act V (Class II) 2002, Act Anent Co-

operative Evangelism in working towards a concerted effort at Jewish evangelism within 

Scotland; 

5.3  The General Assembly, out of a desire to further the work of the Gospel amongst the 

Jews, direct the Committee on Home & Foreign Missions to consult with Christian 

Witness to Israel and other relevant missionary agencies to the Jews as to how the Free 

Church of Scotland (Continuing) can best have active participation in and give support to 

evangelism amongst the Jewish community in Scotland; 

And renumber accordingly. 

 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

The General Assembly suspend Standing Orders. 
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With the permission of the House and his seconder, the mover of the first motion accepted 

the second and third motions. 

 

Wherefore 

 

1. The General Assembly receive and adopt the Report and thank the Committee, 

especially the Convener and the Clerk; 

2. The General Assembly thank the Home Mission Worker, Mr Donald J Morrison, 

for what is now a decade of faithful service and assistance. They commend Mr 

Morrison, his wife and family to the prayers of the Church; 

3. The General Assembly note the conclusions of the Committee regarding their 

investigations into a combined Church Planter & Evangelistic Assistant for 

existing congregations, and encourage Presbyteries to give consideration as to the 

potential usefulness of a combined Church Planter & Evangelistic Assistant within 

their respective bounds; 

4. The General Assembly approve the support given to Christian Witness to Israel; 

5. Out of a desire to see the natural branch of Israel return to her own olive tree, the 

General Assembly: 

5.1 Recommend that regular articles on this subject be covered in our church 

magazines and website. Such articles to include devotional and theological 

pieces by converted Jews, the more to foster our sense of indebtedness as 

the Gentile church to Israel; 

5.2 Direct the Committee to consider utilising Act V (Class II) 2002, Act 

Anent Co-operative Evangelism in working towards a concerted effort at 

Jewish evangelism within Scotland; 

5.3  The General Assembly, out of a desire to further the work of the Gospel 

amongst the Jews, direct the Committee on Home & Foreign Missions to 

consult with Christian Witness to Israel and other relevant missionary 

agencies to the Jews as to how the Free Church of Scotland (Continuing) 

can best have active participation in and give support to evangelism 

amongst the Jewish community in Scotland; 

5.4 Direct the Training of the Ministry & Admissions Committee and the 

College Committee to give consideration to the inclusion of a module on 

Jewish evangelism, within the current course for divinity students; 

5.5 Commend this and all endeavours to bring the Gospel of the Messiah to 

ethnic Israel, and exhort our faithful people to the prayerful upholding of 

this venture; 

6. The General Assembly thank Rev. David Lachman for his years of labour at 

Covenant College and note the report of the Committee that Mr Lachman will 

return from the field with effect from May 2016, and thereupon be open to a call to 

a pastoral charge; 
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7. The General Assembly note with approval the efforts made over this past winter to 

broaden the support base for Covenant College Zambia Trust, in the United States; 

8. The General Assembly commend Rev. & Mrs David Lachman and family to the 

prayers of the Church; 

9. The General Assembly continue to commend the work done through Covenant 

College Zambia Trust to the wider church for prayerful support; 

10. The General Assembly thank Rev. Andrew Allan for once again serving as the 

denominational representative Trustee on Covenant College Zambia Trust; 

11. The General Assembly note the ongoing work in the Presbytery of the United States 

of America and encourage our brethren in their labour for the Lord; 

12. The General Assembly give thanks for the Congregation of Smiths Falls, Canada, 

and the ministry of Rev. Bert Pohl and instruct the Committee to continue to give 

all needed support to both Mr Pohl and his Congregation; 

13. The General Assembly note with pleasure the strengthening of the mission work in 

Vavuniya, Sri Lanka under the care of Rev. Partheepan Nixon Shanmugam, 

especially the establishing of a Kirk Session and Deacons‘ Court, along with 

admissions to the Communion Roll; 

14. The General Assembly acknowledge their debt to the generosity of Ceylon 

Christian Care in supporting the diaconal mission work in Sri Lanka; 

15. The General Assembly note with pleasure the developing witness of the Ballyclare 

& Doagh Congregation, together with the labours of Rev. E.T. Kirkland.  They 

thank the Southern Presbytery for the service of Recognition held in July, and 

instruct the Committee to continue to give all needed help and encouragement to 

both congregation and pastor; 

16. The General Assembly note with pleasure the opportunities of the past year to 

support pastor training in Asia, and commend this developing work to the prayerful 

interest of the church; 

17. The General Assembly give thanks for the supporting rôle played by Hudson Taylor 

Ministries, in providing invaluable practical and financial support; 

18. The General Assembly encourage Kirk Sessions to be active and supportive in the 

work of outreach both at home and abroad.  

19. The General Assembly instruct the Home and Foreign Missions Committee to take 

immediate oversight of the work of Rev. Jorge Ruiz Ortiz in Spain and elsewhere, 

and to investigate the most appropriate means of oversight for the work in the long 

term and report on the same to the next General Assembly. 

The General Assembly did then adjourn to meet again in this place on Thursday at 9 

o‘clock forenoon, whereof public intimation having been given, the Sederunt was closed 

with prayer. 
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At Edinburgh and within Liberton Kirk there 

the 21st day of May 2015 years at 9 o‟clock forenoon     Sess. 6. 

 

The General Assembly did again convene and was constituted with devotional exercises. 

 

The Minutes of the previous day‘s Sederunts were read and approved. 

 

The General Assembly then called for the Report of the Committee on Legal Advice & 

Property, which being printed and in the hands of Members was referred to by the 

Convener who addressed the Assembly thereanent. 

 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

1. The General Assembly receive the report of the Legal Advice & Property 

Committee and thank the Committee, especially the Convener and Clerk; 

2. The General Assembly express thanks to Law Agents, Drummond-Miller & 

Partners for their able and ready assistance courteously rendered over a multiplicity 

of issues; 

3. The General Assembly give thanks to God that Kilmorack & Strathglass have been 

provided with the necessary means to secure outright a new manse for the 

congregation; 

4. The General Assembly continue to encourage the Congregation of Bracadale & 

Duirinish to move to secure property for a manse as soon as possible; 

5. The General Assembly note the situation in Kilmorack & Strathglass, Tarbat and 

Shettleston; 

6. The General Assembly urge the Committee to continue exploring all suitable 

avenues for expediting the sale of the house in Tain; 

7. The General Assembly warmly encourage the congregation of Kiltearn to continue 

to persevere in their attempts to have their frozen bank accounts restored to them; 

8. The General Assembly encourage any Presbytery still to do so to appoint a 

suitable, local representative to process applications for disclosure certificates and 

to report any appointments to the Committee; 

9. The General Assembly, (a) while respectful of the rôle of the civil magistrate in his 

own sphere as comprehensively laid out in the Claim, Declaration and Protest (Act 

XIX, 1842) and while complying with the terms of the Determination of the civil 

magistrate in the appeal in respect of the Broadford case, although not necessarily 

acquiescing therein, and having appointed General Trustees in terms of Act XIV 

2007 and Act X 2013, and (b) being desirous of enacting legislation governing the 

duties and responsibilities of the General Trustees, as well as their relationship with 

the Committee on Finance & Sustentation and the Legal Advice & Property 

Committee enact as follows: 
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A.  Appointment and Tenure of Office 

1. Every Presbytery of the Church in Scotland has the right to be represented on 

the Board of General Trustees.  In nominating General Trustees, Presbyteries 

shall have due regard to each nominee‘s experience of work on the Church‘s 

Standing Committees and any special business qualifications he may have.  It 

is expected in future, however, that those considered as being suitable for 

service on Standing Committees although not necessarily having actually 

served as such, may be nominated by a Presbytery.  On the basis of the current 

structure of Presbyteries in Scotland, the Board of General Trustees will 

normally consist of five members, three of whom will represent a quorum at 

their meetings.  All General Trustees have the right of attendance at meetings 

and they will elect their own Chairman from time to time as required.  The 

Clerk to the General Trustees will be appointed by the General Assembly on 

the basis of nomination as required by the Assembly Arrangements & 

Nominations Committee.  The General Treasurer will be required to attend 

meetings as an Adviser.  The General Trustees will nominate one of their 

number as a General Adviser to attend meetings of the Committee on Finance 

& Sustentation and the Legal Advice & Property Committee. 

2. It is the responsibility of the Clerk to the General Trustees to notify the 

Principal Clerk of Assembly by 30th November each year when new 

appointments of General Trustees are required.  The Principal Clerk shall 

notify Presbyteries and the responses of Presbyteries shall be reported to the 

Assembly Arrangements & Nominations Committee who shall bring 

appropriate recommendations to the General Assembly. 

3. The General Assembly direct that the General Trustees shall hold office in 

terms of Assembly legislation and such civil legislation as may be applicable 

for the time being in Scotland.  The period of service shall be five years with 

re-appointment being competent.  Trustees will remain in office for as long as 

they remain members of the Free Church of Scotland (Continuing) or until 

their resignation has been accepted or as long as civil legislation may permit, 

providing always that Trustees will be required to resign on attaining the age 

of 80 years.  The General Assembly further direct that when it is brought to the 

knowledge of the Assembly that any of the General Trustees has ceased to be a 

member of this Church, the Principal Clerk shall request such a Trustee to 

resign office which failing or his showing good cause to the contrary within 

one month of the date of such request, the Principal Clerk shall report such 

failure to the ensuing diet of the Assembly or its Commission and such a 

Trustee shall forthwith and thereafter cease to be a General Trustee of this 

Church. 

B.  Functions 

4. The General Assembly direct the several Standing Committees of the Church 

to whom money or securities may be bequeathed or donated, the income 

thereof to be applied to the work of the said Committee, to invest the same not 

in their own names but in the names of the General Trustees, declaring that the 

General Treasurer is authorised to sign receipts or discharges for all such 

bequests or donations in the names of the General Trustees or such 

Committees and to relieve donors or trustees of bequests of the obligation of  
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overseeing the application of such donations.  The General Trustees shall lay 

before the General Assembly in each year subsequent to final approval of this 

legislation a full Report which will include a statement setting out the whole 

funds, investments and assets held by them for behoof of the Church. 

5. The General Assembly direct that the General Trustees have no direct rôle in 

the administration of the general finances of the Church which is the sole 

responsibility of the Committee on Finance & Sustentation.  The General 

Assembly likewise direct that the General Trustees have no rôle in the 

determination of applications from congregations for financial assistance for 

the erection or purchase of property.  In such instances where the Finance & 

Sustentation Committee have resolved to provide financial assistance to 

congregations through the medium of the Central Building Fund, it is the rôle 

of the Finance & Sustentation Committee, within the framework for the time 

being of the Rules governing the administration of that Fund, to satisfy 

themselves as to the suitability for purpose of any such building and that 

adequate security over borrowings is being provided.  In such instances where 

the Committee on Finance & Sustentation have resolved to provide assistance 

to a congregation, the General Assembly direct the General Trustees, in 

consultation with the Convener and Clerk of the Finance & Sustentation 

Committee and the General Treasurer, to submit an offer in suitable terms 

through the Church‘s Law Agent for purchase of the building or asset in 

question, and to enter into such financial agreements with commercial lenders 

as have been approved for the purpose by the Committee on Finance & 

Sustentation.  The General Assembly direct, however, that it is the 

responsibility of the General Trustees in such cases to satisfy themselves that 

an offer submitted in their names for purchase of a fixed asset is submitted in 

suitable Scots legal terms and, in the event of a successful bid being submitted, 

that there is in place adequate security over borrowings, that any Standard 

Security granted by them in favour of a commercial lender is not at risk of 

adversely affecting the future financial stability of the Church and that title to 

all such fixed assets is vested in the names of all of the General Trustees for 

the time being for behoof of the Free Church of Scotland (Continuing). 

6. The General Assembly direct that in accordance with the terms of the Trusts 

(Scotland) Act 1921 the General Trustees have full power to manage or invest 

the assets (hereinafter called the Trust Estate) held by them for behoof of the 

Church or any part thereof as they see fit in Public Funds, Government 

Securities, or in Debentures, Debenture Stock, Shares in any Company, 

Corporation or Institution in the United Kingdom or in the purchase of real or 

heritable property and to deposit the said assets with any Local Authority, 

Bank, Investment Company, Building Society or Institution authorised by the 

Financial Conduct Authority to receive money on deposit. 

7. The General Trustees are obliged by law to take proper advice before making 

and when reviewing investments.  They therefore shall have full power to 

appoint a recognised investment adviser to manage the investment of the Trust 

Estate or any part thereof and remunerate such investment adviser. 

8. The General Assembly hereby enact that the General Trustees of the Free 

Church of Scotland (Continuing) are indemnified out of the assets of the 
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Church for all claims for loss sustained by the Trust Estate so long as all such 

investments are made within the legislation of the Church and of the law 

governing Scottish Charities.  In accordance with the recommendation of 

Counsel, however, the General Assembly instruct the Finance & Sustentation 

Committee to provide indemnity insurance cover as a matter of urgency within 

the provisions of the Charities and Trustee Investment (Scotland) Act 2005. 

9.  The General Assembly hereby repeal Act II 1979 and Act XX 1999. 

The General Assembly then called for the Report of the Special Committee anent 

Building Projects, which being printed and in the hands of members, was referred to by 

Mr John Gillies, who addressed the Assembly thereanent. 

 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

1. The General Assembly receive and adopt the Report of the Special Committee on 

Building Projects; 

2. The General Assembly instruct the Committee to continue to report progress to the 

General Assembly; 

3. The General Assembly instruct Presbyteries to notify the Convener of any changes 

that occur in respect of those who represent them on the Special Committee. 

The General Assembly then called for the Report of the Assembly Arrangements & 

Nominations Committee (B) Nominations, which being printed and in the hands of 

members, was referred to by the Convener, who addressed the Assembly thereanent. 

 

It was moved and seconded that 

 

1. The General Assembly receive and adopt the Report (B) Nominations of the 

Assembly Arrangements & Nominations Committee and thank the Committee, 

especially the Convener and Clerk; 

2.  The General Assembly appoint Standing and Other Committees in accordance with 

the printed list with the following changes: 

GROUP 1 

Mr Kenneth Macdonald, Convener, Legal Advice & Property Committee  [1] 

Mr Andrew Naylor, Convener, Finance & Sustentation Committee (Supernumerary) [1] 

 

GROUP 2 

Mr Glenn Fraser, Vice-convener, Public Questions, Religion & Morals Committee [1] 

 

GROUP 3 

Mr Donald Robertson, Convener, Welfare of Youth & Education Committee [2] 

 

It was also moved and seconded that 

 

The General Assembly appoint Mr Lindsay MacCallum a Special Adviser to the 

Publications Committee, with reference to the book on the History of the Division of 

2000. 
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(B) Nominations 

(Cont.) 

 

Finding 

 

 

 

With the permission of the House and his seconder, the mover of the first motion accepted 

the second motion. 

 

Wherefore 

1. The General Assembly receive and adopt the Report (B) Nominations of the 

Assembly Arrangements & Nominations Committee and thank the Committee, 

especially the Convener and Clerk; 

2. The General Assembly appoint Mr Lindsay MacCallum a Special Adviser to the 

Publications Committee, with reference to the book on the History of the Division 

of  2000; 

3. The General Assembly appoint Standing and Other Committees in accordance with 

the printed list with the following changes: 

GROUP 1 

Mr Kenneth Macdonald, Convener, Legal Advice & Property Committee  [1] 

Dr Andrew Naylor, Convener, Finance & Sustentation Committee (Supernumerary) [1] 

 

GROUP 2 

Mr Glenn Fraser, Vice-convener, Public Questions, Religion & Morals Committee [1] 

 

GROUP 3 

Mr Donald Robertson, Convener, Welfare of Youth & Education Committee [2] 

 

Wherefore 

21ST  MAY 

Thursday 

Forenoon 

GROUP 1 

FINANCE & SUSTENTATION 

LEGAL ADVICE & PROPERTY 

 

Ministers  

Mr James I. Gracie, Vice-convener,  

Legal Advice & Property Committee  [3]  

Mr Timothy McGlynn [3]  

Mr James MacInnes, Vice-convener,  

Finance & Sustentation Committee [3] 

Mr Kenneth Macdonald, Convener, 

Legal Advice & Property Committee [1]  

Elders 

Mr John MacRae [4] 

Dr James Millar [4] 

Mr Callum MacLean (Stornoway) [2] 

Mr John Gillies (Partick) [1] 

Dr Andrew Naylor, Convener, Finance & 

Sustentation Committee (Supernumerary 

Finance) [1] 

 

The General Treasurer is ex officio an Adviser to the Finance & Sustentation Committee  

The Principal Clerk is ex officio an Adviser to the Legal Advice & Property Committee 

The General Trustees are to nominate one of their number as a General Adviser 

to Group 1 Committees 

Mr John Macleod (Duthil-Dores, Rtd) and Mr Maurice Grant  

are Advisers to the Legal Advice & Property Committee 
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GROUP 2 

PUBLIC QUESTIONS, RELIGION & MORALS 

PUBLICATIONS 

TRAINING OF THE MINISTRY & ADMISSIONS 

Ministers 

Mr Andrew Allan, Convener, Training of the 

Ministry & Admissions Committee [4] 

Mr Raymond Kemp, Convener,  

Publications Committee and Vice-convener,  

Training of the Ministry Committee [3] 

Mr David M. Blunt, Convener, 

Public Questions, Religion & Morals 

Committee [2] 

Mr James Clark, Vice-convener,  

Publications Committee [1] 

Elders 

Mr William Murray, (Dornoch) [4] 

Mr John MacDonald [3] 

Mr Donald MacDonald (Stornoway) [2] 

Mr Glenn Fraser, Vice-convener,  Public 

Questions, Religion & Morals  

Committee [1] 

 

The Editor of  the Free Church Witness is ex officio an Adviser to the  

Public Questions, Religion & Morals Committee 

The Magazine Editorial Team are ex officio Advisers to the Publications Committee  

GROUP 3 

WELFARE OF YOUTH & EDUCATION 

HOME & FOREIGN MISSIONS 

ASSEMBLY ARRANGEMENTS & NOMINATIONS  

ECUMENICAL RELATIONS 

Ministers 

Mr Henry J. T. Woods, Convener, Assembly  

Arrangements & Nominations Committee and 

Vice-convener, Home & Foreign Missions 

Committee [4] 

Mr Richard Ross, Vice-convener, Welfare of 

Youth & Education Committee [4] 

Mr Greg MacDonald, Convener,  

Home & Foreign Missions Committee [1] 

Mr William Macleod, Convener,  

Ecumenical Relations Committee [1] 

 

Elders 

Mr Donald Robertson, Convener, Welfare 

of Youth & Education Committee and  

Vice-convener, Ecumenical Relations 

Committee [2] 

Mr Alexander Watt, Vice-convener, 

Assembly Arrangements & Nominations 

Committee [2] 

Mr Peter Thurlow [1] 

Mr Alister MacDonald (Sconser) [1] 

 

The Editor of The Explorer is ex officio an Adviser to the Welfare of Youth & Education Committee  

The Assistant Clerk of Assembly, the Moderator of the immediately preceding Assembly 

and the Moderator of the last-but-one Assembly are ex officio Advisers to the Assembly 

Arrangements & Nominations Committee 
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Thursday 

Forenoon 

CLERKS TO COMMITTEES 

 

Mr Murdo Murray, Clerk, Finance & Sustentation Committee  

Rev. John Macleod (Rtd), Clerk, Legal Advice & Property Committee 

Rev. John Macleod (Rtd), Clerk, Public Questions, Religion & Morals Committee  

Rev. David M. Blunt, Clerk, Publications Committee  

Rev. James I. Gracie, Clerk, Training of the Ministry & Admissions Committee  

Mrs Isobel A. Macleod (Snizort), Clerk, Welfare of Youth & Education Committee  

Mr Donald John Morrison, Clerk, Home & Foreign Missions Committee  

Rev. Andrew Allan, Clerk, Psalmody Committee    

Assistant Clerk, Clerk, Assembly Arrangements & Nominations Committee 

Principal Clerk, Clerk, Ecumenical Relations Committee 

Mr John N. Gillies, Clerk, General Trustees 

 

SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON PSALMODY 

 

Ministers 

Mr Andrew Allan  [2] 

Mr William B. Scott, Convener  [2]  

Mr Robert Josey  [1] 

 

Elders 

Mr Alexander Watt  [3] 

Mr Callum MacLean (Stornoway), Vice-

convener [2] 

 

Other Appointments made by the General Assembly as follows: 

 

GENERAL TRUSTEES 

 

Mr Alistair MacKintosh (Inverness Presbytery) 

Mr John MacKenzie (Northern Presbytery), Chairman 

Mr Donald Martin (Outer Hebrides Presbytery) 

Mr Angus Shaw (Skye & Lochcarron Presbytery) 

Mr Maurice Grant (Southern Presbytery)  

 

PANEL OF CONSULTANTS ANENT ALLEGATIONS OF SEXUAL IMPROPRIETY INVOLVING ADULTS 

Dr Murdoch Murchison 

Mr Allan Murray 

Dr Andrew Naylor 

Mrs Marion Macleod (Glasgow) 

Mrs Maurine Murray (Brora) 

STRATEGIC REVIEW COMMITTEE  

 

Ministers 

Mr Timothy McGlynn, Convener 

Mr Greg MacDonald, Vice-convener 

Mr Raymond Kemp 

Mr Andrew Allan 

Mr Allan Murray 

 

Elders 

Mr Alexander Watt 

Mr Callum MacLean 

Mr Donald Robertson 

Mr John Gillies 

Mr Lindsay MacCallum 

The Principal Clerk of Assembly and the General Treasurer  

are ex officio Advisers to the Strategic Review Committee  
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Report 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Finding 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
7.  Report of Com-

mittee on Printing 

Acts of Assembly 

 

The General Assembly then called for the Report of the Committee anent Visitation of 

Records which was given in by the Convener in the following terms: 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

The Committee had before them all Committee and Synod Records apart from the 

Records of: 

The Special Committee anent Building Projects 

General Trustees 

Special Committee anent Church Courts 

 

They found that the records were neatly kept and correct in form and substance 

with the exception of: 

Legal Advice & Property Committee – the minute of March 2014 is not noted 

as being approved. 

 

It is recommended that the Records of the Legal Advice & Property Committee 

and the above three mentioned Records be brought before the Commission of 

Assembly or General Assembly next to meet. 

 

It is further recommended that no Committee should report to the General 

Assembly without meeting during the course of the year. 

 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

1. The General Assembly receive and adopt the Report; 

2. The General Assembly authorise the attestation of all Church Court and Committee 

Records examined with the exception of the Legal Advice & Property Committee; 

3. The General Assembly direct the Special Committee anent Building Projects, the 

Special Committee anent Church Courts, the General Trustees, the Legal Advice  

& Property Committee and the Mainland Synod to submit their records for 

examination to the next meeting of the Commission of Assembly. 

The General Assembly then called for the Report of the Committee on Printing Acts of 

Assembly, which was given in by the Convener and adopted as follows: 

 

CLASS I ACTS WHICH HAVE PASSED THE BARRIER ACT 

 

None 

 

CLASS II ACTS OF GENERAL INTEREST TO THE CHURCH 

 

ACT I   Act anent Loyal and Dutiful Address to Her Majesty the Queen 

 

ACT II  Act anent Equal Dividend 

 

ACT III  Act anent placing Congregation of Shettleston on Equal Dividend Platform 

 

ACT IV  Act anent appointing General Assessor to Free Northern Presbytery 
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8.  Report of Com-

mittee anent De-

ceased Ministers & 

Elders 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
9.   Protestations 

 

 

10.  Appointment of  

Commission 

 

ACT V  Act anent appointing General Assessor to Free Southern Presbytery 

 

ACT VI  Act anent appointing General Assessors to Presbytery of the United States 

 

ACT VII  Act anent transfer of Congregation of Poolewe & Aultbea to Presbytery of 

Inverness 

 

ACT  VIII  Act anent Synods 

 

ACT IX  Act anent Admission of Rev. Jorge Ruiz Ortiz 

 

ACT X  Act anent General Trustees 

 

ACT XI  Act appointing Commission of Assembly 

 

ACT XII  Act appointing next General Assembly 

 

The General Assembly then called for the Report of the Committee appointed to prepare a 

Minute anent Deceased Ministers and Elders which was submitted by the Convener, 

approved and ordered to be engrossed as follows: 

 

It is with deep regret that the General Assembly record the death of the following Minister 

and Elders: 

 

Minister 

Rev Murdo Macaulay MacLeod, Barvas, Rtd. 

Rev Murdo Macaulay MacLeod was born in Stornoway and served in the armed forces at 

the close of World War II.  Having come to a saving knowledge of Christ he became a 

member of Stornoway Free Church.  Sensing a Call to the Ministry he underwent the 

usual course of training.  He was ordained and inducted to Lairg Free Church in 1967.  In 

1974 he was translated to Portree and later in 1980 to the charge of Barvas, Lewis.  He  

retired in 1994 and for many years gave valuable service in supply in the various 

congregations of  the island.  He married Margaret MacLeod in 1959 and her death two 

years before his was a severe providence to him.  Mr MacLeod passed to his eternal rest 

on 27th June 2014 aged 86. 

 

Elders 

Mainland Synod 

Alex John MacLeod, Inverness Greyfriars 

D. William Munro, Brora 

 

Western Synod 

John Bain, Snizort 

John Campbell, Back  

Alasdair MacKenzie, Poolewe & Aultbea  

Alasdair N Nicolson, Bracadale 

 

Protestations were called for but none was given in. 

 

The General Assembly then proceeded to appoint their Commission. 
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Finding 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
11.   Thanks 

 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

The General Assembly did and hereby do nominate and appoint a Commission, consisting 

of all the members of Assembly, with the addition of the name of Rev. John Morrison 

named by the Moderator:- TO BE A COMMISSION of this General Assembly, with 

power to the said Commission, or their quorum, which is hereby declared to be any fifteen 

or more of their number, whereof eight at the least are always to be Ministers, to meet and 

convene at Inverness, the first Tuesday in October and the first Tuesday in March next to 

come, and oftener when and where they shall think fit and convenient, and with power to 

choose their own Moderator: And the General Assembly fully empower the said 

Commission, or their quorum above mentioned, to cognosce and finally determine, as 

they shall see cause, in every matter referred to them or which shall be referred to, them, 

by or in virtue of any Act or order of the Assembly, and to do everything contained in and 

conform to the instructions given or to be given by the Assembly; and to advert to the 

interests of the Church on every occasion, that the Church do not suffer or sustain any 

prejudice which they can prevent, as they will be answerable; provided always that, save 

as hereafter stated this general clause be not extended to particular affairs or processes 

before Synods or Presbyteries that are not of universal concern to, or influence upon, the 

whole Church. And it is hereby appointed that no private processes be determined except 

at the stated diets and that what shall be determined at one diet of Commission with 

relation to private causes, shall be unalterable by any other diet thereof and shall stand and 

continue in force until disapproved by the General Assembly. And further, the said 

Commission are hereby empowered to receive and fully dispose of applications that may 

be forwarded to them for raising preaching stations or suppressed charges to fully 

sanctioned charges, for consolidating congregations into one charge, for the appointment 

of Ministers overseas and Foreign Missionaries in the Mission Fields of the Church, and 

to receive any references and appeals that shall be made to them from Synods in matters 

of doctrine, and ripen such affairs for next General Assembly and to contribute what they 

can to the suppression of vice and immorality, and to give all needful advice and 

assistance to Synods, Presbyteries and Committees of Assembly upon application to them 

for that end.  In view of present circumstances arising out of the division of 2000, the 

Assembly empower the Commission to take all steps necessary and proper to be taken 

immediately in the interests of the Church, and such as the Assembly themselves might 

take, in all the questions that may arise directly therefrom or thereanent: And the 

Assembly hereby empower the Commission to receive and dispose of any Applications 

for Admission of Ministers and Probationers, as well as all references, complaints, and 

appeals arising in the Inferior Courts, which may be brought before them in accordance 

with the law and practice of the Church: And the Inferior Courts are hereby instructed to 

remit all such cases to the said meetings in due time (in accordance with the Standing 

Orders of the General Assembly): And in all their actings the said Commission are to 

proceed according to the Acts and Constitution of this Church, and to do nothing contrary 

thereto or to the prejudice of the same, declaring that in and for all their actings they shall 

be accountable to, and censurable by, the next General Assembly, as they shall see cause. 

And this Commission shall continue and endure until another Commission be appointed, 

and members are required to attend the diets of the said Commission. 

 

The thanks of the General Assembly were accorded to the Moderator for the excellent 

manner in which he discharged the duties of the Chair; to Rev. Allan Murray for his 

assistance to the Moderator; to the Principal Clerk and to the Assistant Clerk; to Rev. 

James I. Gracie as Convener of the Business Committee; to Mr John MacRae and Mr 

Donald Robertson, Precentors; to Mr Derick Gillies, Assembly Officer, and his assistants 
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11.  Thanks (Cont.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

12.  Appointment of 

Next General As-

sembly  

 

 

 

 

Finding 

 

 

 

 

 

13.  Minutes 

 

 

14.  Close 

 

 

Messrs Bill McQueer, Richard Rowley, David Craig and the Divinity Students; to Mrs 

Janet MacKenzie, Assembly Office Manager, and Mr Murdo Murray for secretarial work 

before and during the Assembly; to Mr Bert Sinclair and Mr Richard Rowley for transport 

services; to Rev. John J. Harding for his skills in scripting the Loyal and Dutiful Address; 

to Kirkgate Cafe and the Braidburn Inn for excellent catering services; to Misses Rachel, 

Alison and Lydia Gracie for assistance during the Moderator‘s Reception, to Rev. Andrew 

Allan for photographic services; to Rev. James I. Gracie for liaison work, provision of 

communication facilities and assistance with many practical details; to Mr Glenn and Mrs 

Myra Fraser for the provision of a bookstall; to Liberton Kirk for their kind welcome and 

for the use of their buildings; and to Mr William Mearns, Church Officer of Liberton Kirk 

and Mrs Jacqui Tait, Halls Bookings Organiser, for their willingness, beyond the call of 

duty, to assist in whatever way possible; to all who extended hospitality to Members of 

the General Assembly; and to the Christian Public for their support. 

 

The General Assembly proceeded to appoint the time and place of the next General 

Assembly. 

 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

The General Assembly appoint the next General Assembly of the Free Church of Scotland 

(Continuing) to meet in Edinburgh on Monday 23rd May 2016 years at 6 o‘clock in the 

evening. 

 

The Minutes of this day‘s Sederunt were read and approved. 

 

The General Assembly was dissolved with prayer, the singing of Psalm 122 and the 

Apostolic Benediction. 
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I. 

REPORT 
OF THE 

COMMITTEE ON ASSEMBLY ARRANGEMENTS & NOMINATIONS 

 

(A) ASSEMBLY ARRANGEMENTS 

 

1.  Introduction 

Over the last year the Committee have continued to deal with the practical arrangements for the General 

Assembly, Committees of Assembly and the Commission of Assembly. 

In accordance with Standing Order I.5 the Committee notified Presbyteries of their representation in the 

Assembly.  

 

In accordance with Act II Class II 2002, the Committee nominated a Moderator–Designate. 

 

2.  Assembly Commissioners’ Expenses 

In accordance with Act I Class II 2001 the Committee notified Presbyteries that they had set the maximum 

rate for Assembly Commissioners‘ expenses which are paid from Central Funds through Presbyteries at 

£170 (£220 for Commissioners resident in the Outer Isles and £460 for Overseas Commissioners).  This is 

an increase of £15. 

 

3.  General Assembly 

3.1.  General 

Once more the Committee are indebted to the Minister and Congregation of Liberton Kirk, Edinburgh for 

the kind use of their buildings for the Assembly.  Earlier this year a tangible token of thanks in the form of 

an inscribed copy of the Authorised Version of the holy Scriptures was presented to the Congregation 

during their celebrations to mark the 200th anniversary of the current building.   

 

Mr Derick Gillies has again made himself available to act as Assembly Officer this year.  The Committee 

are grateful to him and his assistants for the time they so freely give up to help the Assembly.  

  

3.2.  Formalities at the General Assembly 

Last year‘s Report included a reminder that the bow at the beginning of each sederunt of the Assembly is a 

public sign that both Moderator and Commissioners acknowledge Christ as the Head of the Church and the 

One to whom both Moderator and Commissioners are subject.   The Committee noted that the retention of 

one bow by the Moderator had met with general acceptance and that the explanation by the Moderator of 

this practice on the Tuesday morning together with prayer had been effective and was worthy of repetition.  

 

Similarly, the Committee wish to recommend the continuation of the practice that intimation of Election be 

made to the new Moderator by one senior past Moderator accompanied by the Clerk of Assembly. 

 

3.3.  Moderator’s Reception 

Last year, as part of a package of proposed reforms to the Assembly, changes were introduced to the 

Moderator‘s Reception, partly to free up time for business on the Monday evening but also to make the 

occasion more suited to the Church in her current size.  Whilst these sentiments were laudable, it was found 

in practice that there was simply inadequate time  and this, amongst other things led to difficulties.  The 

Committee have arranged for the Reception to revert to its previous time of 8pm on the Monday evening, 

which will allow enough time for the hall to be cleared by 10pm.  It is hoped that this time of fellowship 

will be beneficial and, although there will be no speeches, it is hoped that the Moderator‘s welcome at the 

beginning and his leading of worship at the end will make for a fitting occasion. 
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3.4.  Timetable for 2014 General Assembly 

Last year a number of proposed changes to the General Assembly timetable were rejected.  However, there 

was general agreement that every attempt should be made to enable the Assembly to be closed on the 

Thursday by 12noon or 2.30pm at the latest, thus enabling virtually all Commissioners to be able to return 

home that day.  The Committee and Assembly Clerks are working to this end.   

 

One proposal accepted by the Assembly which has an effect on the Assembly Timetable was regarding the 

length of Speeches.  It was agreed to amend Standing Order V.4.3. to read: 

 

That in the discussion of any question the proposer of each motion may address the House for not 

longer than 15 minutes, and the seconder for 5 minutes; and no subsequent speaker shall address the 

House for a longer period than 5 minutes; and that these limits shall be exceeded only when the 

Moderator shall have ascertained that the House desires any speaker to continue, and shall intimate 

the ascertained desire to that effect; 

 

It is hoped that this change, along with Commissioners exercising self-discipline in asking Questions, and 

making Points of Information so as to avoid expressing their own personal opinions, will prove beneficial 

and help expedite business.  

 

Regrettably last year at least one major debate on a Committee‘s Report ended up being spread over a 

number of Sederunts.  This is never a good thing, and the Committee and Assembly Clerks seek to do all in 

their power to avoid such situations.  However, there are times when, despite their best efforts, this situation 

cannot be avoided if Commissioners are to be given adequate time to discuss matters which are raised.  It is 

hoped that this problem will not be repeated.   

 

3.5.  Catering 

Over the last number of years the Committee have arranged for outside caterers to provide meals at the 

General Assembly, and these have been well received.  As well as Commissioners being suitably sustained, 

a good witness has also been maintained.  Sadly, due to changes outwith the control of the Committee, the 

kitchen in the Church Hall is no longer available to the Committee.  At the time of writing, arrangements 

have not been finalised, but it is hoped that by the time of the General Assembly suitable alternative 

arrangements will be in place. 

 

4.  Assembly Clerks’ Department 

Once more the Committee are most grateful to the Assembly Office Manager, Mrs Janet MacKenzie, for the 

assistance she gives to the Assembly Clerks in the production of Memos, Committee Papers and Assembly 

Reports, etc, as well as her most efficient assistance during the meetings of the General Assembly.  With the 

increasing use of e-mail more general circulars and memos are now being sent by this means.  As well as 

reducing workload, there are also significant cost savings to the Church.   

 

The Committee are pleased to note that Mr Murdo Murray (Stornoway), who is Clerk to the Finance & 

Sustentation Committee, has agreed to help the Assembly Clerks‘ Department in the preparation of papers 

for Printing for Committees and the General Assembly.  This should lead to a considerable burden being 

lifted from the Assistant Clerk of Assembly and Mr Murray‘s willing assistance is greatly appreciated.   

 

The Assembly Clerks continue to make available in electronic format the Principal Acts & Proceedings of 

the General Assembly.  Although hard copies are no longer supplied automatically to individuals, Church 

Courts, and Standing Committees of Assembly, they will be supplied if requested.  Should anyone require a 

copy of the Acts & Proceedings they are asked to communicate the same to the Assistant Clerk before the 

beginning of the Assembly to ensure that adequate supplies are available. 
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5.  Resignation of Assistant Clerk of Assembly 

At their meeting in October the Committee received intimation from Rev. Graeme Craig, Assistant Clerk of 

Assembly, of his intention to resign as Assistant Clerk as from the rising of the General Assembly.  The 

Committee are conscious of Mr Craig‘s heavy workload and appreciate his reasons for giving up this work.  

Especially in the years immediately after the division of 2000 he and the Principal Clerk carried much of the 

burden for the administration of the Church.  It is hoped that with the additional help of Mr Murdo Murray 

as well as modern communications Mr Craig‘s replacement will not find the work so onerous.  The 

Committee are most grateful for all the work he has undertaken over the last fifteen years in serving as 

Assistant Clerk.  The matter of his successor will be dealt with in the Committee‘s Supplementary Report. 

 

6.  Committee Workload and Number of Standing Committees 

Last year the General Assembly directed ―the Assembly Arrangements & Nominations Committee to 

consult with Presbyteries regarding how the workload and number of Standing Committees can be reduced, 

the Committee to report thereanent to the next General Assembly.‖  The Committee duly consulted with 

Presbyteries, whose responses were considerably varied.  Despite much thought, the Committee came to the 

conclusion that at present they could see few opportunities for the workload of Committees to be reduced in 

that most, if not all, of the work of Committees of Assembly involves matters with which the Church as a 

whole has a united, as opposed to a localised, concern and thus could not easily be remitted to the inferior 

Courts.  This being the case it would appear that any changes in the number of Committees would not 

reduce the workload as such.  It was felt that the current situation of having Committees with specific remits 

as opposed to Committees with much larger and diverse remits would at least spread the workload amongst 

the group of Committee personnel themselves. The possibility of trying to reduce the number of Groups of 

Committees was also considered but concerns were raised about the difficulty of doing this in practice.  

Thus the Committee resolved not to propose any changes to the Committee structure at present but to 

continue to reflect on these matters in the light of the various comments made by Presbyteries and their own 

experience to see if improvements can be made.   

 

7.  Meetings of Committees and the Commission 

The Committee are grateful to the Deacons‘ Court of Inverness, Free Greyfriars, for the use of their 

building at Westhill, for meetings of Committees and the Commission.  They are also grateful to those who 

have provided hospitality on such occasions.   

 

(B)  NOMINATIONS 

 

The Committee, having duly considered the returns from Presbyteries in regard to the filling of impending 

vacancies in Committees, agreed to recommend the lists of Committees and Clerks to the General 

Assembly as in the Proposed Deliverance.  A note of other Special Committees for which Nominations 

have not been sought is added for convenience.   

ALLAN MURRAY, Convener 

GREG MACDONALD, Vice-convener 

 

PROPOSED DELIVERANCE 

 

(A) 

 

1. The General Assembly receive and adopt the Report (A) Assembly Arrangements of the Assembly 

Arrangements & Nominations Committee and thank the Committee, especially the Convener and the 

Assembly Clerks‘ Department; 

2. The General Assembly welcome the practical arrangements made both for the Assembly itself and 

the Moderator‘s reception; 
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3. The General Assembly thank the Minister and Congregation of Liberton Kirk, Edinburgh for the kind 

use of their buildings for the Assembly; 

4. The General Assembly thank Mr Derick Gillies, Assembly Officer, and his assistants, for again 

making their services available to the Assembly; 

5. The General Assembly note the comments made regarding Formalities at the General Assembly and 

also the Moderator‘s Reception; 

6. The General Assembly note the comments regarding the timetabling of the General Assembly; 

7. The General Assembly thank Mrs Janet MacKenzie for the work she undertakes for the Church 

throughout the year as Assembly Office Manager and for her assistance in preparing and printing 

documents for the Assembly; 

8. The General Assembly thank Mr Murdo Murray, Stornoway, for his assistance in the preparation of 

papers for printing for Committees and the General Assembly; 

9. The General Assembly note the intention of Rev. Graeme Craig to resign as Assistant Clerk of 

Assembly as from the rising of the Assembly, receive his resignation and thank him for all the work 

he has performed for the Church over the last fifteen years as Assistant Clerk of Assembly; 

10. The General Assembly thank all those who contribute to the efficient functioning of the various 

Committees of Assembly, especially the respective Committee Conveners and Clerks; 

11. The General Assembly thank the Deacons‘ Court of Inverness, Free Greyfriars for the use of their 

Westhill building for the meetings of Standing Committees of Assembly and the Commission of 

Assembly. 

(B) 

1. The General Assembly receive and adopt the Report (B) Nominations of the Assembly Arrangements 

and Nominations Committee and thank the Committee, especially the Convener; 

2. The General Assembly suspend Standing Order VI.4.1 to enable Mr John Gillies (Partick) to be re-

appointed to Group 1 Committees for one year; 

3. The General Assembly appoint Standing and other Committees and Clerks to these Committees in 

accordance with the following lists: 

GROUP 1 

FINANCE & SUSTENTATION 

LEGAL ADVICE & PROPERTY 

Ministers  

Mr James I. Gracie, Vice-convener,  

Legal Advice & Property Committee [3]  

Mr Timothy McGlynn [3]  

Mr James MacInnes, Vice-convener,  

Finance & Sustentation Committee [3] 

Mr Kenneth Macdonald, Convener,  

Finance & Sustentation Committee [1]          

Elders 

Mr John MacRae [4] 

Dr James Millar [4] 

Mr Callum MacLean (Stornoway) [2] 

Mr John Gillies (Partick)  Convener, 

Legal Advice & Property Committee [1] 

 

The  General Treasurer is ex officio an Adviser to the Finance & Sustentation Committee  

 The Principal Clerk is ex officio an Adviser to the Legal Advice & Property Committee 

Mr John Macleod (Duthil-Dores, Rtd) and Mr Maurice Grant are Advisers to the Legal Advice & Property Committee 
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GROUP 2 

PUBLIC QUESTIONS, RELIGION & MORALS 

PUBLICATIONS 

TRAINING OF THE MINISTRY & ADMISSIONS 

 

Ministers 

Mr Andrew Allan, Convener, Training of the Ministry 

& Admissions Committee [4] 

Mr Raymond Kemp, Convener,  

Publications Committee and Vice-convener,  

Training of the Ministry Committee [3] 

Mr David M. Blunt Convener, 

Public Questions, Religion & Morals Committee [2] 

Mr James Clark, Vice-convener,  

Publications Committee [1] 

 

Elders 

Mr William Murray, (Dornoch) [4] 

Mr John MacDonald [3] 

Mr Donald MacDonald (Stornoway)  Vice-convener,  

Public Questions, Religion & Morals Committee [2] 

Mr Glenn Fraser [1] 

 

The Editor of  the Free Church Witness is ex officio an Adviser to the Public Questions, Religion & Morals Committee 

The Magazine Editorial Team are ex officio Advisers to the Publications Committee   

 

GROUP 3 

WELFARE OF YOUTH & EDUCATION 

HOME & FOREIGN MISSIONS 

ASSEMBLY ARRANGEMENTS & NOMINATIONS  

ECUMENICAL RELATIONS 

 

Ministers 

Mr Henry J. T. Woods, Convener, Assembly  

Arrangements & Nominations Committee and Vice-

convener, Home & Foreign Missions Committee [4] 

Mr Richard Ross, Vice-convener, Welfare of Youth 

Committee [4] 

Mr Greg MacDonald, Convener,  

Home & Foreign Missions Committee [1] 

Mr William Macleod, Convener,  

Ecumenical Relations Committee [1] 

 

Elders 

Mr Donald Robertson, Vice-Convener,  

Ecumenical Relations Committee [2] 

Mr Alexander Watt, Vice-convener, Assembly 

 Arrangements & Nominations Committee [2] 

Mr Peter Thurlow [1] 

Mr Alister MacDonald (Sconser) [1] 

 

The Editor of The Explorer is ex officio an Adviser to the Welfare of Youth & Education Committee  

The Assistant Clerk of Assembly, the Moderator of the immediately preceding Assembly and the Moderator  

of the last-but-one Assembly are ex officio Advisers to the Assembly Arrangements & Nominations Committee 

SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON PSALMODY 

 

Ministers 

Mr Andrew Allan  [2] 

Mr William B. Scott, Convener  [2]  

Mr Robert Josey  [1] 

 

Elders 

Mr Alexander Watt  [3] 

Mr Callum MacLean (Stornoway), Vice-convener [2] 
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STRATEGIC REVIEW COMMITTEE  

 

Ministers 

Mr Timothy McGlynn, Convener 

Mr Greg MacDonald  Vice-convener 

Mr Raymond Kemp 

Mr Andrew Allan 

Mr Allan Murray 

 

Elders 

Mr Alexander Watt 

Mr Callum MacLean 

Mr Donald Robertson 

Mr John Gillies 

Mr Lindsay MacCallum 

The Principal Clerk of Assembly and the General Treasurer  

are ex officio Advisers to the Strategic Review Committee  

 

CLERKS TO COMMITTEES 

 

Mr Murdo Murray, Clerk, Finance & Sustentation Committee  

Rev. John Macleod (Rtd), Clerk, Legal Advice & Property Committee 

Rev. John Macleod (Rtd) Clerk, Public Questions, Religion & Morals Committee  

Rev. David M. Blunt, Clerk, Publications Committee  

Rev. James I. Gracie, Clerk, Training of the Ministry & Admissions Committee  

Mrs Isobel A. Macleod, Clerk, Welfare of Youth & Education Committee  

Mr Donald John Morrison, Clerk, Home & Foreign Missions Committee  

Rev. Andrew Allan, Clerk, Psalmody Committee    

Assistant Clerk, Clerk, Assembly Arrangements & Nominations Committee 

Mr Murdo Murray, Clerk, Strategic Review Committee  

Principal Clerk, Clerk, Ecumenical Relations Committee 

Mr John N. Gillies, Clerk, General Trustees 

 

Other Committees have been appointed by the General Assembly as follows 

 

 

PANEL OF CONSULTANTS ANENT ALLEGATIONS OF SEXUAL IMPROPRIETY INVOLVING ADULTS 

 

Dr Murdoch Murchison 

Mr Allan Murray 

Dr Andrew Naylor 

 

 

Mrs Marion Macleod (Glasgow) 

Mrs Maurine Murray (Brora) 

 

GENERAL TRUSTEES 

Mr John MacKenzie (Northern Presbytery),  Chairman 

Mr Alistair MacKintosh (Inverness Presbytery) 

Mr Donald Martin (Outer Hebrides Presbytery) 

Mr Angus Shaw (Skye & Lochcarron Presbytery) 

Mr Maurice Grant (Southern Presbytery)  
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II. 

REPORT 

OF THE 

COMMITTEE ON ECUMENICAL RELATIONS 

 

Introduction 

Over the past year the Committee has continued to look at where we are ecumenically, especially here in 

Scotland.  We have considered the beliefs, practices and idiosyncrasies of other presbyterian and 

evangelical churches.  We have attempted to draw up a list of matters which divide us from those whom we 

consider our brethren in Christ.  In ecumenical relations nothing happens quickly.  

 

We have also continued to relate to and correspond with somewhat similar churches in other lands.  

 

We thank God for all the churches who wish to recognise us and have fellowship with us in any way 

whatsoever.  We believe firmly in the essential unity of the church of Christ and the duty which is 

incumbent upon us and others to seek to express that unity in a tangible form. Our Lord Jesus prayed for 

His church, ―That they all may be one; as thou, Father, art in me, and I in thee, that they also may be one in 

us: that the world may believe that thou hast sent me‖(Jn.17:21).  Unlike the Ecumenical Movement we do 

not believe in unity at all costs.  A unity which involves compromising Reformed doctrine, Reformed 

worship and Biblical church discipline, we firmly reject.  Christ is the head of the church and He alone has 

the right to decide how it should be governed.  

 

Work of the Ecumenical Relations Committee through the year to 2015 

 

Principles in Ecumenical Contacts 

The Committee have attempted over the past year, as over previous years, to foster, maintain and develop 

appropriate relationships with other Christian bodies.  In some instances these relationships may be of a 

very tentative recent and informal nature, but in others the relationship is much closer and of longer 

standing.  

 

Clearly where worship, doctrine, government and practice are almost identical to our own, the relationship 

poses fewer difficulties, but the reality is that it is not easy to draw up a simple set of rules for degrees of 

formalised relationships; other churches which have attempted to fit into a very small number of rigid 

categories of relationship all the churches with which they have some connection have found grave 

difficulties in implementing such categorisation. 

 

3.  Contacts through membership of other organisations 

Affinity provides opportunity for contact with a number of evangelical churches within the United 

Kingdom.  It also provides us with the opportunity to bring to bear within that forum a Reformed influence. 

 

The International Conference of Reformed Churches has provided extremely valuable contact with a wide 

variety of Reformed Churches from around the world, including many with whom it is improbable that we 

would otherwise have had contact.  The ICRC meets in major gatherings every four years.  While it is 

undoubtedly the case that the major value of such conferences is the contacts made and renewed at a 

personal and denominational level and an insight into the situation, strengths, weaknesses and needs of the 

Churches in whatever geographical area the Conference may be held, the discussion papers prepared for and 

considered at these conferences are often useful and the discussion very revealing about where other 

churches stand on issues of importance and mutual interest.  Such conferences also provide a useful 
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opportunity for semi-formal meetings with churches with which we have a close relationship. 

 

The ICRC also holds regional conferences.  In the past year we were unable, because of other commitments 

of personnel,  to have a representative present at the European regional meeting (the European Conference 

of Reformed Churches), but our commitment to the concept of such meetings is undiminished. 

 

Direct contacts with other Churches 

The Committee carry out a review of their contacts with other churches at least three times a year.  This 

review is carried out on a geographical basis. 

 

Within Scotland the Committee have limited contact with other Reformed bodies, one of which is 

frequently represented at our General Assembly. 

 

Within the wider British Isles the Committee have varying levels of contact with a wider range of churches, 

all with a firm commitment to the authority of Scripture.  These contacts have led to invitations to several 

ministers from within those churches to preach within some of our congregations.  They have also led to 

visitors from the congregations of those churches attending some of our congregations when on holiday in 

Scotland. 

 

Widening the geographical circle further, the Committee also monitor contacts with Churches on mainland 

Europe.  Contacts in Spain are a new and welcome development, but not directly under the Ecumenical 

Relations Committee.  The main focus of the Committee‘s attention is the Netherlands, where the Free 

Church of Scotland (Continuing) have formal relationships with the Christelijke Gereformeerde Kerken in 

Nederland and the Gereformeerde Kerken in Nederland (vrijgemaakt).  Both these church federations have 

had relatively-recent  meetings of their three-yearly general synods – in November 2013 and March 2014 

respectively.  The Free Church of Scotland (Continuing) was represented at both of those Synods and, 

though they did not take place within the past ecclesiastical year, they have provided much food for 

thought.  In particular, first-hand experience of the manner in which their general synods are conducted has 

been profitable.  It has also proved valuable to see the manner in which congregations running into 

thousands of members are operated.  Possibilities have also arisen to make closer informal links between 

individual congregations in the Netherlands and this is being further investigated.  There have also been 

tentative contacts with other reformed bodies in the Netherlands, but these have not resulted in any active 

ongoing developments. 

 

In North America the Free Church of Scotland (Continuing) has a number of longstanding relationships 

with other Churches and some much more recent relationships.  The vast size of the North American 

continent and the waves of immigration over more than three hundred years have led to a very fragmented 

situation ecclesiastically, with churches of Scottish origin often having a large proportion of people of Scots 

origins in their congregations and churches of Dutch origin often having a large proportion of people of 

Dutch origins in their congregations.  This is particularly marked in Canada where there was a dramatic 

immigration of Dutch families following WW2, but is changing somewhat in more recent years and indeed 

one of our own ministers has become a minister within the Free Reformed Churches of North America.  We 

have welcomed a number of ministers from North American Churches to Scotland and a number of our 

ministers have preached there. 

 

South America is an area in which contacts are developing, but have not yet reached the stage of ongoing 

formal relationships. 

 

We have contacts, both formal and informal, with a limited number of Churches in Africa and the 

Committee are mindful of the opportunities that may arise from informal contacts, not least in the area of 

short-term visits by ministers of the Free Church of Scotland (Conttinuing) giving assistance in theological 
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education.  Covenant College, in Zambia, has benefited from help provided by contacts in South Africa. 

Asian contacts are at a very unstructured and unofficial level, but the Committee are mindful of  the 

existence and value of those contacts. 

 

Australia provides active contacts with four Church bodies and in spite of distance, the Committee are glad 

that it has been possible to have representatives from most of those bodies present at General Assemblies in 

Scotland. 

 

There is no active formal contact with any New Zealand churches, though the 2009 ICRC meeting in 

Christchurch has yielded informal individual contacts which are still active. 

 

The Committee have sought, as in previous years, to ensure that the Free Church of Scotland (Continuing), 

as part of the worldwide family of Reformed Churches, should recognise and relate to other true churches in 

an appropriate manner and at an appropriate level. 

WILLIAM MACLEOD, Convener 

ALLAN MURRAY, Vice-convener 

 

PROPOSED DELIVERANCE 

 

1. The General Assembly receive and adopt the Report of the Ecumenical Relations Committee and 

thank the Convener; 

2. The General Assembly note the importance of maintaining contact with true Churches of Christ 

outwith the bounds of the Free Church of Scotland (Continuing) and commend  the attempts of the 

Committee to maintain contact with like-minded churches worldwide; 

3. The General Assembly note the work being done to develop a better understanding of the 

distinctives of Churches with which there has been, or could potentially be, a relationship, and 

commend the consideration being given by the Committee to the level and nature of the relationship 

appropriate with each such body; 

4. The General Assembly recognise the opportunities afforded to the Free Church of Scotland 

(Continuing), through the work of the Ecumenical Relations Committee, to encourage and assist 

other like-minded churches and groups outside of Scotland and to be encouraged  and assisted by 

other Reformed Churches worldwide; 

5. The General Assembly note in particular the value of church contacts which have led to ongoing 

opportunities for the Free Church of Scotland (Continuing) to provide assistance in areas where there 

is a need for teaching assistance but where there are visa restrictions on long-term residence; 

6. The General Assembly note the value of the influence of the Free Church of Scotland (Continuing) 

within Affinity;  

7. The General Assembly note the usefulness of the forum provided by the European Conference of 

Reformed Churches; 

8. The General Assembly note the value of the International Conference of Reformed Churches not 

only in its conferences but also in the understanding it promotes through opportunities for becoming 

acquainted with Reformed Churches in other parts of the world and the developing, at no cost, of 

contacts already made; 

9. The General Assembly commend to the prayerful concern of the Church the work of the Ecumenical 

Relations Committee. 
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III. 

REPORT 

OF THE 

COMMITTEE ON PUBLICATIONS 

 

1.  Introduction 

The Publications Committee sees their main function as publishing Christian literature from a Biblical and 

Reformed perspective which will find acceptance not only within our own constituency but also from those 

outwith the Free Church (Continuing).  Given that we are a small denomination the Committee must not 

overstretch themselves and must be selective in what they decide to publish.  However the Committee also 

recognise that they have a responsibility to publish material which explains the ‗distinctives‘ of the Free 

Church of Scotland (Continuing), firstly to our own people and then to others.  For example, the Church has 

acknowledged the need for a history of the division of the Free Church of Scotland in 2000.  Office-bearers 

and members of the Free Church of Scotland (Continuing) should have a clear understanding of what led up 

to the division in the Free Church, and the Committee are seeking to fulfil the responsibilities laid upon 

them by the General Assembly in this regard. 

 

Following the pattern of previous reports all the various activities in which the Committee have been 

engaged during the past year are covered briefly below.  The Committee are involved in many projects and 

are attempting to advance them all: however the limited time and resources available and other difficulties 

which present themselves mean that progress sadly is often slow. 

 

2.  Magazines 

2.1  Editors 

The two magazines have an important role in our denominational life and testimony and we are therefore 

grateful to Rev. William Macleod and Rev. Murdo A.N. Macleod, editors of the Witness and Explorer 

respectively, for their endeavour over another year.  Their work is demanding and time-consuming and no 

doubt has its occasional frustrations but we trust that as they aim to glorify God through the printed page 

they know that their labour is not in vain in the Lord.  The Committee encourage those who read the 

magazines to remember both men in their prayers. 

 

2.2  Production 

Although he is now settled in a charge with the demands on his time which that involves we are pleased that 

Rev. Alasdair Macleod continues to compile the Witness and we thank him for his diligent work.  Miss 

Anne MacAulay likewise continues to devise material for the puzzle page in the Explorer and mark the 

entries sent in by children, for which we are grateful.  The printing of both magazines remains with DM 

Design & Print of Inverness and the Committee are pleased not only with the production standard but also 

with the fact that the cost has not risen since January 2013 when we first used this printer. 

 

2.3  Subscriptions and Distribution 

The Committee are thankful to Mrs Isobel McQueer for the way in which she carries out her work as 

Subscriptions Secretary and the contact she maintains with readers of the magazines.  Mr Bill McQueer 

continues to distribute the magazines in an efficient manner.  The late arrival of the magazines in 

congregations in the first three months of the year was due to late delivery from the printer and the matter 

having been drawn to his attention the situation improved somewhat in April; the Committee trust that 

things will soon return to the situation where the magazines are with congregations for the first Sabbath of 

the month. 
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This year we must report that Mrs Fionna Macleod, who for many years has been recording the Church 

magazines for the blind, has decided to relinquish her work.  The Committee have acknowledged the 

Church‘s gratitude to Mrs Macleod directly and are now happy to do so publicly.  We wish Mrs Susan 

Furzer every encouragement as she takes up this valuable ministry and pray that it may enjoy the Lord‘s 

blessing. 

 

2.4  Circulation 

Subscription rates for the Witness (including the Explorer) were unchanged for 2015.  Below are the 

circulation figures for the Witness at the end of April 2015, with equivalent figures for the end of April 

2014 (subscription to the Witness includes the Explorer): 

 

 (Note:- In addition to the above an extra 101 (102) copies of the Explorer are ordered separately from the 

Witness and an extra 66 (51) copies of the Witness are currently sent to various congregations for free 

distribution.  Also 15 copies of each magazine are archived each month, being reduced to a permanent 2 (3) 

copies at the end of the year.  Extra copies of issues containing articles of special interest, such as issues of 

the Witness which contain obituaries, are kept back and then supplied to the relevant parties, as requested, at 

no cost. 

 

There are many copies of the magazines spare each month and as there is no real economy to be made in 

reducing the present print run we once again encourage congregations to order extra copies each month for 

free distribution in their locality.  The magazines are a helpful introduction to our denomination and can be 

a useful tool in developing contacts with people who do not as yet attend our services.  The Subscriptions 

Secretary will be happy to hear from anyone who would like extra copies. 

 

This year more than 18,000 copies of the special evangelistic June issue of the Witness are being printed for 

distribution by our congregations and Home Mission Worker; this figure exceeds the previous highest total 

of 16,000 from last year.  The price for these extra copies has once again been kept to 25p each and 
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Print Run:  2015 2014  

Magazine:     

 Witness 1000 1000  

 Explorer 1100 1100  

Monthly Circulation:     

Subscriptions:     

 UK Congregational 589 637  

 UK Individual 116 141  

 Overseas 55 52  

 Total 760 830  

Complimentary Copies:     

 UK 22 29  

 Overseas 11 8  

 Total 33 37  

Trade Orders:     

 UK 22 20  

 Overseas 0 0  

 Total 22 20  

Overall Totals:  815 887  
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ministers who have made orders should be available to collect them at the Assembly.  No good will be 

accomplished by the circulation of literature without the gracious Spirit of God and we therefore urge that 

our ministers and people pray for the Lord to bless the content of these magazines to those who in His 

providence may read them.   

 

3.  Publications 

3.1  Existing Publications 

Below are approximate figures representing cumulative totals for sales and/or complimentary distribution of 

our in-print titles at the end of April 2015 (with figures for 2014 in brackets): 

 

(a) Where is God now Gone? by Rev. John J. Murray (1250 copies printed in November 2003): 

1239 copies now sold or distributed free (1240); 11 copies remaining. 

(b) Sing the Lord‟s Song by Rev. John W. Keddie (500 copies provided to Committee in May 2004): 

338 copies now sold or distributed free (324); 162 copies remaining. 

(c) Echoes from Scotland‟s Heritage of Grace by Rev. Hugh M. Ferrier (first printed in May 2007): 

408 copies now sold (407); 8 copies in stock. 

(d) The Five Points of Calvinism by Rev. John W. Keddie (750 copies printed in May 2010): 

487 copies now sold or distributed free (469); 263 copies remaining. 

(e) The Lord's Supper by Rev. John Morrison (500 copies printed in May 2011): 

434 copies now sold or distributed free (391); 66 copies remaining. 

(f) The Shorter Catechism (500 copies printed in May 2012; 750 copies reprinted in May 2013): 

671 copies now sold or distributed free (452); 579 copies remaining. 

(g) The Right of Continued Protest (80 copies printed in December 2013; 80 copies reprinted in March 2014): 

143 copies now sold or distributed free (98); 17 copies remaining; 

(h) Free Church of Scotland (Continuing) Year Book 2004-15 (500 copies printed in February 2014; 100 

copies reprinted in April 2014): 

559 copies now sold or distributed free (N/A); 41 copies remaining; 

(i) Scottish Independence: An examination of the Scottish Government‟s proposals for Scottish 

independence (200 copies printed in August 2013): 

187 copies now sold or distributed free (N/A); 13 copies remaining. 

 

(In addition to the above the Committee has 4 copies of the book When Justice Failed in Church and State 

by Rev. Iain H. Murray & Dr Murdoch Murchison in stock.) 

 

A list of the available publications, with information on content and prices, is on the Church website at: 

http://www.freechurchcontinuing.org/publications/books/list-of-publications 

 

Where possible titles which are no longer available and are unlikely to be reprinted are placed on the 

Church website for reading online and/or downloading and two such titles have been uploaded: Giving to 

the Lord by Rev. John W. Keddie; The Reformation 1560 by Rev. John J. Murray. When Justice Failed in 

Church and State by Rev. Iain H. Murray & Dr Murdoch Murchison has also been uploaded.  Two more 

such titles are due to be uploaded soon: A Vulnerable Society; The Sabbath: Some Practical Observations 

by Rev. William B. Scott.  Three titles which are still in print but are unlikely to be reprinted are also on the 

website or due to be uploaded soon: The Right of Continued Protest; Free Church (Continuing) Year Book 

2004-15; Scottish Independence: An examination of the Scottish Government‟s proposals for Scottish 

Independence.  These titles are found at: http://www.freechurchcontinuing.org/publications/books 

 

In addition there are 1300 copies remaining of the leaflet Remembering the Church in your Will which are 

stocked by the Committee on behalf of the Finance & Sustentation Committee. 
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3.2  New Publications 

Booklets: 

The Committee have approved final texts for two booklets in the ‗Finding out about...‘ series which deals 

with issues of theological and practical importance to our people and Christians in general.  The titles are 

‗Worship‘ by Rev. James Clark and ‗Baptism‘ by Rev. John Macleod (rtd).  Every effort is being made to 

have these printed in time for this year‘s Assembly. 

 

3.3  Future Publications 

Booklets: 

At the time of writing booklets on the following subjects for the ‗Finding out about...‘ series are at various 

stages of planning or preparation: Church Membership, Eldership, Funerals, Marriage and Presbyterianism.  

The Committee have also been informed of material on the subject of Church Discipline which has been 

produced by one of our ministers and they hope that it may be possible for this to be reworked into a 

suitable form for another title. 

 

Books 

John Kid and John King 

Last year we reported that the manuscript by Mr Maurice Grant on the lives of two Covenanter ministers, 

John Kid and John King, had been accepted for publication by the Scottish Reformation Society for 

publication in their Scots Worthies series and was likely to appear very soon.  In the end the Society‘s other 

publishing commitments, particularly the Historical Journal, caused a delay but we understand that the 

book is now nearly ready for publication and we wish it every success. 

 

History of the Division of 2000 

The 2008 General Assembly instructed the Committee ―to take the necessary action to have a draft 

manuscript prepared in popular format recounting the events leading up to and following the division of 

2000.‖  The Committee appointed Rev. James Gracie to begin work on producing a book on the Division in 

consultation with Mr Lindsay MacCallum and anyone else who may be suitable.  In 2013 the Committee 

requested the Southern Presbytery, with the concurrence of the Edinburgh congregation, to grant Mr Gracie 

leave of absence for four weeks in order for him to be able to make greater progress on the writing of the 

history.  This request was granted and Mr Gracie completed a draft of the first nine chapters of the history 

up to and including the 1996 court case.  The Committee were of the view that if a manuscript of the 

division in 2000 was to be ready for printing by the end of 2014 then Mr Gracie would require more leave 

of absence.  The Committee therefore requested Mr Gracie‘s Presbytery, again with the concurrence of the 

Edinburgh congregation, to allow Mr Gracie a further six-week period of leave at some point before the end 

of 2014 to work on the history, the period to consist of four weeks for completion of the draft and two 

weeks for revision of the material.  While the Committee‘s request was granted, Mr Gracie, due to an 

excessive workload, has so far been able to take the time off.  To date, the first nine chapters of the book 

have been proofread and work has begun on Chapter 10.  It is hoped that a draft of the complete history will 

be available for the Committee by October 2015. 

 

Metrical Psalmody in the Free Church of Scotland 

In June 2014 the Legal Advice & Property Committee forwarded to the Committee a paper prepared by Mr 

Maurice Grant and Rev. John Keddie entitled Metrical Psalmody in the Free Church of Scotland.  The paper 

has been circulated to the members of the Committee and it is hoped to make this work available on the 

Church website in a suitable form soon and possibly in printed form at a later date. 

 

History of the Free Church of Scotland in the 20th Century 

A work on the history of the Free Church covering the period from 1900-2010 has been offered to the 

Committee by Rev. John Keddie.  The Committee have put this material on hold until the book on the 

history of the Division of 2000 has been published. 
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Subordinate Standards of the Free Church of Scotland 

At their October meeting the Committee considered a proposal from Rev. John Keddie advocating the 

republication of the Westminster Confession of Faith and other subordinate standards and authorised 

documents of the Church.  The suggestion met with their approval and a sub-committee was appointed to 

carry this forward, initially by obtaining information on the likely timescale and cost of production.  The 

sub-committee has not yet been able to meet. 

 

Other 

While not strictly within their remit the Committee noted that the practice which had been followed in 

recent years of a one-page A4 summary of the major business transacted at the Assembly being compiled 

for issuing to ministers that they might print and distribute it within their congregations was not followed in 

2014.  The Committee believe that such a publication is of encouragement and benefit to our people and 

recommend that it be resumed. 

 

3.4  Storage and Distribution 

Mr Bill McQueer is responsible for the storage and distribution of the Committee‘s stock of publications.  

In May 2014 the Committee purchased sufficient shelving to ensure that Mr McQueer has adequate storage 

space for the present stock and archived copies of the Church magazines. 

 

3.5  Book Stock for Sale 

At their meeting in June the Committee considered a proposal from Mr Glenn Fraser that the Church 

provide support to establish a book stock for sale among congregations and at various Church events 

throughout the year.  Bookstalls are currently operated at the General Assembly, the Spring Conference, the 

Inverness Bible Conference and other meetings but they require separate organisation as there is little or no 

permanent book stock apart from the Church‘s own publications, which most people who attend these 

meetings already have.  At their meeting in March the Committee approved this proposal and agreed to 

include a sum of £2,000 in their budget for 2016 for the purchase of a book stock.  It is envisaged that the 

stock would include bibles and other scripture portions as well as a range of suitable titles.  The Committee 

believe that this is a worthwhile venture in a day when the reading of good books needs to be encouraged 

and it is possible that it could lead to a reviving of the colportage work in time to come. 

 

3.6  Principles for Publishing 

In July the Committee was informed of a meeting of editors of evangelical magazines and newspapers in 

the UK being organised by Affinity.  The purpose of the meeting, as stated by Dr Peter Milsom, Director of 

Affinity, was ―to discuss the possibility of establishing a Code of Conduct to which we can ascribe and 

which will outline biblical and ethical principles which we should respect in our publications.‖  Rev. 

William Macleod was invited as editor of the Witness but was unable to attend the meeting and the 

Committee decided not to send anyone in his place.  A draft Code of Conduct which had been drawn up by 

the editor and directors of Evangelical Times was circulated by Dr Milsom and the Committee agreed to 

respond by compiling their own document entitled ‗Principles for Publishing‘, as follows: 

 

Principles for Publishing 

 

The Free Church (Continuing) believe that biblical principles should govern all that we do as  

Christians, including the important work of publishing.  We believe that the Larger Catechism, one 

of our subordinate standards, contains some very useful instruction on this subject.  The relevant 

sections are given below with the Scripture references and a few comments which the Committee 

consider are appropriate.  The teaching, of course, applies more widely than actual publishing. 

Publications Committee 

August 2014 
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The area we are interested in here is covered by the ninth commandment: ―Thou shalt not bear false 

witness against thy neighbour” (Exod. 20:16).  The Larger Catechism indicates firstly the duties 

which are required by this commandment: 

 

Q. 144. What are the duties required in the ninth commandment? 

A. The duties required in the ninth commandment are, the preserving and promoting of truth 

between man and man,[b] and the good name of our neighbour, as well as our own;[c] appearing and 

standing for the truth;[d] and from the heart,[e] sincerely,[f] freely,[g] clearly,[h] and fully,[i] 

speaking the truth, and only the truth, in matters of judgment and justice,[k] and in all other things 

whatsoever;[l] a charitable esteem of our neighbours;[m] loving, desiring, and rejoicing in their good 

name;[n] sorrowing for,[o] and covering of their infirmities;[p] freely acknowledging of their gifts 

and graces,[q] defending their innocency;[r] a ready receiving of a good report,[s] and unwillingness 

to admit of an evil report,[t] concerning them; discouraging tale-bearers,[v] flatterers,[w] and 

slanderers;[x] love and care of our own good name, and defending it when need requireth;[y] 

keeping of lawful promises;[z] studying and practising of whatsoever things are true, honest, lovely, 

and of good report.[a] 

[b] Zech. 8:16. [c] 3 John 12. [d] Prov. 31:8,9. [e] Ps. 15:2. [f] 2 Chron. 19:9. [g] 1 Sam. 19:4,5. 

[h] Josh. 7:19. [i] 2 Sam. 14:18-20. [k] Lev. 19:15. Prov. 14:5,25. [l] 2 Cor. 1:17,18. Eph. 4:25. 

[m] Heb. 6:9. 1 Cor. 13:7. [n] Rom. 1:8. 2 John 4. 3 John 3,4. [o] 2 Cor. 2:4. 2 Cor. 12:21. 

[p] Prov. 17:9. 1 Pet. 4:8. [q] 1 Cor. 1:4,5,7. 2 Tim. 1:4,5.  [r] 1 Sam. 22:14. [s] 1 Cor. 13:6,7. [t] Ps. 15:3. 

[v] Prov. 25:23. [w] Prov. 26:24,25. [x] Ps. 101:5. [y] Prov. 22:1. John 8:49. [z] Ps. 15:4. [a] Phil. 4:8. 

 

We may summarise this teaching broadly as follows: 

 

– we should speak the truth about ourselves and others and never anything but the truth, especially in 

matters of law (―A faithful witness will not lie: But a false witness will utter lies.‖ – Prov. 14:5); 

– we should be more ready to speak good of others than to speak ill of them (―[Charity] Beareth all 

things, believeth all things, hopeth all things, endureth all things.” – 1 Cor. 13:7); 

– we should discourage those who speak ill of others with little regard for the truthfulness of what 

they say about them (―The north wind driveth away rain: So doth an angry countenance a backbiting 

tongue.” – Prov. 25:23). 

 

We believe that although we have an obligation to think the best of others our duty to the truth is 

paramount.  Therefore when an issue of justice or principle arises the truth relating to the individuals 

involved in the matter must be stated even when it may cause them offence and bring difficulties 

upon ourselves. (―But Peter said, Ananias, why hath Satan filled thine heart to lie to the Holy Ghost, 

and to keep back part of the price of the land?” – Acts 5:3; ―But when Peter was come to Antioch, I 

withstood him to the face, because he was to be blamed.‖ – Gal. 2:11; ―But as God is true, our word 

toward you was not yea and nay‖ – 2 Cor. 1:18; ―And it came to pass, when Ahab saw Elijah, that 

Ahab said unto him, Art thou he that troubleth Israel‖ – 1 Kings 18:17; ―Am I therefore become your 

enemy, because I tell you the truth?” – Gal. 4:16) 

 

The Larger Catechism then indicates the sins which are forbidden by the ninth commandment: 

 

Q. 145. What are the sins forbidden in the ninth commandment? 

A. The sins forbidden in the ninth commandment are, all prejudicing the truth, and the good name of 

our neighbours, as well as our own,[b] especially in public judicature;[c] giving false evidence,[d] 

suborning false witnesses,[e] wittingly appearing and pleading for an evil cause, out-facing and over-

bearing the truth;[f] passing unjust sentence,[g] calling evil good, and good evil; rewarding the 

wicked according to the work of the righteous, and the righteous according to the work of the 

wicked;[h] forgery,[i] concealing the truth, undue silence in a just cause,[k] and holding our peace 
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when iniquity calleth for either a reproof from ourselves,[l] or complaint to others;[m] speaking the 

truth unseasonably,[n] or maliciously to a wrong end,[o] or perverting it to a wrong meaning,[p] or 

in doubtful or equivocal expressions, to the prejudice of truth or justice;[q] speaking untruth,[r] 

lying,[s] slandering,[t] backbiting,[v] detracting,[w] tale-bearing,[x] whispering,[y] scoffing,[z] 

reviling,[a] rash,[b] harsh,[c] and partial censuring;[d] misconstructing intentions, words, and 

actions;[e] flattering,[f] vain-glorious boasting,[g] thinking or speaking too highly or too meanly of 

ourselves or others,[h] denying the gifts and graces of God;[i] aggravating smaller faults;[k] hiding, 

excusing, or extenuating of sins, when called to a free confession;[l] unnecessary discovering of 

infirmities;[m] raising false rumours,[n] receiving and countenancing evil reports,[o] and stopping 

our ears against just defence;[p] evil suspicion;[q] envying or grieving at the deserved credit of any,

[r] endeavouring or desiring to impair it,[s] rejoicing in their disgrace and infamy;[t] scornful 

contempt,[v] fond admiration;[w] breach of lawful promises;[x] neglecting such things as are of 

good report,[y] and practising, or not avoiding ourselves, or not hindering what we can in others, 

such things as procure an ill name.[z] 

[b] 1 Sam. 17:28. 2 Sam. 16:3. 2 Sam. 1:9,10,15,16. [c] Lev. 19:15. Hab. 1:4. [d] Prov. 19:5. Prov. 6:16,19. 

[e] Acts 6:13.[f] Jer. 9:3,5. Acts 24:2,5. Ps. 12:3,4. Ps. 52:1-4.[g] Prov. 17:15. 1 Kings 21:9-14.[h] Isa. 5:23. 

[i] Ps. 119:69. Luke 19:8. Luke 16:5-7. [k] Lev. 5:1. Deut. 13:8. Acts 5:3,8,9. 2 Tim. 4:16. 

[l] 1 Kings 1:6. Lev. 19:17. [m] Isa. 59:4. [n] Prov. 29:11. [o] 1 Sam. 22:9,10 compared with Ps. 52:title,1-5. 

[p] Ps. 56:5. John 2:19 compared with Matt. 26:60,61. [q] Gen. 3:5, 26:7-9 [r] Isa. 59:13. [s] Lev. 19:11. Col. 3:9. 

[t] Ps. 50:20. [v] Ps. 15:3. [w] James 4:11. Jer. 38:4. [x] Lev. 19:16. [y] Rom. 1:29,30. 

[z] Gen. 21:9 compared with Gal. 4:29. [a] 1 Cor. 6:10. [b] Matt. 7:1. [c] Acts 28:4. 

[d] Gen. 38:24. Rom. 2:1. [e] Neh. 6:6-8. Rom. 3:8. Ps. 69:10. 1 Sam. 1:13-15. 2 Sam. 10:3. [f] Ps. 12:2,3. 

[g] 2 Tim. 3:2. [h] Luke 18:9,11. Rom. 12:16. 1 Cor. 4:6. Acts 12:22. Exod. 4:10-14. [i] Job 27:5,6. Job 4:6. 

[k] Matt. 7:3-5. [l] Prov. 28:13. Prov. 30:20. Gen. 3:12,13. Jer. 2:35. 2 Kings 5:25. Gen. 4:9. 

[m] Gen. 9:22. Prov. 25:9,10. [n] Exod. 23:1. [o] Prov. 29:12. [p] Acts 7:56,57. Job 31:13,14. 

[q] 1 Cor. 13:5. 1 Tim. 6:4. [r] Num. 11:29. Matt. 21:15. [s] Ezra 4:12,13. [t] Jer. 48:27. 

[v] Ps. 35:15,16,21. Matt. 27:28,29. [w] Jude 16. Acts 12:22. [x] Rom. 1:31. 2 Tim. 3:3. [y] 1 Sam. 2:24. 

[z] 2 Sam. 13:12,13. Prov. 5:8,9. Prov. 6:33. 

 

We may summarise this teaching as follows: 

 

– we should not speak falsely about ourselves or others, especially in matters of law (―A false 

witness shall not be unpunished, And he that speaketh lies shall not escape.‖ – Prov. 19:5); 

– we should not be silent when the cause of justice requires us to speak (―And if a soul sin, and hear 

the voice of swearing, and is a witness, whether he hath seen or known of it; if he do not utter it, then 

he shall bear his iniquity.‖ – Lev. 5:1); 

– we should not speak the truth in a way that is unnecessary or is prejudicial to the cause of justice 

(―[Charity] Doth not behave itself unseemly, seeketh not her own, is not easily provoked, thinketh no 

evil;‖ – 1 Cor. 13:5). 

 

We believe that, notwithstanding the above, whenever there is a public misrepresentation of the facts 

such that our good name or that of others is defamed or prejudiced we have a right and indeed a 

duty, for the purpose of vindication, to make the truth of the matter known for the good of all 

concerned. (―For we can do nothing against the truth, but for the truth‖ – 2 Cor. 13:8; ―Thou shalt 

not hate thy brother in thine heart: thou shalt in any wise rebuke thy neighbour, and not suffer sin 

upon him.‖ – Lev. 19:17; ―Let the righteous smite me; it shall be a kindness: and let him reprove me; 

it shall be an excellent oil, which shall not break my head: for yet my prayer also shall be in their 

calamities.‖ – Psa. 141:5; ―But speaking the truth in love‖ – Eph. 4:15) 

 

The document was sent to Dr Milsom who circulated it to the editors invited to attend the Affinity meeting, 

which took place on 2nd September.  In October Dr Milsom conveyed the meeting‘s appreciation of our 
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document and forwarded a revised draft of the Code of Conduct which had been prepared following the 

meeting.  Certain points in the revised draft caused us concern but following advice from the Principal 

Clerk that matters relating to Affinity belong within the remit of the Ecumenical Relations Committee our 

Committee did not communicate further with Affinity but recommended to the Ecumenical Relations 

Committee that they respond to Affinity as follows: ―With regard to the proposed Code of Conduct for 

Evangelical Magazines and Newspapers prepared by Affinity the Free Church of Scotland (Continuing) 

maintains the right to publish material on issues which other parties, having been afforded due opportunity, 

have been unwilling to discuss, or on any issue or issues which, being in the public domain, it is legitimate 

to comment upon as required by the Standards and Practice of the Free Church of Scotland and in keeping 

with the Principles for Publishing which have been drawn up by the Publications Committee.‖  We 

forwarded the Principles for Publishing to the Ecumenical Relations Committee and recommended to them 

that the Church does not sign up to the Affinity Code of Conduct as it is presently drafted. 

 

4.  Website 

The Church website has been operating reasonably well over the past year with news items, comment 

pieces and articles being added regularly.  Once again we encourage ministers and others to inform the 

editorial oversight of any events which should be publicised and of any corrections to contacts, addresses, 

etc., which need to be made.  This may be done on the website itself by using the links at the foot of the 

relevant page. 

 

We were encouraged to learn from the report supplied by the technical overseer to the Committee in March 

that the traffic to the website has increased to a level where the hosting package may need to be upgraded.  

The software which runs the site has also reached a point where it needs upgrading for security purposes. 

 

4.1  Social Media 

Last year we reported that the Committee was  considering the question as to whether the Church should 

make official use of modern social media such as Facebook and Twitter, to work in conjunction with the 

Church website.  Having investigated the matter the Committee have been persuaded of the benefit of these 

tools and have agreed to recommend to the denomination the use of a Twitter account and a Facebook page, 

both under the oversight of the Committee. 

 

The Twitter username ‗@fccscot‘ has already been registered by us (without any commitment to it being 

used).  The main aims in having such a facility would be to intimate events taking place in the Church, to 

advertise new material added to the Church website or appearing elsewhere on the Internet and to make 

brief comment on issues of importance as they arise.  Facebook has proven to be a useful medium, when 

properly moderated, for raising the profile and promoting the testimony of churches.  An ‗unofficial‘ Free 

Church (Continuing) Facebook group exists which was established by Rev. David Lachman some years ago 

and which has been operating as a ‗closed‘ group; postings are made by individuals in their own names.  Mr 

Lachman recommends that this group remain unofficial but that the Publications Committee note its 

existence and ask the owner and administrators to ensure that the discussions are honouring to God and 

further His work in our Church.  He suggests that the Church open and run a new Facebook ‗page‘.  A 

‗page‘ has advantages over a ‗group‘ in that the page owner (and anyone who is given administrator 

privileges) is able to post officially in the name of the Church.  People would be able to interact on a subject 

but the Church‘s posts would have the central place and other posts would be set apart from them.  Mr 

Lachman thinks it would be wise to have significant coordination between Facebook, the Church website 

and any other social media which the Church might use.  These ideas commend themselves generally to the 

Committee. 

 

While the Committee appreciate that having come to this view they might simply proceed to establish a 

presence on both these media they are mindful that when the Church website was set up this was done with 

the approval of the General Assembly which also approved a policy for its operation.  Included in that 
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policy is the following: ―The website will not provide a message board.‖ (1.2)  While Twitter and Facebook 

are not exactly the same as a ‗message board‘ they too may attract undesirable postings and moderation 

would be required to prevent these from appearing or remaining.  The Committee are therefore seeking the 

Assembly‘s permission to operate a Twitter account and a Facebook page on behalf of the denomination. 

 

5.  Spring Conference 

The Spring Conference took place on Friday 3rd April, the venue once again being the very suitable 

Kingsview Christian Centre which was kindly made available to us by the Inverness Associated 

Presbyterian Church.  The attendance was similar to the previous year at about 95: there were slightly more 

adults but fewer children than last year. 

 

The conference was chaired by Rev. Harry Woods and the theme was ‗The Worship of God‘.  In the 

morning session Rev. William Macleod, Minister of Knightswood, spoke on ‗Old Testament Worship‘.  Mr 

Macleod surveyed the whole Old Testament to demonstrate the principles of worship and to show how it 

developed under the old covenant.  Much helpful detail was provided, particularly from Genesis and such 

accounts as Cain and Abel worshipping God and Abraham and Isaac on mount Moriah.  The awesome 

holiness of God was brought out from the record of Nadab and Abihu, who offered ―strange fire‖ to the 

Most High and perished and also from Isaiah‘s humbling vision of the Lord in His majesty and glory.  

These and other passages were used to emphasise the regulative principle of worship: we must only offer to 

the Lord in our worship what He has first commanded of us in His Word. 

 

In the afternoon session Rev. David Blunt, Minister of North Uist & Grimsay, addressed the topic of ‗New 

Testament Worship‘.  Concentrating on public worship Mr Blunt began by defining NT worship and then 

explained how it was introduced.  After indicating three particular principles of NT worship he then referred 

to the worship in the synagogues as the model for NT worship.  Finally he dealt with the various elements 

of NT worship, dividing them into regular, occasional and extraordinary elements.  A question time was 

held after the second address which led to some interesting responses from the speakers. 

 

It was particularly appropriate this year that there were two Psalmody sessions during the Conference.  

Those with the adults were run by Rev. Bill Scott, during which both familiar and new tunes were practised.  

Mrs Scott held similar sessions with the children.   

The Committee are most thankful to Rev. Harry Woods for chairing the proceedings, to the two speakers, to 

the Scotts for running the Psalmody sessions, and all who helped in any way with this year‘s Conference, in 

particular the following: Mr & Mrs Glenn Fraser for their work in organising and running the catering; Mr 

Lindsay MacCallum for his work as booking secretary; Mr Glenn Fraser for organising and running the 

bookstall; and Miss Flora MacLeod for organising and running the children‘s programme. 

 

While the accounts for this year‘s Conference are not yet available it is the case that the pattern over recent 

years has been a declining attendance and a declining income.  The Committee are conscious that there is a 

need to make the event as economic as possible and will consider ways of doing this when the figures are to 

hand.  The booking fees have not been raised since 2013 and consideration will   need to be given to 

increasing the charges for the 2016 Conference so that the income does not continue to dip – at the same 

time remembering that too large an increase may have a negative effect by deterring attendance. 

 

6.  Audio Ministry 

The Audio Ministry which is overseen by Mr Bill McQueer provides a selection of sermons in CD format at 

a price of £1 each including postage and packing.  The sermons are mostly from our own ministers, 

including retired men, and we believe they are appreciated both within and beyond our Church.  A new list 

containing 53 recordings by 27 different ministers and speakers was prepared and circulated with the 

January issue of the Witness.  Of these recordings 46 were sermons preached in our congregations, 

including 1 in Gaelic, and the remaining 7 were papers delivered at the 2014 School of Theology in Larbert.  
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By 30th April a total of 196 CDs had been ordered from the new list by 12 individuals, all from Scotland.  

In terms of equipment for the Audio Ministry in March the Committee purchased a new printer for printing 

details on top of the CDs. 

 

7.  The Annals of the Free Church of Scotland 1900-2000 

Mr Maurice Grant has made some further updates to the Annals where additional information has come to 

hand, though inevitably the instances of this become less frequent as time goes on.  The basic situation 

regarding the Annals does not change from one year to the next and is unlikely to do so pending a 

resumption of contacts with the residual body of the Free Church, which presently appears to have no 

interest in taking forward a production covering the period post-1900. 

 

There has been a development in regard to the period pre-1900 with the launch in February of a website 

entitled ‗ecclegen‘ which is intended to provide information – mainly genealogical – concerning all 

Ministers of the Free Church of Scotland from 1843-1900 and their families.  The site also contains the 

texts of William Ewing‘s Annals of the Free Church of Scotland(1914 edition) and Thomas Brown‘s Annals 

of the Disruption (1892 edition).  The address is: http://ecclegen.com 

 

8.  Disruption 2000 Video 

The sub-committee dealing with this subject has not been able to meet during the past year.  Although 

regrettable this is a reflection of what we stated in our introduction, namely that because of the limited time 

available to those who are engaged in work for the Committee projects have to be prioritised.  As the Lord 

enables every effort will be made to take this matter forward during the coming year. 

 

9.  Year Book 

The present edition of the Year Book was published in February 2014 when 500 copies were printed, with a 

further 100 copies being printed two months later.  After 80% of the stock had been disbursed the Year 

Book was placed on the Church website for reading online or downloading.  As time elapses after 

publication an increasing amount of the information contained in the Year Book becomes incorrect and it 

has therefore been agreed to update the online version periodically.  It is planned that a new printed edition 

of the Year Book will be published early in 2016, D.V. 

 

10.  Press Officer 

The Committee wish to record their thanks to Rev. John MacLeod (Tarbat) for his work as the Church‘s 

Press Officer and are grateful to the Lord for assisting him in his duties since his illness some years ago. 

 

LINDSAY MACCALLUM, Convener 

JAMES CLARK, Vice-convener 

 

PROPOSED DELIVERANCE 

 

1. The General Assembly receive and adopt the report of the Publications Committee and thank the              

Committee and especially the Convener and Vice-convener; 

2. The General Assembly express their gratitude to Rev. William Macleod and Rev. Murdo A.N. 

Macleod for their work as Editors of the Witness and Explorer respectively; 

3. The General Assembly thank Rev. Alasdair Macleod for his work on the design and layout of the 

Witness; 

4. The General Assembly thank Miss Anne MacAulay for her work in providing the puzzle page for 

the Explorer; 

5. The General Assembly thank Isobel McQueer for her work as Subscriptions Secretary; 
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6. The General Assembly thank Mr Bill McQueer for his work as the distributor of the Church‘s   

magazines; 

7. The General Assembly thank Mrs Fionna Macleod for her diligent work in recording the Church     

magazines for the blind over many years and pray that the Lord will bless Mrs Susan Furzer who has 

now taken up this ministry; 

8. The General Assembly thank the proof-readers of the magazines for their work; 

9. The General Assembly thank all who from time to time contribute articles both to the Witness and 

the Explorer; 

10. The General Assembly note once again the special June issue of the Witness, thank those who 

contributed to  it and pray that it would be used for the extension of Christ‘s kingdom; 

11. The General Assembly note the increasing number of titles on the Church website and pray that they 

will be a blessing to all who are able to read them in this way; 

12. The General Assembly thank those who are engaged in preparing material in the series ‗Finding out 

about...‘ and encourage the Committee as they oversee the production of these booklets; 

13. The General Assembly note the further progress regarding the preparation of an account of the 

events leading up to and following the division of 2000.  They trust that this work will soon come to 

its final fruition and pray that all who are involved in it will know the Lord‘s help; 

14. The General Assembly note the various other publishing projects which the Committee have in hand 

and pray that the Lord will give them every encouragement as they seek to advance them; 

15. The General Assembly approve the Committee‘s recommendation that the practice of compiling a 

one-page A4 summary of the major business transacted at the Assembly for issuing to ministers for 

printing and distribution within their congregations be resumed; 

16. The General Assembly thank Mr Bill McQueer for his work in storing and distributing the 

Committee‘s publications; 

17. The General Assembly note the document entitled ‗Principles for Publishing‘ produced by the 

Committee and commend it as a useful guide to biblical teaching on the subject; 

18. The General Assembly thank all who are involved in the running of the Church website, especially 

Rev. Bert Pohl as technical overseer and Rev. Andrew Allan, Rev. David Blunt and Rev. John J. 

Murray as editorial overseers; 

19. The General Assembly approve the establishing and operation of a Twitter account and a Facebook 

page for the denomination.  They urge the Committee to exercise due care that the Church‘s 

involvement in these media be to the glory of God; 

20. The General Assembly thank all those involved in the organising and running of the recent Spring 

Conference and the Inverness Associated Presbyterian Church for the use of the Kingsview Christian 

Centre.  They once again urge ministers to promote the Conference and encourage their people to 

attend; 

21. The General Assembly thank Mr Bill McQueer for his work in producing and distributing CDs of 

sermons by our ministers.  They pray that the Lord will bless this ministry; 
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22. The General Assembly thank Mr Maurice Grant for his ongoing work in updating information for 

the Annals of the Free Church of Scotland and once again express the hope that this project may 

eventually be able to proceed to publication; 

23. The General Assembly encourage the Committee in their efforts to advance their project to produce 

a video on the disruption of the Church in 2000; 

24. The General Assembly note the availability of a regularly-updated version of the Year Book on the 

Church website and the Committee‘s intention to publish a new printed edition early in 2016; 

25. The General Assembly thank Rev. John MacLeod (Tarbat) for his work as the Church‘s Press 

Officer and thank the Lord for granting him a significant improvement in his health over the past 

year. 
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IV. 

REPORT 

OF THE 

WELFARE OF YOUTH COMMITTEE 

Introduction 

In Psalm 144 David expresses the hope that ―our sons may be as plants grown up in their youth; that our 

daughters may be as corner stones, polished after the similitude of a palace‖. It is that same desire for 

spiritual prosperity for our sons and daughters which lies at the very heart of all that this Committee seeks 

to do year after year.  Like the Apostle John nothing gives us greater joy than to see our children ―walking 

in truth.‖ (2 John:4)  

 

The powers of darkness have ever opposed such progress and in our day they seem to prevail as we see a 

growing hostility towards the Gospel.  Our children and grandchildren feel these pressures coming to bear 

on themselves at an ever–increasing pace. 

 

It is in such an environment that the Committee have sought to fulfil their remit in the year under review. 

Much of our work has been what we might call general routine but it is no less important for that.  

 

Sabbath School Syllabus 

The ongoing work of updating the Sabbath School workbooks has continued over the past year and is now 

coming to an end.  This work has not attempted to alter the core curriculum but has sought to gradually 

improve and update the workbooks by inserting colour and pictures and developing the puzzles and 

activities.  Particular attention has been given to the materials for the younger children as we have attempted 

to produce these in a format more suitable for their age group.  During the past year the Committee have 

received further positive feedback as regards the material.  The Infant or Grade One material runs on a three 

year cycle and the work of revision on this part of the syllabus has now been completed.  The other two 

grades are on a four year cycle and they have one further year of updating before they are complete.  This 

work has been undertaken single-handedly by the Clerk and she is due the thanks of the Assembly. 

 

Sabbath School Exams 

The annual examination was held on Saturday 7th March and attracted thirty one entrants, an increase of 

one on the previous year.  Twenty two of these were from Grade 2 (Junior) and nine from the Bible Class 

Grade.  A full list appears as an appendix to this Report. The Committee are grateful to those who give of 

their time to prepare and mark the examination papers. 

 

Maurine Murchison Memorial Prize 

After a number of years of attracting a growing number of entrants the Committee were disappointed that 

this year there were only six entries.  Participants receive a book token to the value of £10.  The Committee 

will endeavour, in the coming year, to do more to highlight this prize in the hope of attracting, once more, a 

good number of entrants.  They encourage parents and Sabbath schools to seek ways in which they could 

promote this worthwhile scheme in the coming year. 

 

Shorter Catechism Diploma Scheme 

The Committee continue to monitor this excellent method of memorising the Shorter Catechism.  As with 

the Maurine Murchison Memorial Prize there has been a drop in the number of entrants.  However the 

Committee are pleased to see two youngsters who achieved a Silver Award last year now achieving their 

Gold Award. 
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All-Age Holiday 

The All-Age Holiday, which is held annually, continues to attract people from within and outwith our 

denomination.  The success of the All- Age holiday has been due, in no small part, to the diligence, self-

sacrifice and enthusiasm of Derick and Maryann Gillies to whom the church owes a great debt.  They have 

indicated that they wish to hand over this rôle and the Committee is working towards identifying new 

leaders.  From its earliest days the primary aim of the All-Age Holiday has been to promote Christian 

fellowship in a relaxed environment; making new friends and renewing old friendships.  Last year the 

location, once again, was the Windmill Centre in Arbroath.  It has proved to be a suitable location and will 

also be the location  this summer.  

 

Youth Camps 

The 2014 camp returned once more to the now very familiar location at Badaguish near Aviemore.  It was a 

joy to see the first Senior Camp established and to get such positive feedback from both campers and 

leaders.  The Senior Camp was led by Rev. James MacInnes and Rev. Greg MacDonald was leader at the 

Junior Camp.  Following a number of years in which there had always been more girls than boys attending 

it was encouraging to note that the Junior Camp had a significant increase in the number of boys.  The topic 

for the camp project focussed on the various mission works in which we as a denomination are involved. 

This proved to be a successful and wide ranging topic.  The project leader this year was Mrs Mary Gillies, 

Stornoway.  The Sabbath services were shared by Mr MacDonald and Mr MacInnes.  The usual spread of 

activities was enjoyed and some new ones were introduced. Joan MacKintosh proved, once more, to be an 

excellent cook and she was ably assisted by Mrs Mary MacDonald, Stornoway. 

 

God willing the 2015 camps will be held at Badaguish and the Committee are happy to report on an 

encouraging level of interest.  However changes in the campsite and a subsequent increase in camp costs 

have led to an ongoing investigation of alternative sites for future camps.  

 

The Committee continue to covet the prayers of the church for the work of the camps. 

 

Olivet Distance Learning Course 

The Committee are indebted to Rev David Fraser for his diligence in preparing and promoting the Olivet 

Learning Course.  They commend this course to the prayerful interest of the church and would be glad to 

assist with any enquiries. 

 

Education 

The Committee have continued to maintain their interest in the vital area of Christian Education.  They have 

received periodic reports on this subject. Some members of the Committee have a long-standing 

relationship with the Lewis Independent Christian School and periodic reports are received by the 

Committee.  The Lewis school continues to seek permanent premises which would allow them to develop 

their facilities.  The Committee have also maintained a prayerful interest in the efforts being made to further 

develop and establish a Glasgow Christian School, which have made good progress.  The Committee  

commend all those involved in education, whether in the state sector or in the differing parts of Christian 

Education, to the prayers of the church.  

 

The Committee continue to operate a limited Christian Education Fund. It was agreed that all home-

schooling parents worshipping within the denomination would qualify for an annual grant of £50.  Where 

the children attended an established Christian school the same sum would be given but, in this instance, it 

would be paid directly to the school.  

 

Clerk 

The Committee wish to record their thanks for the past year to the Clerk, Mrs Isobel Ann Macleod. 

 

MURDO A N MACLEOD, Convener 

DONALD ROBERTSON, Vice-Convener 
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PROPOSED DELIVERANCE 

1. The General Assembly receive and adopt the report of the Welfare of Youth & Education Committee 

and thank the Committee; 

2. The General Assembly thank Mrs Isobel Ann Macleod for her work as Clerk; 

3. The General Assembly note with interest the ongoing work being done to improve the presentation 

of the Sabbath School and Bible Class workbooks.  They thank Mrs Isobel Ann Macleod for what 

has been achieved thus far to that end and commend to all the Sabbath School and Bible Class 

workbooks; 

4. The General Assembly thank those who teach in the Sabbath Schools and who so freely give of their 

time; 

5. The General Assembly record their thanks to those involved in preparing and marking the annual 

Sabbath School and Bible Class Examination; 

6. The General Assembly commend the Maurine Murchison Memorial Prize and congratulate all those 

who participated this year; 

7. The General Assembly congratulate those who successfully completed the Shorter Catechism 

Diploma and encourage Sabbath School Superintendents to continue to promote this scheme; 

8. The General Assembly thank Mr Derick Gillies for his faithful work in organising the All-Age 

Holiday and would encourage the Committee as they search for new leaders; 

9. The General Assembly thank Rev. Greg MacDonald and Rev. James MacInnes for their faithful 

leadership of the Youth Camp, Miss Joan MacKintosh for all the catering arrangements, and all who 

assist in the work of the camps; 

10. The General Assembly note with gratitude to the Lord that the Senior Camp has now been 

established and commend the work of the camps to the prayers of the Church; 

11. The General Assembly encourage Rev. David Fraser in his work with the Olivet Course; 

12. The General Assembly commend the whole area of Christian education and in particular the 

encouraging new developments in Glasgow to the prayerful interest of the wider Church. 
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APPENDIX 

 
Sabbath School and Bible Class Examinations 2014-2015 

 

The following is a list of all who took part in the examinations and prizewinners. 

 

Bible Class Grade 

 

9 took part in the examination (an increase of 2 from 2013-2014) 

 

Prizewinner: Joanna Gillies, Stornoway 

 

Aberdeen - Matthew McGlynn, Sophie McGlynn, Verity McGlynn 

 

Stornoway - Emma Craig, Lily Craig, Joanna Gillies, Duncan Macdonald 

 

Tarbat - Ethan C. MacLeod, Murdo D. MacLeod 

 

Grade 2 

 

22 took part in the examination (a decrease of 1 from 2013-2014) 

 

Prizewinner: Matthew S. Keddie, Shettleston 

 

Cross - Hugh Macdonald, Murray Macdonald, Calvin Mackenzie, Felicity MacLeod, Heidi MacLeod, 

Calum S. Morrison, Kirsty Morrison 

Harris - Rachael Campbell 

Knock & Point - Alexander Macleod, Christina Macleod, Ruaraidh Macleod 

Partick - Rachael Jobson, Kenny Mackinnon, Mairi Mackinnon 

Shettleston - Elizabeth J. Keddie, Matthew S. Keddie 

Stornoway -Sarah Craig, Thomas Craig, Lydia MacDonald, Susanna MacDonald, Ross Morrison 

Tarbat - Malcolm S. MacLeod 

 

Maurine Murchison Memorial Prize 

 

Ayr: Aletheia Beers, Benaiah Beers, Caleb Beers, Isaac Beers, Nathanael Beers 

 

Duthil-Dores:  Jonathan Brooks  

 

 

Catechism Diploma 

 

Gold: Stornoway: Lydia MacDonald, Susanna MacDonald 
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V. 

REPORT 

OF THE 

FINANCE & SUSTENTATION COMMITTEE  

1.  Introduction 

The Committee remain mindful of the solemn responsibility bestowed upon them by the General Assembly 

to oversee and advise regarding all aspects of the financial affairs of the denomination.  In seeking to fulfil 

this remit members of the Committee are conscious of the various demands upon the finances available to 

the denomination and believe that the wider church will increasingly need to be involved in determining our 

priorities in coming days.  The Committee have sought over the past year to remember that, whatever may 

be the state of our finances, we are utterly dependent upon God.  We look to Him for the spiritual prosperity 

which is greatly needed in church and state. 

 

2.  Income 

Total income for the year was £1,239,215, an increase of £369,949 (42%) over the previous year.  It should 

be noted that the total figure includes Central Building Fund income of £520,703.  The total remitted by 

congregations, including Gift Aid tax reclaims, amounted to £648,819 – an increase of 8% over the 

previous year for which the Committee are very thankful.  There were however no Legacies to Central 

Funds.  We would, once again, encourage our people to remember the Church in their wills.  Copies of the 

Wills Leaflet were widely circulated during the year and further copies can be obtained from 

Congregational Treasurers and the General Treasurer. 

 

Total Gift Aid tax reclaims amounted to £130,773, an increase of £29,192 (29%) over the previous year.  

This figure included £21,499 reclaimed under the Gift Aid Small Donations Scheme and this represents a 

significant increase from the figure of £3,976 in 2013.  The importance of Gift Aid reclaims, which 

represent 20% of all congregational remittances, cannot be overstated.  The Committee and Financial 

Administrator wish to express their thanks to Congregational Treasurers for recording and submitting the 

necessary documentation in order to allow Gift Aid reclaims to be made.  It would be helpful if all our 

people were encouraged at a congregational level to contribute by Gift Aid wherever possible. 

 

Total Central Building Fund remittances from congregations, including Gift Aid Tax reclaims, and private 

donations amounted to £520,703.  This figure is broken down as follows: Mortgage deposits of £473,050; 

Mortgage repayment income of £36,487 and net Central Building Fund remittances of £11,166.  The latter 

figure compares to £19,015 in 2013.  Total available Central Building Funds at the end of 2014 equalled 

£58,095 – an increase of £7,106 over the previous year. 

 

3.  Expenditure 

Total expenditure for the year was £1,154,659, an increase of £516,510 (80%) over the previous year.  It 

should be noted that the total figure includes £509,537 detailed above in connection with Stewardship 

funded properties.  Payroll costs amounted to £509,062 – a reduction of £7,928 (1%) compared to the 

previous year; these costs represented 78% of congregational remittances (86% in 2013).   

 

4.  Net Assets 

At the end of 2014 the total net assets and funds of the denomination amounted to £898,743, which is an 

increase of £84,566 (10%) over the previous year.  The figure comprises of net Fixed Assets of £657,536 

less Property Loans repayable to Stewardship of £504,935 plus net Current Assets of £47,862; Cash Funds 

of £576,436 and Loans Due to be received of £122,024. 

 

 5.  Central Building Fund 

As was reported in the report to the General Assembly in 2014 applications were received from four 
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congregations and it is with great thankfulness to the Lord that we can record that properties have now been 

secured for use as a manse in each of these congregations:  North Uist & Grimsay, Edinburgh, Partick and 

Duthil-Dores. 

 

The ―Rules Governing the Central Building Fund‖ and the Draft Funding Agreement were, following some 

minor adjustments, approved by the last General Assembly.  Following completion of the four acquisitions 

listed above the Finance Committee have not received any further formal applications for funding.  The 

Committee and General Treasurer are prepared to give general advice but it should be stressed that only 

upon receipt of a formal application from a congregation, and with the approval of their Presbytery, can the 

Committee give consideration to a request for assistance from the Central Building Fund.  A Building Fund 

Application form can be obtained from the Clerk to the Committee . 

 

The Committee and General Treasurer are very satisfied with the continuing relationship with Stewardship 

but at this stage it is not known how Stewardship would respond should funding for any further properties 

be sought.  It is vitally important that remittances to the Central Building Fund be maintained, and 

preferably increased, as this will not only protect the servicing of all current loans but demonstrate our 

financial worthiness in the event of future Loan applications being made to Stewardship.  All congregations 

are encouraged to  hold regular collections for the Central Building Fund. 

 

6.  Budgetary Planning 

It should be noted that there was a surplus of £84,556 in the financial accounts for the year 2014 but this is a 

significant reduction from the figure of £231,117 in 2013. 

 

When presenting the draft Budget at the October 2014 Commission of Assembly it was noted that the 

projected deficit for 2015 would be £54,000.  This figure included a proposed increase in Ministerial 

Stipend to £19,500 from 1st July 2015.  It should be noted that the total annual payroll and related costs 

(National Insurance, Pension and Life Assurance) will therefore rise to £23,680.  It is vital that all 

congregations that are able to do so should seek to remit this amount as a minimum to Central Funds.  

Assuming that there are no Ministerial retirals, it is anticipated that there will be an additional two Ministers 

available for a Call following completion, DV, of their studies at the Seminary.  This equates to an 

additional £47,000 of payroll costs.   

 

The General Treasurer continues to provide Presbytery Clerks with details of congregational givings on a 

monthly basis and the Committee encourage Presbyteries to give careful consideration to the financial 

situation within their bounds at their ordinary meetings. 

 

The Committee are grateful to those Standing Committees of the Church who submitted their draft Budgets 

by the due date.  The Committee are proposing that the projected Draft Budget deficit of £42,435 for 2016 

be noted and approved by the General Assembly rather than being considered at the October Commission of 

Assembly. 

 

The Committee and General Treasurer are most appreciative of the sacrificial giving of our people over the 

past year and are also mindful of the particular financial circumstances pertaining to certain congregations 

regarding, for example, local property costs and supply expenses.  It is nevertheless incumbent upon all 

congregations to seek to maximise their remittances to Central Funds in order to ensure that there continue 

to be sufficient funds available for payroll costs and to support missionary endeavours and the work of our 

various Committees.  If all congregations sought to remit a minimum of 75% of their ordinary income there 

would be a greater guarantee of stable funding over the coming years. 

 

It greatly assists the Committee and the General Treasurer‘s Department if the Standing Committees of the 

Church submit a detailed explanation of their proposed Budget over the coming year.  It is also helpful if 

claims for expenditure are submitted promptly and certainly as soon as possible after the end of the 

financial year in which they were incurred.  The Committee appreciate that unexpected expenditure can 
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arise from time to time and in such circumstances the Committee and General Treasurer should be notified 

timeously to allow due consideration by the Committee. 

 

7.  General Treasurer’s Department 

The Committee is, once again, very appreciative of the work carried out by the General Treasurer, Mr 

Angus Macmillan, over the past year.  He has continued to carry out his duties with care and diligence and 

his willingness to provide detailed financial advice and information to both the Committee and the wider 

Church deserves the thanks of the General Assembly. 

The Committee also wish to record their thanks to the Financial Administrator, Mrs Muriel Smith.  She 

continues to carry out a considerable amount of work, much of it ―behind the scenes‖, to enable the smooth 

day-to-day running of the finances of the Church.  We especially commend her and her family to the 

prayerful concern of the General Assembly following the ordination and induction of Rev. Calum Smith to 

the charge of Bracadale & Duirinish and the additional responsibilities that this will bring. 

 

The services of CIB Audit, Stornoway have been appreciated and the Committee is recommending to the 

General Assembly that they be appointed as auditors for the coming year. 

 

8.  Loans 

As has already been noted the denomination currently has a funding arrangement with Stewardship for the 

four properties acquired as manses.  The situation regarding these loans is detailed below along with 

information normally presented in the report to the General Assembly regarding student loans and other 

Church loans.    

Loans due to be 

received 

Balance at 31st 

December 2013 

New Loans  

2014 

Repaid in 2014 Balance at 31st 

December 2014 
Aberdeen 10,696 0 (3,667) 7,029 

Edinburgh 10,405 0 (3,753) 6,652 

Knock &Point 18,754 0 (4,164) 14,590 

North Uist 0 23,000 (0,000) 23,000 

CHURCH LOANS 

  

£39,855 £23,000 (£11,584) £51,271 

CAR LOANS 

  

25,518 20,250 (18,031) 27,737 

STUDENT LOANS 

(Not repayable) 

14,759 0 (5,067)** 9,692 

STUDENT LOANS 

(Repayable) * 

29,591 4,300 (566) 33,325*** 

TOTAL LOANS 

  

£109,723 £47,550 (£35,248) £122,025 

* All Student Loans awarded since September 2011 are repayable. 
  
** Non-repayable Student Loans awarded pre-September 2011 to Rev Calum Smith were written-off  

as at the date of his ordination and induction in 2014. 
  
*** This includes outstanding student loans of £10,987 awarded to Rev Ian Budgen. 
  
Stewardship Loans due 

  

Balance at 31st 

December 2013 

New Loans  

2014 

Repaid in 2014 Balance at 31st 

December 2014 

Edinburgh 0 230,000 (13,091) 216,909 

Partick 0 115,000 (6,466) 108,534 
North Uist 0 77,000 (4,791) 72,209 

Duthil-Dores 0 110,000 (2,717) 107,283 

STEWARDSHIP  LOANS £0 £532,000 (£27,065) £504,935 
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9.  Support of Mission Work 

The denomination continues to support the work of the Gospel both within Scotland and in its various 

missionary endeavours abroad.  Over the past year financial expenditure costs totalling over £85,000 

included the following: 

Zambia £35,500; Sri Lanka £12,500; Northern Ireland £1,400 and Home Missions Work £33,000. 

 

10.  Annual Analysis of Congregational Accounts 

The Committee thank the General Treasurer for his analysis of Congregational Accounts and Statistical 

Schedules which is included by way of an Appendix to this Report.  It is to be hoped that the information 

presented will not only give a clear indication of the situation pertaining throughout the denomination but 

also foster a spirit of prayerful concern for our various congregations. 

 

(B) SUSTENTATION 

 

11.  Stipend 

In accordance with their Memorandum on Procedure, the Committee carried out their annual review of 

ministers‘ stipends at their meeting in March.  It was noted that the stipend will be increased to £19,500 

from 1st July 2015.  There will be a pro rata increase in the salaries of other employees of the Church. 

  

12.  Changes in Ministerial Personnel during 2014 

 
 

13.  Congregations under Special Arrangements  

The Committee commend the congregations of Aberdeen, Ayr, Brora, Harris, Knock & Point, Lochalsh & 

Strath, North Uist & Grimsay, Poolewe & Aultbea and Shettleston to the prayerful concern of the Church.  

The period of Special Arrangements for the congregation of Shettleston is due to expire in May 2015 and 

the Committee are recommending that the congregation be placed on the Equal Dividend Platform. 

 

Whilst these Congregations experience many challenges in their work and witness there are a number of 

encouragements to report.  A summary of the Annual Reports received from each of these congregations is 

included as Appendix 1. 

 

The Committee have agreed that an update of remittances to Central Funds be requested from all 

congregations under Special Arrangements every six months in order to determine whether the commitment 

agreed to in their Sustentation Fund Schedule is being met.     

Deaths: 
Rev Ronald Mackenzie 

Rev Murdo Macaulay Macleod 

  
Senior Minister, Glenelg & Arnisdale, Rtd. 

Senior Minister, Barvas, Rtd. 

  
6th March 2014 

27th June 2014 
      

Translations: 
Rev Andrew R Allan 

  
From Poolewe & Aultbea to Partick, Glasgow 

  
3rd May 2014 

      

Ordinations & Inductions: 
Rev C Smith 

  
To Bracadale & Duirinish 

  
7th November 2014 

      

Registers & Rolls: 

Probationers: 
Nil 

    

      

Register of Ministers without Charge – eligible for call – at 1st March 2015: 
Nil 
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The Special Arrangements Review Sub–committee has met through the year and will bring forward 

recommendations to the Committee in  due course.     

 

(C) SUPPLY 

 

14.  Pulpit Supply 

The Committee wish to express their sincere appreciation to retired ministers, divinity students and elders 

who assist with pulpit supply.  The Church owes a great debt to these men for their labours in the Lord 

which are of particular encouragement in our vacant congregations. 

 

15.  Supply Expenses and Preaching Fees 

The Committee are not proposing any increase to the current mileage rate of 32p per mile.  These, and other 

fees, will continue to be reviewed on a regular basis. 

 

16.  Resident Lay Agent 

The Committee thank Mr Donald Robertson for his faithful labours over another year.  Following the 

pastoral settlement at Bracadale & Duirinish in November the Committee, in consultation with the relevant 

Presbyteries, gave consideration to his future deployment.  His time is now going to be divided between the 

Assynt & Eddrachillis and the Poolewe & Aultbea congregations.  We wish him the Lord‘s richest blessing 

in his labours which he continues to fulfil with great diligence and pastoral concern. 

 

(D) CONCLUSION 

 

The Committee has continued to experience a considerable workload over the past year and we would value 

the prayerful support of the Church as we seek to fulfil our duties for the good of the denomination but 

above all with an eye to God‘s glory. 

 

The Committee thank our Clerk, Mr Murdo Murray, for the assistance he has given over the year and in 

particular for his work in preparing reports and other paperwork in preparation for our meetings.  We thank 

all members of the Committee for their contributions over the year. 

ANDREW I. NAYLOR, Convener 

KENNETH M MACDONALD, Vice-convener 

 

PROPOSED DELIVERANCE 

1. The General Assembly receive and adopt the Report of the Finance & Sustentation Committee and 

thank the Committee, and especially the Convener, for their stewardship of the financial resources of 

the Church during the year; 

2. The General Assembly acknowledge the goodness of God in granting the necessary financial 

provision over the past year to allow the ongoing work of the Church and that they continue to be 

conscious of their dependence upon Him for all their needs; 

3. The General Assembly thank all our people and congregations for their sacrificial giving in support 

of the Gospel ministry, mission work and other activities of the Church; 

4. The General Assembly encourage our people to remember the needs of the Church when drawing up 

their Wills and commend the Wills Leaflet to the attention of our congregations; 

5. The General Assembly note with thankfulness the significant income reclaimed through the Gift Aid 

Scheme and encourage congregational treasurers to disseminate information regarding the scheme; 

6. The General Assembly thank all who have contributed to the Central Building Fund and encourage 
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all congregations to hold regular collections for this purpose if they are not already doing so; 

7. The General Assembly note the beneficial relationship that has been maintained with Stewardship 

and that funding has been made available for a total of four properties; 

8. The General Assembly thank Congregational Treasurers and relevant courts for managing the 

financial affairs of their congregations and for provision of financial information at the request of the 

Financial Administrator; 

9. The General Assembly endorse the recommendation of the Finance & Sustentation Committee that 

the Draft Budget for 2016 be approved and note that there is a projected deficit of £42,435.  The 

General Assembly also remind Committees of Act X 2012 whereby any unplanned expenditure over 

£500 must be brought to the attention of the Finance and Sustentation Committee to ensure that any 

changes are affordable in the short term and also if there are long—term implications; 

10. The General Assembly remind all Deacons‘ Courts and Finance Committees that the total payroll 

cost for each minister is £23,680 per annum; 

11. The General Assembly advise all congregations of the vital importance of maximising remittances to 

Central Funds and specifically that a minimum of 75% of ordinary income be remitted wherever 

possible; 

12. The General Assembly direct all Standing and Special Committees of Assembly to ensure that 

annual budgets are submitted to the Finance & Sustentation Committee timeously and that claims for 

expenditure are submitted promptly.  Any Committee faced with significant unbudgeted expenditure 

must advise the Finance & Sustentation Committee and General Treasurer as soon as possible to 

allow for due consideration by the Finance & Sustentation Committee; 

13. The General Assembly thank Mr Angus Macmillan, General Treasurer, for continuing to carry out 

his all duties in a professional and conscientious manner; 

14. The General Assembly thank Mrs Muriel Smith for performing the duties of Financial Administrator 

in an efficient manner over another year; 

15. The General Assembly thank CIB Audit, Stornoway, for their work on behalf of the Church over the 

past year and re-appoint them as Auditors for the coming year; 

16. The General Assembly note the progress that has been made with regards to repaying the loans 

arranged through Stewardship; 

17. The General Assembly commend the Mission work which the denomination supports in Scotland, 

Zambia, Sri Lanka and Northern Ireland and encourage financial support for this work; 

18. The General Assembly thank Congregations and Presbyteries for the prompt submission of 

Statistical Schedules and attested Accounts to the General Treasurer; 

19. The General Assembly declare an Equal Dividend of £19,500 from 1st July 2015; 

20. The General Assembly commend all of our Congregations, but especially those under Special 

Arrangements, to the prayerful concern of the denomination; 

21. The General Assembly place the congregation of Shettleston on the Equal Dividend Platform and 

note that it is no longer under Special Arrangements; 
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22. The General Assembly direct all congregations under Special Arrangements to submit financial 

information to the Finance & Sustentation Committee on a biannual basis in order to determine if 

they are adhering to their Sustentation Fund Schedule commitments; 

23. The General Assembly express their gratitude to God for all those who have assisted with pulpit 

supply over the past year; 

24. The General Assembly note that Supply Expenses will continue at the current level including the 

mileage rate of 32p per mile; 

25. The General Assembly thank Mr Donald Robertson for his considerable work in a number of 

congregations in particular those of Assynt & Eddrachillis; Bracadale & Duirinish and Poolewe & 

Aultbea.  They commend him and his wife to the prayerful concern of the Church; 

26.  The General Assembly thank the Clerk to the Finance & Sustentation Committee for carrying out 

his duties in a diligent manner over the past year. 
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APPENDIX 
 

Annual Report from Congregations on Special Arrangements 

 

The following are summaries of the Reports submitted to the Finance & Sustentation Committee by the 

various congregations for whom Special Arrangements were in place during 2014. 

 

Aberdeen.  There has been a small increase in the number attending Sabbath services over the year with 

stability in the number of members.  The monthly home Bible study is well attended and appreciated.  

Remittances to Central Funds increased from the previous year and the Congregation has been able to add 

to its building fund.  The congregation continue to believe that there is potential for growth in the city and 

surrounding shire. 

 

Ayr.  There has been an encouraging increase in the number on the Communion Roll as well as Sabbath 

service attendances.  As with many of our congregations some of the elderly members are finding it more 

difficult to attend and some of those contacted through outreach have not continued attending.  On a more 

positive note an Apologetics class has been introduced for the younger generation.  The congregation have 

been able to increase their remittances to Central Funds. 

 

Brora.  The Congregation is small and scattered but continues to give consideration to filling the vacancy.  

In this connection they are mindful of the need to secure suitable accommodation for a minister.  With the 

full support of the Presbytery an approach has been made to the Finance & Sustentation Committee which 

has encouraged the Congregation to inform the wider church of the existence of a Manse fund.  

 

Harris (Leverburgh).  Attendances at Sabbath services and prayer meetings have been maintained and the 

congregation remain thankful to all who have given pulpit supply.  A minister was elected to fill the 

vacancy but in the Lord‘s providence the call was sisted.  Remittances to Central Funds were increased 

again over the past year.  Title to the Northton Meeting House has recently been granted and the 

Congregation are now giving consideration to necessary works in and around the building.  It is intended 

that an approach will be made to the Presbytery with a view to seeking financial support from the wider 

denomination towards these proposed works. 

 

Knock & Point.  The congregation have been greatly encouraged over the past year with the settlement of 

Rev Alasdair Macleod to the pastoral charge.  Sabbath attendances average 20 in the morning and 25 in the 

evening with the Communion Roll remaining unchanged.  Typically around 8 attend the Prayer Meeting 

and the presence of families with young children is a great encouragement.  Remittances to Central Funds 

over the year increased by 12% and loan repayments continue to be paid as per the agreement. 

 

Lochalsh & Strath.  The Congregation now has sole undisputed Title to the church in Ardelve.  Sabbath 

services continue to be held in three locations and overall attendances have increased slightly.  Visitation by 

the minister, augmented by a week of outreach by the Home Mission Worker, has been carried out 

throughout this very scattered district.  It is hoped that the Lord will bless these endeavours.  The financial 

situation is most encouraging with a 14% increase in remittances to Central funds. 

 

North Uist & Grimsay.  As a result of illness and death in the congregation there has been a slight fall in 

numbers attending services but the congregation have recently been encouraged that a young family 

connected with the congregation have moved back to the island.  Congregational remittances to Central 

Funds have increased in real terms by 17% and this also represents an increase in the percentage of annual 

ordinary income remitted.  The Congregation has also striven to maintain remittances to the Central 

Building Fund.  They remain very thankful to the denomination for facilitating the purchase of a manse and 

continue to look to the Lord for spiritual blessings to accompany the work. 
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Poolewe & Aultbea. The Congregation were thankful to have been granted Special Arrangements 

following the translation of their former minister and continue to have the use of a house for Supply.  The 

Resident Lay Agent is now providing regular services and visitation in the congregation which is greatly 

appreciated.  There has been a slight decrease in numbers attending over the year as a result of bereavement 

but two new members were admitted.  Remittances to Central Funds fell by 14% primarily as a result of 

supply costs. 

 

Shettleston.  The church is located in an area where there are many with temporal and spiritual needs and 

the congregation continues to seek to reach out to these people with the good news of the Gospel.  Sabbath 

service attendances vary considerably with a number who attend sporadically; the number of members has 

fallen slightly. Remittances to Central Funds have increased again over the year. 
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VI. 

REPORT 

OF THE 

LEGAL ADVICE & PROPERTY COMMITTEE 

 

1.  Introduction 

The work of the Committee has of late taken on a less prominent part in the deliberations and focus of the 

wider church, for which we should be most grateful to God.  However, as the church works in a fallen 

world there are always some matters requiring the attention of such a committee and those who represent 

the Church in legal matters. 

  

2.  PROPERTY  

The Committee continue to deal with a number of matters relating to property.  Thankfully the percentage 

that are due to disputes to Title etc. are reducing while the number of settlements and purchases of new 

property takes up a greater and greater proportion of our time. 

 

2.1. Stewardship Fund Properties  

The Congregations of Duthil-Dores, Edinburgh, North Uist & Grimsay and Partick have all been enabled to 

purchase manses by means of the Stewardship fund.  The Committee have played an active part in ensuring 

that these matters have been conducted correctly and smoothly.  The assets are held by the General Trustees 

on behalf of the denomination until such time as the respective congregations repay their loans.  

 

2.2.  Bracadale  

The Congregation are awaiting a reply from Bracadale Free Church regarding the church building at Struan. 

 

2.3.  Kilmorack & Strathglass 

The Congregation has continued to negotiate with the other side over the Beauly properties in an attempt to 

reach an equitable and honourable settlement. 

 

Due to a most generous bequest the congregation have been able to purchase outright a new manse and the 

minister and his wife have now moved into this property.  

 

2.4.  Kilmuir & Stenscholl 

The drafting of a Trust Deed for the church building at Staffin has been delegated to the Working Party on 

Trustees. 

 

2.5. Lochalsh  

Property matters in Lochalsh concluded with the congregation gaining undisputed title to the Ardelve 

Church. The documents are stored with the solicitor who acted for the Congregation.  The solicitor will 

forward a copy of the title documents once the Land Registry Office has returned them. 

 

2.6.  Shettleston 

There is no further news at this time.  

 

2.7.  Tarbat   

The situation at this time remains unchanged and there has not, thus far, been any active encroachment on 

the property of the Tarbat Congregation. 
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2.8.  Tain House 

The title to 21 Jubilee Drive is now in the hands of our Law Agent who is in the process of drafting the 

appropriate conveyancing document. The Committee continue to review the options for proceeding in this 

matter. 

 

3.  FUNDS  

Kiltearn 

The congregation of Kiltearn are continuing at a local level in their attempts to have the Bank agree to 

removal of the freeze on their accounts. 

 

4.  LEGAL MATTERS  

4.1.  Children and Vulnerable Adults Policy 

The protection of children and vulnerable adults in the Church is of paramount importance when working 

with such persons.  The Committee have sought to develop legislation covering both children and 

vulnerable adults as a matter of urgency.  However, it is essential that the policies are compliant with both 

Civil Legislation and Biblical Principles.  The necessary scrutiny required to produce such legislation 

means that some work still remains to be done before the finished legislation is ready to be brought forward 

to the General Assembly.  

 

The Committee have appointed a sub-committee to deal with this matter and will do so as a matter of 

urgency. An outline draft of the proposed legislation is to be ready for October 2015 with a fully prepared 

set of recommendations for the General Assembly of 2016.  However, in the intervening period Presbyteries 

must continue to urge all persons engaged in interaction with vulnerable persons and children to apply for 

disclosure.  A named person needs to be appointed for each Presbytery to process applications within their 

bounds. 

 

4.2.  Trusteeship 

The Committee have continued to look into matters concerning the rôle of Trustees, both Local and 

General.  In seeking to fulfil their remit anent Trusteeship they continue to research the past Acts of 

Assembly, the civil legislation and the future operations of a Board of Trustees by means of the Working 

Party appointed by the Committee.   

 

The Committee consulted with presbyteries regarding Act XV (Class II) 2014, anent General Trustees.  

There being no amendments to the proposed legislation the Committee now bring the matter before the 

General Assembly for its approval. 

 

Presbyteries should note that every Presbytery has the right to be represented on the Board of General 

Trustees.  The period of service shall be five years with re-appointment being competent.  Therefore on the 

basis of the current structure of the denomination the Board of General Trustees will normally consist of 

five members, with a Clerk to be appointed by the General Assembly and the General Treasurer to act as an 

adviser. 

 

TIMOTHY J MCGLYNN, Convenor 

JAMES I GRACIE, Vice-convener 

 

PROPOSED DELIVERANCE 

 

1. The General Assembly receive the report of the Legal Advice & Property Committee and thank the 

Committee, especially the Convener and Clerk; 
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2. The General Assembly express thanks to Law Agents, Drummond-Miller & Partners for their able 

and ready assistance courteously rendered over a multiplicity of issues; 

3. The General Assembly give thanks to God that Kilmorack & Strathglass have been provided with 

the necessary means to secure outright a new manse for the congregation; 

4. The General Assembly continue to encourage the Congregation of Bracadale & Duirinish to move to 

secure property for a manse as soon as possible; 

5. The General Assembly note the situation in Kilmorack & Strathglass, Tarbat and Shettleston; 

6. The General Assembly urge the Committee to continue exploring all suitable avenues for expediting 

the sale of the house in Tain; 

7. The General Assembly warmly encourage the congregation of Kiltearn to continue to persevere in 

their attempts to have their frozen bank accounts restored to them; 

8. The General Assembly encourage any Presbytery still to do so to appoint a suitable, local 

representative to process applications for disclosure certificates and to report any appointments to the 

Committee; 

9. The General Assembly, (a) while respectful of the rôle of the civil magistrate in his own sphere as 

comprehensively laid out in the Claim, Declaration and Protest (Act XIX, 1842) and while 

complying with the terms of the Determination of the civil magistrate in the appeal in respect of the 

Broadford case, although not necessarily acquiescing therein, and having appointed General Trustees 

in terms of Act XIV 2007 and Act X 2013, and (b) being desirous of enacting legislation governing 

the duties and responsibilities of the General Trustees, as well as their relationship with the 

Committee on Finance & Sustentation and the Legal Advice & Property Committee  

A.  Appointment and Tenure of Office 

 

1. Every Presbytery of the Church in Scotland has the right to be represented on the Board of 

General Trustees.  In nominating General Trustees, Presbyteries shall have due regard to each 

nominee‘s experience of work on the Church‘s Standing Committees and any special business 

qualifications he may have.  It is expected in future, however, that those considered as being suitable 

for service on Standing Committees although not necessarily having actually served as such, may be 

nominated by a Presbytery.  On the basis of the current structure of Presbyteries in Scotland, the 

Board of General Trustees will normally consist of five members, three of whom will represent a 

quorum at their meetings.  All General Trustees have the right of attendance at meetings and they 

will elect their own Chairman from time to time as required.  The Clerk to the General Trustees will 

be appointed by the General Assembly on the basis of nomination as required by the Assembly 

Arrangements & Nominations Committee.  The General Treasurer will be required to attend 

meetings as an Adviser.  The General Trustees will nominate one of their number as a General 

Adviser to attend meetings of the Committee on Finance & Sustentation and the Legal Advice & 

Property Committee. 

 

2. It is the responsibility of the Clerk to the General Trustees to notify the Principal Clerk of 

Assembly by 30th November each year when new appointments of General Trustees are required.  

The Principal Clerk shall notify Presbyteries and the responses of Presbyteries shall be reported to 

the Assembly Arrangements & Nominations Committee who shall bring appropriate 

recommendations to the General Assembly. 
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3. The General Assembly direct that the General Trustees shall hold office in terms of Assembly 

legislation and such civil legislation as may be applicable for the time being in Scotland.  The period 

of service shall be five years with re-appointment being competent.  Trustees will remain in office 

for as long as they remain members of the Free Church of Scotland (Continuing) or until their 

resignation has been accepted or as long as civil legislation may permit, providing always that 

Trustees will be required to resign on attaining the age of 80 years.  The General Assembly further 

direct that when it is brought to the knowledge of the Assembly that any of the General Trustees has 

ceased to be a member of this Church, the Principal Clerk shall request such a Trustee to resign 

office which failing or his showing good cause to the contrary within one month of the date of such 

request, the Principal Clerk shall report such failure to the ensuing diet of the Assembly or its 

Commission and such a Trustee shall forthwith and thereafter cease to be a General Trustee of this 

Church. 

B.  Functions 

 

4.  The General Assembly direct the several Standing Committees of the Church to whom money or 

securities may be bequeathed or donated, the income thereof to be applied to the work of the said 

Committee, to invest the same not in their own names but in the names of the General Trustees, 

declaring that the General Treasurer is authorised to sign receipts or discharges for all such bequests 

or donations in the names of the General Trustees or such Committees and to relieve donors or 

trustees of bequests of the obligation of overseeing the application of such donations.  The General 

Trustees shall lay before the General Assembly in each year subsequent to final approval of this 

legislation a full Report which will include a statement setting out the whole funds, investments and 

assets held by them for behoof of the Church. 

 

5. The General Assembly direct that the General Trustees have no direct rôle in the administration 

of the general finances of the Church which is the sole responsibility of the Committee on Finance & 

Sustentation.  The General Assembly likewise direct that the General Trustees have no rôle in the 

determination of applications from congregations for financial assistance for the erection or purchase 

of property.  In such instances where the Finance & Sustentation Committee have resolved to 

provide financial assistance to congregations through the medium of the Central Building Fund, it is 

the rôle of the Finance & Sustentation Committee, within the framework for the time being of the 

Rules governing the administration of that Fund, to satisfy themselves as to the suitability for 

purpose of any such building and that adequate security over borrowings is being provided.  In such 

instances where the Committee on Finance & Sustentation have resolved to provide assistance to a 

congregation, the General Assembly direct the General Trustees, in consultation with the Convener 

and Clerk of the Finance & Sustentation Committee and the General Treasurer, to submit an offer in 

suitable terms through the Church‘s Law Agent for purchase of the building or asset in question, and 

to enter into such financial agreements with commercial lenders as have been approved for the 

purpose by the Committee on Finance & Sustentation.  The General Assembly direct, however, that 

it is the responsibility of the General Trustees in such cases to satisfy themselves that an offer 

submitted in their names for purchase of a fixed asset is submitted in suitable Scots legal terms and, 

in the event of a successful bid being submitted, that there is in place adequate security over 

borrowings, that any Standard Security granted by them in favour of a commercial lender is not at 

risk of adversely affecting the future financial stability of the Church and that title to all such fixed 

assets is vested in the names of all of the General Trustees for the time being for behoof of the Free 

Church of Scotland (Continuing). 

 

6. The General Assembly direct that in accordance with the terms of the Trusts (Scotland) Act 1921 

the General Trustees have full power to manage or invest the assets (hereinafter called the Trust 

Estate) held by them for behoof of the Church or any part thereof as they see fit in Public Funds, 

Government Securities, or in Debentures, Debenture Stock, Shares in any Company, Corporation or 
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Institution in the United Kingdom or in the purchase of real or heritable property and to deposit the 

said assets with any Local Authority, Bank, Investment Company, Building Society or Institution 

authorised by the Financial Conduct Authority to receive money on deposit 

 

7. The General Trustees are obliged by law to take proper advice before making and when 

reviewing investments.  They therefore shall have full power to appoint a recognised investment 

adviser to manage the investment of the Trust Estate or any part thereof and remunerate such 

investment adviser. 

 

8. The General Assembly hereby enact that the General Trustees of the Free Church of Scotland 

(Continuing) are indemnified out of the assets of the Church for all claims for loss sustained by the 

Trust Estate so long as all such investments are made within the legislation of the Church and of the 

law governing Scottish Charities.  In accordance with the recommendation of Counsel, however, the 

General Assembly instruct the Finance & Sustentation Committee to provide indemnity insurance 

cover as a matter of urgency within the provisions of the Charities and Trustee Investment (Scotland) 

Act 2005. 

 

9. The General Assembly hereby repeal Act II 1979 and Act XX 1999. 
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VII. 

REPORT 

OF THE 

COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC QUESTIONS, RELIGION & MORALS 

 

Introduction 

The last year has seen no let up in developments which demonstrate the continuing decline in Britain‘s 

moral and spiritual health.  Each year we are perhaps tempted to think that the situation could not get much 

worse but the Bible and history teach us that nations which begin by neglecting divine revelation tend to 

end by rejecting it outright, giving their approval of the grossest forms of wickedness.  The holy God who 

made man for His own glory cannot stand idly by while such things occur.  In His awesome justice  He first 

reprimands the ungodly by giving them up to ―uncleanness‖ and ―vile affections‖ and if there is no 

repentance or recognition of His sovereign claims He then further judges them by giving them over to ―a 

reprobate mind, to do those things which are not convenient‖ (Rom. 1:26-28).  A nation and its culture may 

become so sick that it eventually dies – even (or should we say, especially) one like ours which has enjoyed 

so much of the divine favour.  We fervently hope and pray that such a calamity will not overtake us and that 

in deserved wrath for our many provocations the Lord would remember undeserved mercy. 

 

In this year‘s report we refer to the main items considered by the Committee during the past twelve months, 

highlighting the points which have been of particular concern to us and indicating how we have sought to 

address them. 

 

1.  SCOTTISH INDEPENDENCE 

The long-awaited referendum on Scottish independence duly took place on 18th September 2014.  By a 

special provision sixteen and seventeen-year-olds were able to vote and a massive 84.6% of the total 

electorate took part.  The referendum campaign appeared to galvanise sections of the population which had 

more or less given up on the democratic process but the level of engagement also had a lot to do with the 

nature of the vote.  In General Elections people are asked to choose between parties whose policies on many 

important issues may be difficult to distinguish: in any case the successful party will only be able to govern 

for a maximum of five years before having to face the electorate again.  In the referendum people were 

being asked to decide on a major constitutional issue with the outcome potentially having far-reaching 

effects for generations to come: they no doubt felt that on this occasion their vote really counted.  It is 

certainly true that since the referendum the membership of several political parties, chiefly those supporting 

independence, has risen considerably and it will be interesting therefore to see whether the turnout in 

Scotland at the General Election on 7th May is significantly greater than in recent similar elections. 

 

The result of the referendum was clear with 1,617,989 (44.7%) voting ‗Yes‘ to independence and 2,001,926 

(55.3%) voting ‗No‘ – a margin of over 10%.  Of the thirty-two local authority areas four voted in favour of 

independence and twenty-eight against; the highest ‗Yes‘ votes were in Dundee, West Dunbartonshire and 

Glasgow and the highest ‗No‘ votes were in Orkney, the Scottish Borders and Dumfries & Galloway.  Post-

referendum polling revealed that support for independence was stronger among younger voters than among 

the middle-aged and elderly. 

 

The Committee opposed independence and the ending of the Union of 1707, chiefly because of the threat 

this would pose to Scotland‘s identity as a Protestant Christian nation.  A notable proposal in the Scottish 

Government‘s blueprint for an independent Scotland was to promote the repeal of the Act of Settlement.   

Immediately after the referendum the Prime Minister announced a process to consider further devolution in 

Scotland.  A Commission was set up under Lord Smith of Kelvin who was given the task of convening 
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cross-party talks, the five political parties with representation in the Scottish Parliament being invited to 

nominate two representatives each.  Wider Scottish society was to have an involvement through a general 

invitation to make written submissions. 

 

i.  Submission to Smith Commission 

The Committee made the following submission to the Smith Commission on 16th October: 

 

We write as the body appointed by our Church to represent its views to government and do so 

following your call for the various institutions in society to submit their views to help guide your 

Commission‘s consideration of what further powers should be devolved to strengthen the Scottish 

Parliament within the UK. 

 

We have no particular view as to what further powers, if any, should be devolved to the Scottish 

Parliament.  Rather we wish to express our desire that whatever further constitutional changes may 

take place as a result of the present discussions and future debate nothing should be done which 

would lead to a further weakening of the Christian character of the United Kingdom, whether 

considered as a whole or in terms of its constituent parts. 

 

In particular we hope that the terms of the Union of 1707, whereby there is a permanent settlement in 

favour of a Protestant monarchy in the UK and the Presbyterian church establishment is secured for 

all time in Scotland, will remain unaltered.  It is our belief that these two long-standing and wise 

provisions have, through the blessing of God, done much to ensure the stability, strength and success 

of our nation over the last three centuries. 

 

Prior to the referendum our Committee produced an examination of the Scottish Government‘s 

proposals for Scottish independence in which we indicated our concerns in relation to the above-

mentioned matters.  The referendum is now over and the proposals for independence have been 

rejected but we enclose a copy of the document for your interest, together with a Summary which 

highlights its main points. 

 

In our congregations our parliamentary representatives and others who hold important civil office are 

remembered regularly at a throne of grace.  We therefore assure you of our prayers for the 

Commission, that the Lord would guide you and all who may be involved in the task which you have 

been set. 

 

The Smith Commission received 407 submissions from civic institutions and 18,381 from members of the 

public.  These were discussed by the political representatives and a broad agreement was reached.  The 

Commission published its recommendations on 27th November and among the extra powers which it 

believes ought to be devolved to the Scottish Parliament are the following: 

- complete power to set income tax rates and bands; 

- powers to legislate how the parliament is elected and run; 

- power to extend the franchise for Scottish elections to 16- and 17-year-olds; 

- control over a number of welfare benefits; 

- licensing of onshore oil and gas extraction in Scotland; 

- control over abortion. 

 

In addition the Commission recommended that the block grant from the UK Government to Scotland would 

continue to be determined via the operation of the Barnett formula and that UK legislation would state that 

the Scottish Parliament and Scottish Government are permanent institutions.  It is expected that a bill to 

implement these recommendations will be brought forward and debated at Westminster after the General 

Election. 
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ii.  Letter to Political Leaders and MSPs 

On 31st October our Committee wrote to fourteen individuals who had played a prominent part in the 

referendum, either as leaders of political parties or of the ‗Better Together‘ and ‗Yes Scotland‘ campaigning 

groups; on 3rd November the same letter was sent to all MSPs.  The text was as follows: 

 

We write following the referendum in Scotland on 18th September which saw a majority vote 

against independence and thus in favour of remaining in the United Kingdom.  We believe that the 

result provides us with an opportunity to consider where we are as a nation and what course we 

should be taking.  As a Christian church we are not ashamed to say that for guidance on these things 

we turn to the Word of God, the Bible. 

 

Countless words were spoken and written during the referendum campaign but little attention was 

given to the place of the Christian religion in our nation.  Since 1560 reformed Christianity has been 

the dominant influence on Scotland‘s culture, a fact reflected in the Union of 1707 where care was 

taken to ensure a permanently Protestant monarchy throughout the United Kingdom and to secure a 

Presbyterian church establishment in Scotland.  We believe that through the blessing of God these 

two constitutional provisions have contributed greatly to the stability and success of our nation over 

the last three centuries. 

 

In their blueprint for independence the Scottish Government indicated that they wanted to deprive 

Scotland of the first of these time-honoured provisions.  The white paper entitled Scotland‟s Future 

contained the following statement with regard to the Act of Settlement of 1701: ―An independent 

Scottish Government will promote, and support amongst the Commonwealth States with the Queen 

as Head of State, a ... measure to remove religious discrimination from the succession rules.‖ 

 

This proposal, which could lead to a Roman Catholic occupying the throne, represented a major 

threat to Scotland‘s identity as a Protestant nation.  Currently the monarch must promise to 

―maintain in the United Kingdom the Protestant Reformed Religion established by law,‖ as our 

Queen did at her coronation, but a Roman Catholic could hardly make that promise.  With other 

Christians we made our concerns known to the Lord and we are thankful for the result of the 

referendum for it means we have been spared from this dangerous proposal, as least for the present.  

The church as a whole has not been as watchful over our Protestant throne and Presbyterian 

establishment as it ought to have been and we trust that this deliverance will make us more zealous 

for these vital institutions in the future, for our historic liberties are bound up with them. 

 

In the referendum campaign much was made of ―the sovereignty of the people‖ but sadly the fact 

that God is sovereign in all things was lost sight of.  He is ever at work in the world for the good of 

His cause.  The church is at the centre of God‘s purposes and we believe it should be foremost in the 

minds of our politicians in all their debating and lawmaking.  In the Bible we are told that ―God is 

the judge‖ and that He ―putteth down one, and setteth up another‖ (Psalm 75:7); we note that 

following the referendum the leaders of two political parties have relinquished their positions. 

 

While we face a variety of political, economic and social challenges as a nation our real problem is a 

spiritual one: we have forgotten that our first priority should not be any earthly kingdom but the 

kingdom of God (Matthew 6:33).  Its moral values are timeless and they are binding upon us all but 

sadly we have been trying to change them to suit ourselves.  We have sinned grievously as a nation 

and therefore our prayer is that there would be national repentance.  May we give heed to this 

promise in God‘s infallible Word: ―If my people, which are called by my name, shall humble 

themselves, and turn from their wicked ways, then will I hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin, 

and heal their land.‖ (2 Chronicles 7:14) 
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The political focus is now on the Smith Commission.  We have no particular view as to what further 

powers, if any, should be devolved to the Scottish Parliament.  Rather our great desire is that 

whatever further constitutional changes may take place as a result of the present process nothing 

should be done which would lead to a further weakening of the Christian character of the United 

Kingdom, whether considered as a whole or in terms of its constituent parts. 

 

Finally we assure you that in our congregations we remember our parliamentary representatives 

regularly in prayer and especially those who are in government, that the Lord would guide them in 

their work. We do so recognising that one day we shall all be accountable to Him for all that we have 

done. 

 

We received a number of replies to our letter.  Mr Alex Neil MSP, Cabinet Secretary for Social Justice, 

Communities and Pensioners‘ Rights, concluded his reply by stating: ―We look forward to the continuing 

participation of Scottish Churches in further conversations about the future of Scotland.‖  Mr Alastair 

Carmichael MP, Secretary of State for Scotland, ended his reply by stating: ―You will note that the Smith 

Commission did not make any recommendations for matters pertaining to religious matters or influence, 

neither does it cover the accession of the monarchy.‖  The replies received from two MSPs, Messrs Alasdair 

Allan and John Mason, prompted the Committee to write further letters to them. 

 

It is difficult to predict what course the ongoing campaign for independence will now take.  During the 

referendum it was repeatedly said by the leading advocates of independence that the vote was a ―once-in-a-

generation‖ or even a ―once-in-a-lifetime‖ opportunity to secure their goal but having lost the vote it seems 

as though many of them now want another referendum within a few years.  The present political climate has 

an air of uncertainty about it but whatever the outcome of the General Election we trust that it will not 

further the ends of those who have a secularising agenda for our country‘s constitution which would mean 

even less of a role for the Christian faith in the life of the nation than it currently enjoys.   

 

2.  SAME-SEX MARRIAGE 

We have covered the subject of same-sex ‗marriage‘ extensively in our recent reports.  The Marriage and 

Civil Partnership (Scotland) Act was approved by the Scottish Parliament on 4th February 2014 and the 

first same-sex ‗weddings‘ took place on 1st January this year.  One of these involved two lesbians having 

five grown-up children between them from previous relationships.  It was attended by the First Minister 

Nicola Sturgeon and the co-convener of the Scottish Green Party Patrick Harvie as witnesses and after the 

humanist ceremony the First Minister said: ―This is a momentous day for equality in Scotland, one where 

same sex couples have the right to marry the person that they love.  This will send a powerful message to 

people about the kind of country we are.‖  And what sort of country is Scotland in practice now?  Surely 

one which has forgotten that there is such a thing as moral right and wrong and that ―righteousness exalteth 

a nation: but sin is a reproach to any people‖ (Prov. 14:34).   

 

i.  Correspondence with Reformed Presbyterian Church of Scotland 

Subsequent to the passing of the Marriage and Civil Partnership Act the Committee had an exchange of 

correspondence with the Public Testimony Committee of the Reformed Presbyterian Church of Scotland on 

the implications of the new legislation for churches which believe in the biblical teaching on marriage and 

particularly on the question as to whether such churches can continue in good conscience to participate in 

civil marriage.  The Committee are most grateful to Mr Maurice Grant, an Adviser to the Church‘s Legal 

Advice & Property Committee, for his input to this correspondence.  The most recent letter was sent by our 

Committee to the Public Testimony Committee on 25th November as follows: 

 

It is our considered view that it is possible for us as a church to participate in the current 

arrangements for the registration of marriage without any compromise of our Christian principles. 
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The chief reason for us reaching this conclusion is that our ministers would not be authorised to 

solemnise marriage under the new legislation but under the Marriage (Scotland) Act 1977, as the 

recent correspondence from the Registrar General makes plain.  We believe that there is no 

inconsistency in viewing the new legislation passed by the Scottish Parliament as ultra vires as 

regards the function of the State, while acknowledging the previous legislation to be within the limits 

of the State's proper authority. 

 

It is a fact that the current procedures are identical to those used on previous occasions under the 

1977 Act and the nomination forms are unchanged.  It remains a condition of the authorisation that 

the marriage ceremony includes a public statement by the parties that they accept each other as 

husband and wife. 

 

While we abhor the departure from the obligations of the moral law which the Marriage and Civil 

Partnership (Scotland) Act represents at the same time we are wary, in terms of the duty which we 

have to practice the establishment principle as far as is consistent with biblical and confessional 

teaching, of divorcing ourselves unnecessarily from all connection with the State. 

As a church we remain watchful for any deviations by the civil authority, in either its legislation or 

its action, from biblical norms regarding human sexuality and personal relationships.  As the Lord 

helps us, we will continue to protest against them. 

 

The current authorisations for our ministers to perform civil marriages are valid until the end of 2017 and 

we will need to be very watchful as a Church for any developments which may adversely affect the 

authorisations after that date.  On one level same-sex ‗marriage‘ is simply an affront to basic common 

sense, but on another it is part of a determined assault on Christian values and it is sad to see churches 

weakening in their resistance to this perverse, sinful and soul-ruining conduct.  After six years of wrangling 

with the occasional attempt at unprincipled compromise, the Church of Scotland is due to make a final 

decision at its General Assembly in May on whether to permit the ordination of ministers in civil 

partnerships; as thirty-one out of forty-five presbyteries have backed proposals to allow congregations to 

depart from the Church‘s ‗official‘ position and call such ministers, it appears certain that what is titled the 

‗Ministers and Deacons in Civil Partnerships Act‘ will be passed. 

 

Will such a decision, assuming it is arrived at, end this sorry saga?  In a few years the state has gone from 

approving civil partnerships to permitting same-sex ‗marriages‘ and it would not surprise us if the Kirk 

follows suit.  Indeed such a move may not be far off.  A joint report of the Legal Questions Committee and 

the Theological Forum which is to be presented to the Assembly proposes that if the Ministers and Deacons 

in Civil Partnerships Act is passed then the Assembly also pass amending legislation extending the ambit of 

the Act to include ministers and deacons in same-sex ‗marriages‘.  While recognising that ―the Church is 

not currently in a position to extend its understanding of marriage to include same sex marriage‖ the report 

nevertheless suggests that the amendment could be made ―as a practical response to a new reality within the 

civil society in which the Church is located.‖  A consideration of the likelihood of legal challenge if 

ministers and deacons in same-sex marriages are treated differently from those in civil partnerships appears 

to have influenced the thinking.  If the amendment is accepted then it is probable that it too would have to 

be sent down to presbyteries under the Barrier Act procedure. 

 

If the Church of Scotland ceases to bar its ministers from entering these unnatural unions then it can hardly 

be long before it accepts its ministers ‗merely‘ solemnising them.  If the established Church, walking ever 

more closely with ungodly government, should take that step then things may well be made more difficult 

for conservative denominations opposing same-sex relationships and for their participation in the 

conducting of civil marriage. 
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 3.  ASSISTED SUICIDE 

Last year‘s report referred to the Assisted Suicide (Scotland) Bill sponsored by the Independent MSP 

Margo MacDonald which after her death in April 2014 was taken over by the Green MSP Patrick Harvie.  

The Bill aims to make it lawful to assist a person to commit suicide in certain circumstances, those 

circumstances being where a person has a terminal or life-shortening illness or a progressive condition 

which is terminal or life-shortening and wishes to end his or her life.  Since its formal introduction to the 

Scottish Parliament on 13th November 2013 the Bill has been undergoing consideration by the Health and 

Sport Committee. 

 

i.  Submission to Health and Sport Committee 

The Health and Sport Committee issued a call for written evidence to which we responded on 6th June as 

follows: 

 

Below is our submission on the Assisted Suicide (Scotland) Bill. In making our submission we 

address the questions which are asked on the Scottish Government website: 

 

1. Do you agree with the general purpose of the Bill to make it permissible, in the circumstances 

provided for, to assist another to commit suicide? 

No. We would never agree to such a purpose in any circumstances.  The Bill is based on the 

mistaken premise that man has a ‗right‘ to end his own life.  In vital matters such as this we must not 

be guided by our own wisdom but by the Bible, which is the Word of God.  The Bible is the only 

rule to direct us in what we believe and how we behave and it reveals no such right, declaring that 

God retains that right over man.  It states that our lives are in God‘s hand to do as He pleases with 

them and not in our hand to do as we please with them.  Therefore it is a great sin either to take one‘s 

own life (which is what those who seek and procure an assisted suicide will be doing if the proposal 

becomes law) or to help another person to take his or her own life (which is what the licensed 

facilitators, pharmacists, doctors, etc., will be doing if the proposal becomes law). 

 

The sixth commandment of the moral law contained in the Bible states, ―Thou shalt not 

kill‖ (Exodus 20:13).  By this commandment we understand that both murder and self-murder are 

condemned by God. 

 

2. Do you have any views on how the provisions in this Bill compare with those from the previous 

End of Life Assistance (Scotland) Bill? 

We see little difference between the provisions contained in the two Bills.  This is not surprising 

given that the Bills have the same author and the same general aim.  Consequently we oppose this 

Bill as strongly as we opposed the previous one. 

 

3. The Bill precludes any criminal and civil liability for those providing assistance, providing the 

processes and requirements set out in the Bill have been adhered to. Do you wish to make any 

comment on this? 

We believe that the law of our land should reflect the law of God as we have outlined it above.  

Therefore criminal and civil liability for those who provide assistance in the commission of suicide 

under any terms ought to remain.  The Larger Catechism, a doctrinal standard of our Church and of 

other Presbyterian churches in Scotland, explains that among the sins forbidden in the sixth 

commandment are: ―all taking away the life of ourselves, or of others, except in case of publick 

justice, lawful war, or necessary defence.‖ (Q. 136)  On this basis we are of the view that those who 

aid and abet suicide in any way should continue to be subject to the penalty of the law. 
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4. The Bill outlines a three stage declaration and request process that would be required to be 

followed by an individual seeking assisted suicide. Do you have any comment on the process being 

proposed? 

As we object to the very idea of assisted suicide it is obvious that we also oppose whatever process 

the Bill may propose for the carrying out of assisted suicide: if the principle is wrong then the 

process must be wrong too, however it is organised. 

 

5. Do you have any comment on the provisions requiring that the person seeking assisted suicide 

must have a terminal or life-shortening illness, or a progressive condition which is either terminal or 

life-shortening? 

We do not believe that any of the situations in which people may find themselves, including those 

stated in the Bill, however difficult and distressing they may be for themselves, their families and 

their friends, justify the deliberate ending of their lives.  Also for anyone to attempt to make a 

definitive judgment on what the duration of their own or another person‘s life will be is to assume 

the place of God. 

 

Suicide is never the answer to any plight we may find ourselves in and indeed it is likely to plunge 

us into a far more miserable eternity.  The way to true peace and lasting happiness is through the 

gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ which we have the privilege of preaching and hearing. ―For God so 

loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him should not 

perish, but have everlasting life‖ (John 3:16). 

 

We are thankful to the Lord for the great advances in palliative care which have been made in recent 

times.  These developments mean that the suffering associated with conditions which may be beyond 

medical treatment can often be alleviated to a significant extent.  We believe that in a truly 

compassionate society it is palliative care which ought to be promoted and not suicide, whether 

assisted or otherwise. 

 

6. Are you satisfied with the eligibility requirements as regards age, capacity, and connection with 

Scotland as set out in the Bill? 

As we object to assisted suicide in principle a consideration of the ‗eligibility requirements‘ as they 

are set out in the Bill is superfluous. 

 

7. Do you have any comment on the roles of medical practitioners and pharmacists as provided for 

in the Bill? 

In the Larger Catechism from which we have quoted already the following sins are also forbidden in 

the sixth commandment: ―the neglecting or withdrawing the lawful and necessary means of 

preservation of life.‖  Among the duties required in the sixth commandment are: ―all careful studies, 

and lawful endeavours, to preserve the life of ourselves and others by resisting all thoughts and 

purposes, subduing all passions, and avoiding all occasions, temptations, and practices, which tend 

to the unjust taking away the life of any.‖ (Q. 135)  While the duty of preserving life applies to all 

men it is especially relevant to those who are involved in the health professions.  We regard it as 

particularly sad and indeed utterly perverse that people whose very calling is to sustain and maintain 

life should be officially employed in helping to bring about the early demise of some individuals. 

 

8. Do you have any comment on the means by which a person would be permitted to end his/her life 

under the Bill? 

As we object to the whole purpose of the Bill, which is to legalise assisted suicide, it is obvious that 

we also oppose whatever means may be proposed for carrying out assisted suicide. 
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9. Do you have any comment on the role of licensed facilitators a[s] provided for in the Bill? 

We believe that the role of so-called ‗licensed facilitators‘ as provided for in the Bill is a wrong and 

sinful one in that they would clearly be infringing the law of God: as we have indicated already the 

sixth commandment forbids ―all taking away the life of ourselves, or of others, except in case of 

publick justice, lawful war, or necessary defence.‖ 

 

10. Do you have any comment on the role of the police as provided for in the Bill? 

We believe that the role of the police as provided for in the Bill is also a wrong and sinful one in that 

they too would clearly be infringing the law of God which forbids ―all taking away the life of 

ourselves, or of others, except in case of publick justice, lawful war, or necessary defence.‖ 

 

11. Do you have any comment to make about the Bill not already covered in your answers to the 

questions above? 

We regard it as a most serious matter when those who occupy positions of civil power use their 

authority – which they have ultimately from God – to promote something which God plainly forbids.  

This is the case with the Members of the Scottish Parliament who are behind this Bill and will be the 

case with any MSPs who give their support to it. 

 

We should use any position of authority we are entrusted with to protect and succour the weak and 

vulnerable in our society and not to facilitate the bringing of harm to them – and in this case actual 

death.  In this regard we find it sad, and indeed tragic, that this Bill is under the scrutiny of the 

Health and Sport Committee – a body which should surely be advancing our well-being and not its 

very opposite. 

 

If this legislation is passed then our fear is that people with various debilitating conditions may begin 

to think that they are under an obligation not to be a ‗burden‘ on their loved ones or wider society 

and to feel that there is a certain pressure upon them to take the steps provided for them to end their 

lives – especially when there are people available who are willing to ‗help‘ them in this and make it 

more straightforward. 

 

It is hardly surprising given the nature of this proposed legislation that the Bill and its supporting 

documents do not contain any discussion of what constitutes the real worth of a person‘s life.  We 

submit that man‘s true dignity lies in the fact that he is made in the image and likeness of God: each 

of us has a never-dying soul which means that uniquely among the creatures we are capable of 

knowing and enjoying God and of finding our fulfilment in this. 

 

Finally we urge all MSPs to take note of the recent solemn providence in connection with this Bill in 

the death of its proposer and call upon them to abandon this misguided legislation. 

 

On 25th September the Health and Sport Committee published an analysis of the written evidence, 

providing the following profile of the submissions: ―In total, 886 submissions were read and summarised 

for this analysis.  Overall, 73% of respondents expressed support for the Bill, with 24% in opposition and 

3% either neutral or making no comment.  When analysed according to respondent type there is a contrast 

in view.  Amongst individuals, 78% support the Bill, 21.5% are in opposition and 0.5% make no comment.  

Support within organisational submissions is much lower at 16.5%, with 49% opposing the Bill and 34.5% 

stating neutrality or making no comment.‖ 

 

ii.  Further Submission to Health and Sport Committee 

The Health and Sport Committee took oral evidence on the Bill in January and while not being granted an 

opportunity to appear before the Committee we were able to make a further written submission on 20th 

January as follows: 
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In addition to our submission on the Assisted Suicide (Scotland) Bill which we made on 6th June 

2014 we wish to make this further submission containing three brief points which we believe go to 

the heart of what is being proposed in the Bill. 

 

1. The Bill represents a futile attempt at autonomy from God. 

Suicide is the ultimate act of man‘s autonomy or efforts to achieve independence from God.  Indeed 

the late Margo MacDonald MSP used that very language in explaining the aim of her Bill: 

―Autonomy of choice is the central tenet of my proposal.  I believe that each of us has the same right 

to exercise choice and take responsibility for the manner of our death as we do with all other actions 

during our lifetime.  I accept that such a decision is subjective but I remain of the opinion that only 

the person concerned, assuming they have full capacity, has the right to decide whether their life has 

become intolerable.‖ 

 

There are choices we make in our lives which have a significant impact upon us.  We each come to 

decisions on such things as education, career and marriage.  Suicide however cannot be regarded as 

simply another one of these ‗life choices‘.  There is nothing subjective about suicide for it is a final 

choice from which there is no going back.  According to the Bible the implications for those who 

depart this world without forgiveness for their sins are enormous and indeed horrendous: ―It is a 

fearful thing to fall into the hands of the living God‖ (Hebrews 10:31).  We are all accountable to 

God for our actions and we will all appear before Him.  A person may claim not to believe in God 

but that does not interfere with the fact that He has made us and He will judge us at the last day. 

 

2. The Bill is yet another assault on the sanctity of human life. 

Sadly over recent decades there have been laws passed in our country (or attempts at passing them) 

which threaten the lives of some of the most vulnerable individuals at every point in the age range.  

At one end we have the destruction of defenceless infant life by abortion; at the other end there is a 

clamour to allow euthanasia to be performed on the elderly and frail; now this Bill proposes to 

permit the hastening of death for some in between.  Is this really what is meant by a ―compassionate‖ 

society?  Do we in fact have any idea what sort of society we are creating by abandoning the 

Christian foundations of our nation? 

 

Even if there was just the slightest possibility that ending one‘s life or assisting someone in the 

ending of their life was going beyond what properly belongs to man then we would surely be wise to 

refrain from such  actions. Yet we submit that there is far more than simply a possibility that such 

actions are wrong.  The sixth commandment states very plainly, ―Thou shalt not kill‖.  It condemns 

both murder and self-murder.  God has placed a prohibition on the taking away of any person‘s life 

unjustly and to claim that we have any ‗right‘ to do such a thing is a defiance of His revealed will 

and is sinful. 

 

3. The Bill is in direct opposition to the Scottish Government‟s own declared policy on suicide. 

Since 2003 the Scottish Government has been operating a suicide prevention strategy through NHS 

Scotland under the banner of ‗Choose Life‘.  On the Choose Life website we are told: ―Every life 

lost to suicide is a tragedy.  One suicide represents lost life, lost talent, lost creativity, a lost mother 

or father, brother, sister, son or daughter and a wound that does not easily heal in those who are left 

behind.‖ 

 

We could not agree more with this statement.  It is a message which is also contained in the Word of 

God where we read: ―I call heaven and earth to record this day against you, that I have set before you 

life and death, blessing and cursing: therefore choose life, that both thou and thy seed may 

live.‖ (Deuteronomy 30:19)  However hopeless our condition may appear to be there is the promise 
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of eternal life through faith in the Lord Jesus Christ who said: ―I am come that they might have life, 

and that they might have it more abundantly‖ (John 10:10). 

 

If the Bill was to proceed and to be passed it would clearly be at cross purposes with this worthwhile 

strategy and for this reason also we urge the Committee not to give the Bill their support. 

 

The Parliament is expected to vote on the Bill towards the end of May and we intend to contact MSPs 

nearer the time asking them to reject the Bill.  In our second submission we highlighted the inconsistency 

between the Bill and present government policy: if the Bill was passed it would effectively mean that the 

state is saying that there is ‗good‘ suicide as well as bad.  We trust that this glaring contradiction, along with 

other considerations, will weigh upon the minds of MSPs when they come to vote.  When Margo 

MacDonald lodged her final proposal for this Bill on 18th September 2012 it had the support of nineteen 

MSPs (out of a total of 128) from the five political parties with representation in the Parliament, including 

twelve from the governing Scottish National Party.  It is of interest therefore that in an interview with the 

Scottish Catholic Observer in March the First Minister Nicola Sturgeon, who voted against Margo 

MacDonald‘s first bill, indicated that she had not been convinced about assisted suicide this time either.  

She stated: ―I believe we should support people to live and I am therefore in favour of good quality 

palliative care... There also remains a major stumbling block to assisted suicide: How could you have 

sufficient safeguards?‖  This encourages us to hope that the Bill will eventually be defeated. 

 

4. ORGAN AND TISSUE DONATION 

On 26th June the Scottish Labour MSP Anne McTaggart lodged a proposal in the Scottish Parliament for a 

bill to amend the law on human transplantation, including by authorising (in certain circumstances) the 

posthumous removal of organs and tissue from an adult who had not given express consent.  The bill 

envisages a move from the current ―opt-in‖ system of donation to an ―opt-out‖ system, such that someone 

who dies is presumed to have consented to gift their organs unless they have themselves opted out or 

informed their family that they do not wish to have their organs used for this purpose. 

 

i.  Response to Consultation 

The Committee responded to a Consultation on the proposed Organ and Tissue Donation (Scotland) Bill on 

23rd October and they are grateful to Dr Andrew Naylor for his contribution to their submission.  Our 

response was as follows (questions 3 to 11 assumed an ―opt-out‖ system to be in place and as we are not in 

favour of such a system we declined to answer those questions): 

 

We write as the body appointed by our Church to represent its views to government and do so in 

response to the Consultation on your proposed Bill relating to organ and tissue donation in Scotland.  

As requested we answer the questions in the consultation and make some additional comments as 

appropriate. 

 

1. The overarching purpose of my proposal is to move from the current opt-in system to a soft opt-

out system of organ donation. Do you support this move? Please indicate “yes/no/undecided” and 

explain the reasons for your response. 

No. We do not support a move from the current ―opt-in‖ system to a ―soft opt-out‖ system of organ 

donation. 

 

We believe that the current system is correct in that it respects the fact that the wishes of the 

individual must be paramount in this sensitive matter and not the wishes of the state.  We abhor any 

idea that the state should take ―ownership‖ of the remains of the deceased.  We believe that only 

where the individual has given specific authorisation for the removal and transplantation of their 

organs after their decease should this be allowed to take place.  We would ideally like to see the 

present Human Tissue (Scotland) Act 2006 tightened up in the following two ways: (i) so that the 
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nearest relative may no longer authorise the transplantation of a deceased person‘s organs when the 

deceased person has not given that authorisation; (ii) so that the age at which children can authorise 

the use of their organs or tissue for transplantation after their death is raised from 12 to 18. 

 

2. How essential is it to change the law (from an opt-in to a soft opt-out system) in order to achieve 

the intended benefits (increased transplant rates, reduced waiting lists)? Are there other (non-

legislative) measures that could achieve similar outcomes without the need for legislation? 

We do not believe that the ―intended benefits‖ for society which are cited (however they may be 

calculated) should be the determining factor in deciding whether this proposed change in the law 

should actually take place.  It is wrong to take a utilitarian approach to what is in the end a personal, 

ethical and indeed religious matter. 

 

Our sincerely-held view, based upon the Bible, is that the bodies of the deceased (in the context of 

the Consultation the ‗deceased‘ are individuals who are brain-dead or nearly so and therefore 

incapable of independent respiration, being dependent on a life-support machine) should be treated 

with the utmost respect and certainly not regarded as a resource to be ‗harvested‘ for organs and 

tissues to suit the needs of others.  A care for the mortal remains of the dead has always been a 

characteristic of the Christian faith: it is based on a belief in the resurrection to come in which all 

men will have a part (Acts 24:15) and on the example of what was lovingly done to Christ‘s own 

body (Matthew 27:57-60).  Thus the Church has historically practised burial rather than cremation, 

unlike some other religions and the humanism which is prevalent today. 

 

We believe that the proper step to increase the availability of organs and tissues for transplant would 

be to give greater encouragement to living donations.  The range of organs and tissues which can be 

transplanted from living donors is surprisingly large.  Organs involved include kidneys (more 

successful than from deceased donors according to the NHS) and parts of the liver, lung, pancreas 

and intestines.  Tissues involved include skin, bone, marrow, stem cells and blood.  The regenerative 

capacity of some tissues means that in their cases living donation can take place more than once.  We 

do of course acknowledge that organ donation in particular is not entirely ‗risk-free‘ for the donor. 

 

We might also add that the data contained in the Consultation document do not indicate that moving 

from a system of ‗informed consent‘ to one of ‗presumed consent‘ will necessarily lead to a greater 

proportion of the population acting as organ donors: the figures from 2002 show three countries with 

a system of presumed consent (Israel, Sweden and Poland) actually having lower donation rates than 

the UK. 

 

12. Do you have any other comments on or suggestions relevant to the proposal? 

We think that moving to an ―opt-out‖ system may well add to the distress of the deceased‘s closest 

relatives.  Not only would they have to cope with the trauma of losing their loved one but potentially 

they will also be faced with questioning as to what they think their loved one‘s wishes were 

regarding the removal of their organs and tissues after death. 

 

There is perhaps also a more general problem in what is being proposed in that if the authorities are 

seen to be increasing their ‗demand‘ for the organs and tissues of the deceased it may lead to the 

perception – no doubt a wrong one – that in some cases death is being ‗hastened‘ in order to secure 

organs and tissues. 

 

The Bill deals with organ and tissue donation for the purpose of transplantation only.  However if an 

―opt-out‖ system is brought in is there not a real danger that this will be the first step down a slippery 

slope to a situation where the bodies of the deceased will be regarded simply as commodities to be 
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exploited and the removal of organs and tissues will be justified for a whole variety of reasons, 

including the very distasteful? 

 

Overall we believe that the emphasis in transplants should be upon those procedures which are likely 

to produce a significant increase in the quality or duration of physical life for the individuals 

concerned. 

 

Finally, while we do not question your sincerity in wishing to help those who may benefit from 

transplants we respectfully urge you to think again as to where your proposed change in the law may 

lead and not to proceed with your Bill. 

 

On 6th February Anne McTaggart secured the right to introduce her Bill, being supported by forty MSPs.  It 

is not yet known when the Bill will be introduced.  The Committee are keeping a watch on this matter. 

 

5. HUMAN FERTILISATION AND EMBRYOLOGY 

On 3rd February this year the House of Commons considered the Human Fertilisation and Embryology 

(Mitochondrial Donation) Regulations.  The Regulations apply throughout the UK and enable two 

particular techniques to be used under licence as part of in vitro fertilisation (IVF) treatment.  The 

techniques aim to prevent the transmission of serious mitochondrial (cellular) disease from a mother to her 

offspring by transferring genetic material from healthy donor adults to affected ones; the techniques 

therefore have the potential to bring about ‗three-parent babies‘.  The vote came before the Committee had 

been able to prepare a letter for MPs but the Convener sent a brief personal email on the day of the vote 

asking MPs to vote against the Regulations.  The Regulations were passed by 382 votes to 128. 

 

i.  Letter to Peers 

After their approval in the Commons the Regulations were considered by the House of Lords.  The 

Committee wrote to Peers on 21st February as follows: 

 

We write to ask you to attend the debate on the Human Fertilisation and Embryology (Mitochondrial 

Donation) Regulations in the House of Lords on 24th February and to vote against the Regulations. 

  

No doubt you have heard many arguments for and against these Regulations, some of them 

involving quite complex science. We would like to mention what we believe to be compelling 

reasons why these Regulations should be rejected: 

  

1) The Regulations represent a dangerous leap into the unknown. 

The ethical implications of the techniques which are to receive approval under these Regulations are 

frightening.  They include children having to cope with the fact that they have multiple genetic 

parents and people facing the possibility of lifelong monitoring because the unproven techniques 

which were used upon them may have unthought-of consequences.  There is also the danger of 

irreversibly altering the germ line – the series of cells which continues down through successive 

generations – potentially affecting descendants for all time to come in ways which are harmful.  In 

addition there are serious safety issues associated with the mitochondrial transfer and modification of 

the mammalian egg and also with the process used to enable women to provide donor eggs. 

 

The truth is that our Parliament is on the threshold of legislating to permit the creation of a new type 

of human being.  If it approves these Regulations then we will be the only country in the world to do 

so.  Warning us against taking this step is the United Nations Education, Scientific and Cultural 

Organisation (UNESCO) Universal Declaration on the Human Genome and Human Rights which 

states that ‗germ-line interventions‘ could be considered as practices which are ―contrary to human 

dignity‖.  There is also the well-known New Scientist magazine which has called for a halt to them 
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because insufficient research has yet been carried out to assess the potential risks.  These warnings 

should give us much pause for thought. 

 

We find it alarming that many MPs wish to press ahead with genetically modified babies when they 

seem reluctant to allow genetically modified food (athough it is not illegal to do so as yet no 

genetically modified crops are grown commercially in the UK).  We do not understand why 

politicians can be so decisive about the former while they are so hesitant about the latter.  Surely the 

consequences of altering human beings must far exceed those of altering foodstuffs? 

 

2) The Regulations are a further threat to the sanctity of human life. 

The two techniques to be legalised under the Regulations, namely Maternal Spindle Transfer (MST) 

and Pro-Nuclear Transfer, (PNT) are not ‗ready for use‘ and would require further experimentation 

on human embryos to perfect them, involving the destruction of those embryos.  In addition the 

second of these procedures, in its routine operation, involves the creation of two embryos, both of 

which are ultimately destroyed. 

 

We affirm that a human embryo is a human being rather than a resource for experimentation.  For 

us this is a vital point and we believe it should weigh heavily with us all. Embryonic life is not less-

than-human life but the first part of any person‘s history – including our own – as we learn from the 

Bible: ―For thou hast possessed my reins: thou hast covered me in my mother‘s womb.  I will praise 

thee; for I am fearfully and wonderfully made: marvellous are thy works; and that my soul knoweth 

right well.  My substance was not hid from thee, when I was made in secret....Thine eyes did see my 

substance, yet being unperfect; and in thy book all my members were written, which in continuance 

were fashioned, when as yet there was none of them‖ (Psalm 139:13-16). 

 

The only sensible, wise and indeed humane position for any society to take is that human life begins 

at conception when the embryo is formed.  In the sixth commandment, ―Thou shalt not kill‖ (Exodus 

20:13), God places a garrison around vulnerable individuals and if we wilfully breach this safeguard 

we are bound to incur divine judgment.  We find the idea of an embryo being treated as refuse to be 

disposed of deeply shocking in what is meant to be a civilised nation. 

 

3) The Regulations will not achieve what many think they will achieve. 

The advocates of the techniques to be legalised by the Regulations argue that creating genetically 

modified babies would solve the problem of the occurrence of a disease transmitted in the 

mitochondria (small organelles found in most cells) of some women.  Some moving instances of 

people who might be helped by the new technologies have been presented by a largely sympathetic 

media.  We do not diminish the anguish of potential parents coping with this situation.  However it 

must be understood that neither of the proposed techniques represents a cure for mitochondrial 

disease: the disease will still continue to appear randomly at birth and children born with the disease 

will not be helped. 

 

The techniques would only be applied to families already identified as being at risk of conceiving a 

baby with mitochondrial disease.  While we sympathise with their plight we believe that there is a 

growing tendency to assume that we all have an automatic ‗right‘ to what we may sometimes think 

everyone else has, especially health and happiness.  None of us has that right, especially if it is 

enjoyed at the expense of other human beings, in this case potential descendants and the embryos 

which will be destroyed. 

  

4) The Regulations would very likely lead to demands for so-called „designer babies‟ 

MST involves creating a human being with three genetic parents. PNT involves the creation of two 

embryos, both of which are ultimately destroyed, to create a third human being with four genetic 
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parents.  Should we not instinctively recoil at this sort of manipulation?  As a sign of things to come 

we learn that since the House of Commons approved these Regulations on 3rd February scientists at 

Newcastle University where these techniques have been developed have already begun offering 

women willing to donate their eggs the sum of £500.  Such a move shows a great disrespect to the 

House of Lords which has not even considered these Regulations yet.  More importantly we can see 

the beginning of a slippery slope whereby humanity loses its God-given dignity and becomes a 

commodity instead. 

 

However they are being presented these Regulations would legalise a form of ‗eugenics‘ – the 

engineering of the genetic make-up of our fellow human beings. Replacing mitochondrial DNA 

might have unforeseen impacts on personal traits and so the Council of Europe‘s Convention on 

Human Rights and Biomedicine states that ―an intervention seeking to modify the human genome 

may only be undertaken for preventive, diagnostic or therapeutic purposes and only if its aim is not 

to introduce any modification in the genome of any descendants‖ (italics ours).  What may be 

intended as a benign measure to help some tragic cases may soon be employed for sinister purposes. 

It is a road we should not even begin to travel down. 

 

For these and other reasons we respectfully urge you to be present in the House of Lords on Tuesday 

and to vote against these Regulations. 

 

Seven Peers responded to our letter.  Sadly when the vote took place the Regulations were backed by 280 to 

48.  The Regulations are due to come into force on 29th October but may be challenged in the European 

Courts.. 

 

6. GENDER ABORTION 

In February of this year the Conservative MP Fiona Bruce moved an amendment in the House of Commons 

to the Serious Crime Bill seeking to outlaw sex-selective abortion (sometimes referred to as ‗gender‘ 

abortion).  Her amendment would not have changed the law but sought rather to clarify the meaning of the 

1967 Abortion Act which was passed in a day before medical advances made it possible to identify the sex 

of an unborn child. 

 

i.  Letter to MPs 

Prior to the vote in Parliament the Committee wrote to all MPs as follows: 

 

We write to ask you to support Fiona Bruce‘s amendment to the Serious Crime Bill which would 

outlaw sex-selective abortion (sometimes referred to as ‗gender‘ abortion) and which is to be voted 

on in the House of Commons on 23rd February. 

 

We do not hesitate to say that we oppose the deliberate ending of unborn human life altogether.  On 

the basis of the Bible we believe that human life begins at conception and that in the sixth 

commandment, ―Thou shalt not kill‖ (Exodus 20:13), God issues a warning against the taking away 

of human life unjustly, especially the life of the weak and vulnerable.  We believe that we have a 

God-given duty to speak up for those who cannot speak for themselves: ―Open thy mouth for the 

dumb in the cause of all such as are appointed to destruction‖ (Proverbs 31:8). 

 

The use of the provisions of the Abortion Act 1967, which covers England, Wales and Scotland, has 

been extended far beyond what the MP who introduced it (David Steel, now Lord Steel of Aikwood) 

intended, as he has acknowledged.  While we abhor the thought of the life of any poor, defenceless 

infant being ended deliberately in his or her mother‘s womb there is something profoundly shocking 

in the idea that parents may choose to end the life of their unborn child purely on the grounds of that 
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child‟s sex.  This should surely shock all but the most hardened of individuals.  It cannot be allowed 

to have a place in what is meant to be a civilised society. 

 

It will no doubt be said that sex-selective abortion is not really a problem in the UK.  The matter is 

probably difficult to quantify.  What adds to the concern is the fact that the British Medical 

Association has outlined cases where they believe sex-selective abortion is permissible on mental 

health grounds and the British Pregnancy Advisory Service, which performs thousands of abortions 

annually in the UK, has claimed that gender abortion is not illegal.  So now is the right time to make 

sure that this evil practice, whatever its current frequency, is made as non-existent as possible.  

Strengthening the law of the land in this area by making gender abortion explicitly illegal is in the 

power of Members of Parliament and it would be a good, wise and compassionate step to take. 

 

Finally may we say that in our view Fiona Bruce‘s amendment deserves the support of all who have 

any proper respect for the dignity and worth of human life, whether male or female, both being made 

by God after His own image. 

 

For these and other reasons we urge you to attend the House of Commons on Monday and support 

Fiona Bruce‘s amendment. 

 

The Committee received responses from seven MPs, including a note of appreciation from Fiona Bruce 

herself.  Regrettably the House of Commons voted by 292 to 201 to reject Fiona Bruce‘s amendment and 

supported instead a separate amendment to review the extent of sex-selective abortion in England, Wales 

and Northern Ireland.  During the debate there was an indication of the grievous state of things in our land 

when the MP Sarah Wollaston, who is chairwoman of the Health Select Committee and a former GP, 

warned against the amendment because it would ―confer personhood on the foetus‖. 

 

Another who spoke against the amendment was the Health Minister Jane Ellison who took the line that 

gender abortion was already illegal in the UK.  The hollow nature of such an assurance was quickly 

revealed.  In March Christian Concern reported that the Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) had informed 

lawyers representing an individual pursuing private prosecutions against doctors who were prepared to offer 

abortions of two baby girls on gender grounds that it would take over and drop the cases.  The reasons given 

for this action were: ―on the current evidence before the court, there is insufficient evidence to form a 

realistic prospect of conviction‖ and, ―the public interest considerations in not pursuing a prosecution 

outweigh those in favour, as concluded and set out in 2013.‖  This travesty reminds us how cheaply unborn 

life is now regarded by our society and demonstrates the opposition which exists within the establishment to 

any attempt to bring doctors who break the law on abortion to account.  Ways are being sought to challenge 

the decision of the CPS and we wish them every success. 

 

7. NAMED PERSONS 

We reported last year on the Children and Young People (Scotland) Act which was passed by the Scottish 

Parliament on 19th February 2014.  The Act requires local authorities and health boards to provide a 

‗Named Person‘ for every individual aged 0 to 18.  Such persons will be a point of contact for advice or 

anxiety about the particular children assigned to them and there has been widespread concern at the way in 

which sensitive information about children will be passed on to these ‗state guardians‘ by public bodies 

without the consent or even the knowledge of their parents. 

 

As we indicated in last year‘s report the Committee shares this concern and so wrote to all MSPs 

accordingly prior to the final vote on the Bill.  We promised to continue monitoring this matter and in 

addition the General Assembly directed the Committee to investigate the relationship of the Named Persons 

legislation and the implementation of the existing Child Protection system and to report to the 2015 

Assembly with recommendations for both the denomination and for Christian parents.   
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We also mentioned last year that immediately after the Bill had been passed the Christian Institute 

announced that it was going to seek a judicial review of the legislation.  In the end four registered charities 

(Care, the Christian Institute, the Family Education Trust and The Young ME Sufferers Trust) and three 

individuals raised a joint petition in the Court of Session, claiming that in passing the legislation MSPs had 

exceeded their power.  When the petition was lodged on 9th July Colin Hart, director of the Christian 

Institute, said: ―We are making a stand for all mums and dads who are doing their best for the children they 

love.  We are not prepared to stand by and watch as the roles of parents and their rights to a family life are 

diminished and trampled over by an authoritarian big brother government intent on making its presence felt 

in every living room in the land.‖ 

 

On 22nd January Lord Pentland refused the petition.  An appeal was lodged against the judgment and is 

being fast-tracked with every likelihood that it will be heard as early as June.  The four charities already 

mentioned and a number of other bodies, both Christian and secular, have come together under the banner 

of ‗No To Named Persons‘ (NO2NP) with the aim of co-ordinating what appears to be widespread 

opposition to the legislation. 

 

It is a fact that the Named Persons scheme is already operating in a pilot way in different parts of the 

country.  When Lord Pentland issued his judgment Jackie Brock, Chief Executive Officer of Children in 

Scotland, said: ―Having a primary point of contact available to all children is the formalisation of practice 

that already exists across the country.‖ 

 

At their meeting in June last year the Committee set up a sub-committee on Named Persons and Child 

Protection Legislation which is seeking to get to grips with this issue as time and other duties allow.  Our 

focus is on three things: seeking information from the Scottish Government as to how the Named Person 

legislation is being implemented; obtaining relevant information as to how the present Child Protection 

System is being operated, and liaising with the NO2NP organisation regarding their opposition to the 

Named Person legislation.  It is hoped that the Committee will be able to provide more information at the 

General Assembly. 

 

We note that the Christian Institute and others who sought the judicial review and appealed against Lord 

Pentland‘s judgment have said that they are in this for the long haul.  In the light of the incomplete nature of 

their investigations into this intricate subject and noting the providence whereby the legal challenge to the 

Named Persons legislation has further to go, the Committee are asking the Assembly for permission to 

continue their work on this matter and to provide a full report with their recommendations to a future 

Assembly or its Commission as appropriate.  Meanwhile let us pray fervently that the Lord will grant the 

appeal good success. 

 

8. OTHER ITEMS 

We report briefly on two further items. 

 

i. Britain’s Relations with the Vatican 

We made reference last year to the work which the Committee have been pursuing on a document covering 

Britain‘s political relations with the Vatican and the inherent dangers, and our hope that the document will 

eventually lead to a letter to the Prime Minister.  Much material has been gathered but it has yet to be put 

into a usable form; an effort is being made to have a final text available for the October meeting of the 

Committee. 

 

ii. Day of Humiliation and Prayer 

In August the Committee received a communication from the Presbytery of the Outer Hebrides concerning 

the Day of Humiliation and Prayer.  This Day has been proposed by the Committee and appointed by the 

Assembly every year since 2009, to be observed by congregations on the first Saturday in December or the 
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closest convenient date.  The Presbytery desire that ―the Committee would give consideration as to whether 

what over recent years has become an annual event should not more properly be appointed only ‗When 

some great and notable judgments are either inflicted upon a people, or apparently imminent, or by some 

extraordinary provocations notoriously deserved; as also when some special blessing is to be sought and 

obtained‘ (Directory for the Publick Worship of God – ‗Concerning Publick Solemn Fasting‘).‖  In response 

to the Presbytery‘s request the Committee asked Rev. Raymond Kemp to examine the historical side of this 

question and he has prepared an interim report on the historical setting of the appointment of Days of 

Humiliation and Prayer.  The Committee have asked Mr Kemp to continue his remit by researching the 

Acts & Proceedings of Assembly from 1843 forward. 

 

The sheer volume of religious and moral issues, many of them complex, challenging the church today and 

calling for a response can sometimes appear overwhelming and the Committee are certainly very conscious 

of their inadequacy in attempting to handle them.  In a day of declension the Lord‘s people may take heart 

however from the word of God which contains this promise: ―When the enemy shall come in like a flood, 

the Spirit of the Lord shall lift up a standard against him‖ (Isa. 59:19).  Satan may have his ―hour‖ but the 

God who has delivered His church in times past is well able to deliver her still – and He will. 

 

DAVID BLUNT, Convener 

WILLIAM B. SCOTT, Vice-convener 

 

PROPOSED DELIVERANCE 

1. The General Assembly receive and adopt the Report of the Public Questions, Religion & Morals 

Committee and thank the Committee, especially the Convener, Vice-convener and Clerk; 

2. The General Assembly commend the work of the Committee to our people.  They encourage 

congregations and individuals to inform the Committee of local matters of particular spiritual and 

moral concern that might be helped by being more widely known and by being addressed by the 

Committee; 

3. The General Assembly give thanks to God that the outcome of the referendum on Scottish 

independence means that the Scottish Government‘s desire that the Act of Settlement be repealed is 

less likely to be fulfilled.  They pray that in a time of constitutional change and increasing political 

uncertainty the Lord would continue to preserve Scotland from every threat to its identity as a 

Protestant Christian nation; 

4. The General Assembly note with alarm the ongoing efforts being made within the UK to undermine 

the divine institution of marriage and how these efforts are being abetted by branches of the church 

as well as by the state.  In particular they deplore the way in which the Church of Scotland appears 

to be following a course towards the acceptance of same-sex ‗marriage‘ and plead with that 

denomination to repent of this sin and return to the Scriptures as the only rule to direct us.  They 

pray that the Lord in His mercy will halt these harmful trends and that ministers will continue to be 

able to perform civil marriage in the future without compromise of biblical principle; 

5. The General Assembly note the situation regarding the Assisted Suicide (Scotland) Bill.  They urge 

the Committee to persevere in addressing biblical teaching on this subject to MSPs, trusting that this 

will speak to their consciences, and pray that the Lord will be pleased to thwart this wrong and 

indeed calamitous idea when the Bill comes to a final vote in the Scottish Parliament; 

6. The General Assembly note that the right to introduce a bill into the Scottish Parliament seeking to 

change the system of declared consent to human organ and tissue donation to a system of presumed 

consent has been secured by Anne McTaggart.  They encourage the Committee to follow the 
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progress of this bill and to take further suitable action as they see fit to represent to the appropriate 

parties the Christian viewpoint on this subject; 

7. The General Assembly note with grave concern the passing of the Human Embryology and 

Fertilisation (Mitochondrial Donation) Regulations by the UK Parliament with their destructive 

implications for embryonic life and their potential for profound and harmful effects upon generations 

of our fellow human beings; 

8. The General Assembly note with sadness the failure in the House of Commons of Fiona Bruce‘s 

amendment to the Serious Crime Bill which sought to make explicit that gender abortion is a 

criminal offence.  They encourage her to continue in her efforts and urge other like-minded 

politicians throughout the UK to endeavour to curtail the ravages of abortion.  They exhort the 

Lord‘s people to persevere in prayerful and practical endeavour to get abortion not only limited but 

also abolished; 

9. The General Assembly note the incomplete nature of the Committee‘s investigations into the Named 

Persons provision of the Children and Young People (Scotland) Act which was passed by the 

Scottish Parliament last year, and also the ongoing legal challenge to and growing campaign against 

Named Persons.  They permit the Committee to continue their work on this matter and instruct the 

Committee to submit a full report with recommendations to the 2016 General Assembly or to an 

earlier Commission of Assembly as appropriate; 

10. The General Assembly encourage the Committee as they continue their work on Britain‘s political 

relations with the Vatican and pray that the final document may help to remind our government that 

the only wise course for nations to follow is to refuse all ties with the so-called Holy See; 

11. The General Assembly note the Committee‘s investigations into whether the current arrangement for 

a Day of Humiliation and Prayer is consistent with the historic practice of the reformed Church in 

Scotland.  In the meantime they commend to the prayers of the Church our nation‘s present religious 

and moral state and call upon the congregations of our Church to observe a day of humiliation and 

prayer on Saturday 5th December or the closest convenient date and encourage other Christians 

throughout our country to do likewise. 
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VIII. 

REPORT 

OF THE 

SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON PSALMODY 

We will always dare to criticise and judge another, no less so, than in our understanding of how we ought to 

sing the Psalms in worship and what is good leading of the Praise, and what is not.  We, all of us, in pulpit 

and pew have our own understanding of what is, or is not good Psalm singing.  Many of us would find it 

well-nigh impossible to put into words what we believe is just that good — singing.  However, we know it 

when we hear it.  As believers we are all as individual as our faces, and we seek under God by grace to 

―grow into the likeness of our Saviour‖, we all of us readily acknowledge His loveliness, His beauty, and 

the kindness of His love in not leaving us to fashion a book of praise to our God.  Some of us would dearly 

love to have heard the singing of the Psalms of that last Passover meal, that introduced the Lord‘s Supper, 

the meal of communion and ―of remembering the Lord‘s death until He come‖.  How did our Lord and the 

disciples sing?: slow measured rhythm, quiet and reverent, emphasising the meaning of the words, with 

louds and softs, ―with praise in their hearts making melody unto the Lord‖?  However they sang, we can be 

sure that it was with a sense of awe and wonder, brokenness and fear, yet with hope against hope, and 

certainly with looking to the Lord, who was there present in their midst.  It is somewhat along these lines 

that we would hope to sing ourselves. 

 

It has been a rather quiet year for the Committee, but there are those who stand out in their labours; our 

Clerk was busy seeing to another printing of the Staff Psalmody, such has been the demand for it, largely 

from overseas.  Those involved in producing Worthy to be Praised volume 11 have been busy in meeting 

together to sing.  Our recording engineer sees to the recording and then to the editing.  It all takes up a great 

deal of time and effort.  Our graphic artist is involved in producing the attractive covers.  Then there is the 

individual printing of over 200 individual cds, and then burning the singing onto them seven at a time, 

followed by putting all together making a very pleasant volume for those who wish to have them.  This 

project began over eleven years ago to help those who might be encouraged to follow the twelve year 

Psalmody Test Scheme covering 144 different tunes over the years.  God willing, volume 12 remains and 

work has already begun on that.  We commend all who are giving themselves in this area to your prayers 

and that you would encourage your people, precentors, leaders of family worship, and Sabbath School 

teachers to buy and to use these quite unique volumes.  Nothing would encourage those who have had a part 

in their production than to hear they are being used.  Set the example: buy, listen and commend them to 

your congregation.  Deacons‘ Courts might obtain a number to give to your shut-in‘s and to local homes for 

the elderly. 

 

Recently the Committee came across the following from Spurgeon; ―When home is ruled according to 

God‘s Word, angels might be asked to stay with us, and they would not find themselves out of their 

element.‖  What do they hear?  Certainly they do not hear what they experience in glory, but what they do 

hear from those who are called out of darkness into His marvellous light is their giving of praise with their 

voices and the making of melody in their hearts to the Lord.  No, the angels might stay with us and not be 

out of their element for the one they render praise to in the heavens, they know to be the one whom is 

working out his perfect will in our hearts and lives.  The angels know that no matter how poor our worship 

here below, we also worship Him, and seek to show that we love Him who first loved us and who gave 

Himself for us.  That is something the angels desire to look into.  Let us praise Him with our longings for 

that perfect praise in glory when we will gather around the Lamb in the midst of the throne!  Psalm 72:17-19 

 

WILLIAM B. SCOTT, Convener 

CALLUM MACLEAN, Vice-convener 
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PROPOSED DELIVERANCE 

 

1. The General Assembly receive and adopt the report of the Special Committee on Psalmody and 

thank the Committee; 

2. The General Assembly give thanks to God for the dedicated Precentors in our Congregations who 

give diligent, devoted and careful leadership to our worshipping people and encourage Ministers to 

ensure that they are given a note of the Psalms to be used in worship timeously to enable them to 

fulfil their duties; 

3. The General Assembly encourage the holding of Psalmody Workshops to assist in congregational 

praise; 

4. The General Assembly commend to the Church the latest volume (Volume 11) of the 12-volume 

series Worthy to be Praised for widespread use by Psalmody classes and for daily edification of all; 

5. The General Assembly thank Mrs. Isobel Scott and her team, including Mr. Robb Alcorn, the sound 

engineer, and Miss Esther Semmens, the graphic designer, for their help in producing the latest 

Psalm CD; 

6. The General Assembly note the Supplementary Report and congratulate all those who took part in 

the Psalmody Test and thank those who helped them on the way, as well as those who tested them. 
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APPENDIX 

 
19 took part in the 2015 Psalmody Test (23 less than in 2014) and gained awards as shown: 

  

Knock & Point 

Grade 3:  Ruaraidh MacLeod (continuation) 

Grade 4:  Alexander MacLeod (continuation) 

 

Shettleston 

Grade 1:  Thomas Keddie 

Grade 2 (Group Award):  David Keddie, Andy Taylor (adult), Dolina Taylor (adult) 

Grade 4:  Elizabeth Keddie, Matthew Keddie 

 

Stornoway 

Grade 4:  Sarah Craig,  

Grade 5:  Thomas Craig, 

Grade 6:  David Craig (adult, continuation), Emma Craig (continuation), Lily Craig (continuation), Rachel 

Craig (continuation), Joanna Gillies, Jonathan Gillies 

  

Tarbat 

Grade 2:  Malcolm MacLeod (adult) 

Grade 3:  Ethan MacLeod (Group Award) 

Grade 6:  Murdo MacLeod (continuation), Veda Joy MacLeod (adult, continuation) 
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IX. 

REPORT 

OF THE 

COMMITTEE ON HOME & FOREIGN MISSIONS 

 

1.  Introduction 

This report is designed to highlight for the General Assembly the major areas of activity of the Home  & 

Foreign Missions Committee over the past year.  Inevitably much of the Committee‘s work takes a very 

similar form from year to year, and these routine matters are a cause of great thankfulness to us, as they 

remind us that we have established mission activity to attend to.  The Lord has given us these matters, and 

the Committee do seek to do all in our power not to neglect them, at the same time as pressing ahead with 

such new opportunities as his providence allows to us. 

 

As ever the Committee are much indebted to the generosity and spiritual concern of our people in 

supporting the mission work of the denomination.  

 

2.  Home Mission 

2.1  Home Mission Worker 

The work performed by the Home Mission Worker we believe is of great value, and this year marks ten 

years of labour for Mr Donald John Morrison.  His tireless service is greatly appreciated across our 

denomination and by many prayerful people in Scotland outside of our denomination.  Yet it is also worth 

reminding ourselves that he is the Home Mission Worker of the Free Church (Continuing). His work is 

authorised and approved by this General Assembly each year, and so the Committee believe it is fitting for 

a small presentation to be made to Mr Morrison in recognition of his work. 

 

Once again an abundance of good evangelistic and reformed literature was distributed and circulated, in the 

various places visited by Mr. Morrison in 2014 across Scotland.  Amongst the places he visited over the 

past 12 months were — Inverarnie, Dores & Farr (all communities in the Strathnairn district of the 

Highlands), Aberdeen, Island of Arran (in the Firth of Clyde), Stornoway, Beauly and Broadford on the Isle 

of Skye.  Mission outreach was also engaged in at the Hebridean Celtic Festival and the 2014 

Commonwealth Games in Glasgow, where he had a table ministry in Shettleston and on Sauchiehall Street. 

   

A combined total of around 19,000 gospel tracts were distributed, in addition to 8,713 booklets and 

magazines, 129 Bibles, 5,000 TBS Calendars, along with a large quantity of literature in various foreign 

languages.  The special evangelistic issue of the Good News magazine continues to be freely given out in 

large quantities.  Mr. Morrison finds this annual ‗undated‘ gospel magazine an extremely effective 

witnessing tool when confronting people with the ‗good news‘ message of the gospel. 

  

The hope and prayer of the Committee is that all the materials given out will be richly blessed to the 

innumerable multitudes Mr Morrison comes in contact with – locals, nationals and internationals – and that 

many, in 2015, would come ―to repentance toward God, and faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ‖ (Acts 

20:21). 

  

2.2. Presbytery Consultations regarding further Home Mission Work 

Last year the Committee continued with their remit to consult Scottish Presbyteries regarding the need and 

possibilities for establishing the post of a second Home Mission Worker in the denomination.  Initial 

consultation with Presbyteries was followed by revised proposals that set out a vision for a combined 
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position for an ordained man, incorporating both church planting duties together with regular support in 

other congregations of the Presbytery specifically in evangelistic work. 

The responses from Presbyteries were broadly supportive of this revised proposal, and the Committee now 

encourage Presbyteries to consider if this might be useful both in establishing a church plant and supporting 

existing outreach work in their own areas.  The Committee believe that with this proposed scheme as 

outlined in appendix ‗B‘, it is now for Presbyteries to take the next step and consider whether such a 

scheme would be beneficial within their bounds, and if so, to petition to the General Assembly with 

proposals thereanent. 

 

3.  Jewish Mission 

The Committee continue to support the work of Christian Witness to Israel in 2015, and commend their 

labours for the sake of Israel to the interest of the church. 

 

The Assembly of 2013 gave the Committee a remit to bring forward proposals that more fully express our 

responsibility towards Jewish evangelism, and it is a delight to finally be in a position to do so. 

 

Starting with the existing legislation (see Appendix 'A') regarding co-operative evangelism, the Committee 

are proposing that regular Jewish outreach be attempted within Scotland.  This would take the form of a 

four to six-week block of evangelism, with four to six ministers assisting during the period, along with the 

Home Mission Worker, and other local office-bearers and members.  The intention is for each minister to 

be relieved of his local pastoral duties for between one and two weeks, during which time he fills a slot in 

the six-week outreach in a Jewish area.  The aim is for there to be sufficient support to allow two men to be 

active each week, and to have it timetabled so that the two-week blocks are staggered, ensuring that each 

new volunteer is working alongside someone who has now had a week's experience. 

 

The Committee are aware that some might feel ill-qualified for direct Jewish evangelism, and so seek the 

approval of the Assembly to approach Christian Witness to Israel, for their guidance and help along with 

access to any courses they might be running that would be beneficial. 

 

Finally, to seek to educate both our people and our ministers for the future, we are asking the Assembly to 

approve of proposals to incorporate relevant articles in our Church magazines and website, and to approach 

the Training of the Ministry & Admissions Committee and Seminary Senate to prepare a module on Jewish 

evangelism within our divinity course. 

 

4.  Overseas Missions 

4.1  Zambia 

The work in Zambia comes under the Covenant College Zambia Trust, with its three areas of ministry being 

the Pastor Training College, Christian Education, and Farming God's Way. 

 

Rev David Lachman has continued to fulfil essential lecturing and administrative roles.  The Lachman 

family spent their most recent furlough in North America, where many useful contacts were established for 

the ongoing support of the College work. 

 

CCZT has finally been able to appoint a new Principal, and it is our prayer that Rev Kalengo will know 

much of the help and grace of the Saviour in taking on this vital role.  Also lecturing part-time is Rev 

Godfrey Mwale, a former student, who is assistant pastor in a nearby congregation. 

 

Rev Andrew Allan served once more as our Trustee, and visited the College in April.  The work in Zambia 

has long been a precious part of our mission activity as a denomination.  Since the first days of its being 

established by Mr Fraser to today we have taken this mission to our heart.  It is then with much sadness that 

the Committee report on a pending change. Mr Lachman, after serving for five years, submitted notice to 
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the College at the recent Trustee meeting and expects to leave the field, with his wife and family, in May 

2016.  The Committee are fully supportive of Mr Lachman in this difficult decision, and deeply appreciate 

the commitment he has shown to the work in Petauke.  They are grateful that he is able to provide such an 

extended period of notice, to allow the trust to seek a replacement Vice-Principal.  Upon his return from the 

Mission field, Mr Lachman will, of course, be open to a call to a pastoral charge.  In light of their 

expectation to return to Scotland in one year, it is not expected that the Lachman family will return to 

Scotland for any furlough period this year. 

 

4.2  Sri Lanka 

The mission work in Sri Lanka continues to be a substantial part of the Committee‘s responsibility.  With 

Sri Lankan payments now coming from the Committee‘s budget through the central funds of the church, the 

Committee have had scope to provide expenses support, drawing from the Parthee Support Fund to meet 

this need. 

 

A significant development over the past year has been the constituting of a Kirk Session and Deacons' 

Court for the Congregation, together with regular Communion seasons, and a Communion Roll.  At present 

the courts are manned by Assessors from Scotland, but it is hoped that local office-bearers will be able to be 

elected in the future.  

  

Rev. Partheepan Nixon Shanmugam, and his wife, Dinogee, are settled in Vavuniya, and have seen 

substantial growth with morning attendances reaching up to 40, and evening services seeing over 100 

regular attenders. We are thankful that two of our ministers, Messrs HJT Woods and W Macleod, were 

able, on separate occasions, to visit and preach in Vavuniya.  

 

It should be stated once again the enormous support that Ceylon Christian Care have been to the 

establishing and sustaining of the mission work in Sri Lanka. The sympathies of the men of CCC with the 

doctrine and ethos of reformed and experimental religion make this an easy relationship for the Committee, 

and we greatly appreciate the spiritual interest our Dutch brethren have taken in our mission and our 

missionary. 

 

4.3  Asia 

The past year has seen a new level of cohesion being established with this work, supported entirely through 

Hudson Taylor Ministries. Four ministers (G Beers, G MacDonald, H Woods and W Macleod) guest -

lectured, each covering several chapters from the Westminster Confession of Faith, as well as other topics.  

It is expected that this year a further four men will be able to visit and be of service to the blossoming work 

of grace in that land.  

 

The Committee are delighted to record that Hudson Taylor Ministries UK are now formally registered as a 

Scottish Charity. Rev Andrew Allan serves as General Secretary. 

 

4.4  Canada - Smiths Falls 

The work in Smiths Falls continues through the ministry of Rev. Bert Pohl. Mr Pohl had expected to attend 

the Assembly, but has had a bout of ill-health which makes it unlikely that he will be able to join us this 

year.  Please do pray for Mr Pohl, his wife and family, and the whole congregation.  Mr Pohl has reported 

to the Committee that four younger people have recently begun attending services, and that two of them 

have shown some commitment to the worship services. For this we give thanks to God.  

 

4.5  Presbytery of the United States 

The Missions Committee have little directly to report from the United States, as they are only called upon in 

exceptional circumstances.  It is hoped that brethren from the Presbytery will be present at the Assembly 

and able to convey a review of the situation within the Presbytery bounds. 
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The 2014 annual family conference run by the Presbytery was both well attended and much appreciated, 

and provides a great focal point for Presbytery fellowship.  Speakers last year were Rev R Kemp (Kilmuir 

& Stenscholl) and Rev W Macleod (Knightswood). 

 

4.6  Ballyclare & Doagh 

The Congregation of Ballyclare & Doagh, together with Rev ET Kirkland, being admitted to the 

denomination at the 2014 General Assembly, now fall under the care of the Home & Foreign Missions 

Committee.  A service of Recognition was held in July 2014, organised by the Southern Presbytery, on 

which Mr Kirkland serves as an assessor.  The Committee act in loco synodi for this new Congregation, (as 

for other overseas congregations, including Smiths Falls and Vavuniya).  It is heartening for the Committee 

to receive reports from Mr Kirkland that being part of the denomination has already proved of great help in 

encouraging people to visit the congregation.  The Convener had opportunity of worshipping in the 

congregation recently, and was much encouraged with a warm welcome, warm preaching, and hearty 

singing of the psalms we love. 

GREG MACDONALD, Convener 

MURDO A.N. MACLEOD, Vice- convener 

 

PROPOSED DELIVERANCE 

 

1. The General Assembly receive and adopt the Report and thank the Committee, especially the 

Convener and the Clerk; 

2. The General Assembly thank the Home Mission Worker, Mr Donald J Morrison, for what is now a 

decade of faithful service and assistance. They commend Mr Morrison, his wife and family to the 

prayers of the Church; 

3. The General Assembly note the conclusions of the Committee regarding their investigations into a 

combined Church Planter & Evangelistic Assistant for existing congregations, and encourage 

Presbyteries to give consideration as to the potential usefulness of a combined Church Planter & 

Evangelistic Assistant within their respective bounds; 

4. The General Assembly approve the support given to Christian Witness to Israel; 

5. Out of a desire to see the natural branch of Israel return to her own olive tree,  the General 

Assembly: 

5.1 Recommend that regular articles on this subject be covered in our church magazines and 

website. Such articles to include devotional and theological pieces by converted Jews, the 

more to foster our sense of indebtedness as the Gentile church to Israel; 

5.2 Direct the Committee to utilise Act V (Class II) 2002, Act Anent Co-operative Evangelism 

in working towards a concerted effort at Jewish evangelism within Scotland on a regular 

basis, and to agree a budget for expenses incurred by ministers, home mission workers, and 

others involved in such efforts of Jewish evangelism, in consultation with the Finance and 

Sustentation Committee; 

5.3 Approve of proposals to release ministers from duties in their own congregations, only with 

the approval of local Kirk Sessions and Presbyteries, for up to a maximum of two weeks 

each year, in order to engage in such Jewish Evangelism as may be organised by the 

Committee; 
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5.4 Require the Committee to liaise with Christian Witness to Israel as to any possible short 

training programmes that they may be able to provide; 

5.5 Direct the Training of the Ministry and Admissions Committee and Seminary Senate to give 

consideration to the inclusion of a module on Jewish evangelism, within the current course 

for divinity students; 

5.6 Commend this and all endeavours to bring the Gospel of the Messiah to ethnic Israel, and 

exhort our faithful people to the prayerful upholding of this venture; 

6. The General Assembly thank Rev. David Lachman for his years of labour at Covenant College and 

note the report of the Committee that Mr Lachman will return from the field with effect from May 

2016, and thereupon be open to a call to a pastoral charge; 

7. The General Assembly note with approval the efforts made over this past winter to broaden the 

support base for Covenant College Zambia Trust, in the United States; 

8. The General Assembly commend Rev. & Mrs David Lachman and family to the prayers of the 

Church; 

9. The General Assembly continue to commend the work done through Covenant College Zambia Trust 

to the wider church for prayerful support; 

10. The General Assembly thank Rev. Andrew Allan for once again serving as the denominational 

representative Trustee on Covenant College Zambia Trust; 

11. The General Assembly note the ongoing work in the Presbytery of the United States of America and 

encourage our brethren in their labour for the Lord; 

12. The General Assembly give thanks for the Congregation of Smiths Falls, Canada, and the ministry of 

Rev. Bert Pohl and instruct the Committee to continue to give all needed support to both Mr Pohl and 

his Congregation; 

13. The General Assembly note with pleasure the strengthening of the mission work in Vavuniya, Sri 

Lanka under the care of Rev. Partheepan Nixon Shanmugam, especially the establishing of a Kirk 

Session and Deacons‘ Court, along with admissions to the Communion  Roll; 

14. The General Assembly acknowledge their debt to the generosity of Ceylon Christian Care in 

supporting the diaconal mission work in Sri Lanka; 

15. The General Assembly note with pleasure the developing witness of the Ballyclare & Doagh 

Congregation, together with the labours of Rev. ET Kirkland.  They thank the Southern Presbytery 

for the service of Recognition held in July, and instruct the Committee to continue to give all needed 

help and encouragement to both congregation and pastor; 

16. The General Assembly note with pleasure the opportunities of the past year to support pastor training 

in Asia, and commend this developing work to the prayerful interest of the church; 

17. The General Assembly give thanks for the supporting rôle played by Hudson Taylor Ministries, in 

providing invaluable practical and financial support; 

18. The General Assembly encourage Kirk Sessions to be active and supportive in the work of outreach 

both at home and abroad. 
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APPENDIX  (A) 
 

This is existing legislation, and is provided for the information and convenience of Commissioners. 

 

Act V (Class II) 2002 Act—anent Co-operative Evangelism 

The Commission of Assembly direct the Home & Foreign Missions Committee to encourage Co- operative 

Evangelism throughout the Church through the following Scheme which will take place under the auspices 

and supervision of the Committee in consultation with the relevant Presbytery of the Bounds: 

 

The Committee will prepare a database of preachers and others, drawn from among our own brethren, who 

are able and willing to help in the Scheme; 

 

The Committee will provide resources to cover any expenses such as hire of halls, tracts, supply etc, these 

resources to be drawn from the Committee‘s own budget; 

 

The method of evangelism to be used under the scheme will primarily focus on the public preaching of the 

Gospel, but also through other means such as tracts, door-to door and special meetings. At no time will any 

means of evangelism be used which are contrary to the Church‘s Standards and practice; 

 

The Committee are to ensure that adequate publicity is given throughout the whole Church to all work 

undertaken under the Scheme that the Church may be stirred to prayer for the Lord‘s blessing.  
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APPENDIX  (B) 

 
This appendix contains the substance of proposals circulated to Presbyteries in the course of the past 

year, and is provided for the information and convenience of Commissioners.  

 

Home Mission Work Proposals 

In fulfilling their remit from the 2014 General Assembly to consult with Presbyteries over proposals for 

further home mission work in Scotland, the Committee noted a desire expressed across a number of 

Presbyteries for the Committee to give consideration specifically to possible church planting.  A second 

area reported back to the Committee in relation to some city congregations was the desire for an 

evangelistic assistant to be appointed to assist ministers in areas of large population. 

  

The Committee felt that one individual could, to some extent, meet both these objectives.  Each week the 

worker could give in total around twenty-five hours helping in the more populated areas of a Presbytery.  

The work required of him would be determined by the local kirk session and could include door-to-door 

evangelism, street evangelism, open air preaching and evangelistic visiting.  By working each week in the 

congregations he would be able to build up relationships and follow up initial contacts.  This would give 

continuity to his work.  Part of his work would be the training of individuals in the congregations and the 

encouraging of local church outreach.   

  

A second part of his work would be preaching regularly and encouraging a church plant work in a centre 

determined by the Presbytery, where it was felt that there was a real potential for growth. 

  

The individual appointed would be a fully-trained minister who would be ordained as a Presbytery 

Evangelist working under the Presbytery in conjunction with the HFMC.  He would be in receipt of the full 

stipend and would receive normal day-to-day expenses.  He should also have a seat in the Presbytery.  His 

residence would need to be fairly central to the Presbytery so as to reduce travel expenses and time spent 

travelling each week.  In established congregations his role would be complementary to that of the existing 

minister, with a special focus on evangelism.  

  

Efforts would need to be made to identify a candidate, whether a minister already settled or a probationer 

with the personal gifts and skills for this work.  It was felt that such an arrangement, if carefully managed, 

would have the potential to enhance significantly the Church's efforts at evangelism.   
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X. 

REPORT 

OF THE 

TRAINING OF THE MINISTRY & ADMISSIONS COMMITTEE 

 

1.  Introduction 

Mr John Livingstone  is best known as the man the Lord used at the Kirk o‘ Shotts revival and yet how 

instructive and encouraging is his own account of his life in ‗Select Biographies‘ by W K Tweedie.  In the 

same volume we are also treated to Livingstone‘s remarks on Preaching and Praying in Public.  He writes: 

 

―It is most probable that no gift, no pains, a man takes to fit himself for preaching, shall ever doe 

good to the people or himself, except a man labour to have and to keep his heart in a spiritual 

condition before God, depending on him allways for furniture and the blessing.  Earnest faith and 

prayer, a single aime at the glory of God, and good of people, a sanctified heart, and carriage, shall 

avail much for right preaching.  There is sometime somewhat in preaching that cannot be ascribed 

either to the matter or expression, and cannot be described what it is, or from whence it cometh, but 

with a sweet violence, it pierceth into the heart and affections, and comes immediately from the 

Lord.  But if there be any way to attaine to any such thing, it is by a heavenly disposition of the 

speaker. 

 

A man would (should) especially read the writings, and labour to follow the gifts, of those whom 

God hath, in the most eminent manner, blessed with the converting and confirming of their hearers, 

rather than those who seem to have rare gifts for learning and delectation, without such successe. 

 

It is very needful, that a man prudently discerne what is the nature and extent of the gift that God 

hath given him, that in offering to imitate others, he doe not stretch beyond his owne line, but onely 

correct the defects of his owne gift, and what is good therein, labour to improve and exault that. 

 

It is very fitting that a man have plenty and choice of words, that as need requires, he may vary his 

expression: and sometime the inforceing of the same thing with diverse words to the same purpose 

hath its owne use, especially to a dull auditory: and so we fine, that often in the Prophets and Psalms, 

and poetick Scriptures, the same thing will be twice expressed onely in different words.  But a 

custom of multiplying synonymous words and epithets, and sentences, to the same purpose, is very 

unsavoury to ane understanding hearer, that seeks matter and not words, and would feign to proceed 

from scarcetie of matter, and a desire to fill the hour any way. 

 

The light of nature, which is a sparke of the will of God, hath taught many useful rules even to 

Pagans, anent the right way of making solemne speeches before others, the most of which are to be 

applied to preaching with due discretion; so that what is thought unseemly in the one is to be avoided 

in the other.  But the best rules are taken from the preachings of Christ, of the Apostles and 

Prophets.‖ 

 

There is much that the Assembly‘s Training of the Ministry & Admissions Committee can do to fulfil the 

desire and instruction of the Church to maintain a pure pulpit, and there is much that the Church‘s 

appointed lecturers can do to ensure that its Candidates for the Ministry are taught well in the various 

disciplines that have been set out.  There is also much that the local Presbytery can do, and a great deal that 

a Candidates own Pastor and Kirk Session must do; but they, even altogether, cannot do what a man must 

do for himself.  He must pray over the gift of God‘s call to the ministry and God‘s enabling to fulfil that 
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great, wonderful and solemn work.  Each must take his rules from the ―preaching of Christ, of the Apostles 

and Prophets‖ but ―It is most probable that no gift, no pains, a man takes to fit himself for preaching, shall 

ever doe good to the people or himself, except a man labour to have and keep his heart in a spiritual 

condition before God depending on him allwayes for furniture and blessing.‖ 

Last year‘s report stressed that maintaining a pure pulpit will maintain a godly nation.  This year we stress 

again something we all know but find so difficult to maintain; the absolute need to maintain a pure heart 

before God in order to maintain godly preaching that under God‘s rich blessing will maintain a godly 

people, added to and growing in the grace that glorifies our Lord. 

 

As a young minister wondering why a Presbytery-appointed committee had taken a certain line, I dared to 

ask ―Why?‖  The very senior minister who was chairing this Committee was most upset with me in not 

being willing to patiently wait for the outcome.  This tendency to question our Committees continues, 

especially when individuals who are not members of the Committee are not privy to knowledge which the 

Committee itself may have.  This can lead to premature judgement of a Committee‘s decisions with 

unguarded words being recorded.  It ought not to be. 

 

The Committee report the following:- 

 

2.  Applications  

The Committee received from Dr. Jorge Ruiz Ortiz an Application for Admission into the Ministry of the 

Free Church of Scotland (Continuing).  This Application will be the subject of a separate Supplementary 

Report. 

 

The Committee also received an Application for Admission from Rev. Iain Smith, Tasmania for re-

admission into the Ministry of the Free Church of Scotland (Continuing).  It was noted that Mr. Smith 

hopes to return to the United Kingdom in early October at which time the Committee will meet with him.  It 

was agreed that the Committee would respectfully request the General Assembly to grant the power in the 

Act appointing the Commission of Assembly to dispose of this application if required. 

 

3.  Student Loans 

In line with the decision of the last General Assembly, the Committee re-investigated the possibility of 

some level of grant funding for divinity students.  The Committee report as follows:- 

 

Our students already receive grant funding. 

Grants and loans are awarded in line with the Student  Awards Agency for Scotland (SAAS). 

Grants and loans cover a 30 week period (SAAS). 

Our students are entitled to claim their expenses for travel to Seminary. 

The Committee has an emergency provision, accepted by the Finance & Sustentation Committee, to pay 

any bills should a student get into financial difficulty. 

Students are expected to work to supplement their income. 

The monthly amount of repayment is relatively small. 

  

Students usually receive the following: 

 

Student Loan (repayable) - at present £6,250/year. All students qualify for this (SAAS). 

Dependents Grant (non-repayable) — can be up to £2,640. For students with dependents i.e. a wife 

and/or children. The actual amount awarded is calculated on a reducing scale depending on income 

(SAAS). 

Student Bursary (non-repayable) —a discretionary grant of up to £1500 made solely at the 

discretion of the TOM Committee (SAAS).  
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The Finance & Sustentation Committee have indicated that were student loans to be written off then the 

total effect on the balance sheet of the church would be £33,891.  It should be noted that this money has 

already been paid out so that the effect would be on the balance sheet only and will not affect cash funds 

currently held. 

 

The Committee, having examined the level of funding for our students and the way by which that funding is 

given, agreed to recommend to the General Assembly that the present system of grants and loans should be 

retained. 

 

4.  Student Expenses 

The Committee considered a means by which congregations could be encouraged to invite final-year 

students to give weekend supply when such supply is necessary so that students would get better known 

throughout the denomination.   

 

It was agreed that the Committee recommend to the General Assembly that: 

  

Vacant congregations on Special Arrangements within Scotland are entitled to apply to be reimbursed 

for the reasonable travel expenses of final-year students providing necessary Sabbath supply twice per 

year. 

All other congregations within Scotland are entitled to apply to be reimbursed for the reasonable travel 

expenses of final-year students providing necessary Sabbath supply once per year. 

Applications for reimbursement for such travel expenses should be made by the Congregation to the 

Clerk to the Training of the Ministry & Admissions Committee who will arrange for payment to made 

from the Committee‘s budget.  

 

It is estimated that the above scheme could add up to £2000 on to the Committee budget. 

 

5.  American Students 

The Committee had profitable dialogue with the Presbytery of the United States of America regarding the 

training of students from America.  During the exchanges between the Committee and the Presbytery, the 

Committee reaffirmed the following:-  

 

The Free Church of Scotland (Continuing) trains and sets the standards for its own students; 

 

The Seminary course can be completed by students from America without the necessity of attending 

monthly lectures at the Seminary; 

 

The Committee‘s Exit Exams, marked by the Committee‘s External Examiners, together with all other 

assessment components of the course, standardise the training of our students.  However, it should be 

particularly noted that the Training of the Ministry Committee may permit a student to sit these Exit 

Exams over a shorter period of time if they consider his previous training enables him so to do. 

Similarly, the Committee may permit a student to complete the course over a longer period of time if 

required; 

 

Three discourses are required to be submitted and sustained as an integral part of the standards set by 

the Church. 

 

During the fruitful discussions, agreement between the two bodies was reached. 

 

WILLIAM B. SCOTT, Convener 

JAMES CLARK, Vice-convener 
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SEMINARY REPORT 

 

…the things which thou hast heard of me among many witnesses, the same commit thou to faithful 

men, who shall be able to teach others also.  Thou therefore endure hardness, as a good soldier of 

Jesus Chris (2 Timothy 2:2-3).  

 

1.  Privilege 

It is a great privilege to teach men the doctrines of the Word of God and seek to prepare them to be 

‗soldiers‘ of Jesus Christ.  It is the prayer and hope of the Seminary staff that men might be prepared to hold 

forth the gospel of God‘s grace in power and rightly divide the Word.  This much is to be expected of men 

set apart for that work.  

 

2.  Purpose 

The purpose of the Seminary is to prepare our own men for the ministry.  In addition there is a range of 

‗distance learning‘ students from various parts of the world who take parts of the course.  In a period in 

which men have not come forward for our ministry, the opportunity to teach others beyond our borders 

sustains the work of the lecturers and provides a degree of influence for which we are thankful to the Lord. 

 

3.  Students 

In the past Session (2014-15) we have had just two FC(C) students, one completing his studies this year 

(Mr Murdo MacIver) and one completing his discourses (Mr James Haram).  It is expected that these men 

will graduate this year (Lord willing).  Besides these men there is an FC(C) student in the USA (Noah 

Manring from Columbia, Missouri) and 7 ―private‖ students from Scotland (1), USA (2), Malaysia (1) and 

Australia (3).  For the greater part the ‗private‘ students are taking individual courses, though some are 

progressively working through the Syllabus. 

 

4.  Courses 

The Seminary Committee is considering the use of courses and resources for office-bearers.  It is felt that as 

there are so few of our own students at the moment opportunity might be taken to develop modified courses 

that might be helpful for elders.  In this, the involvement and co-operation of Presbyteries would be sought. 

 

5.  Journal 

One venture followed through this year was the publication, through Lulu, of a Seminary Journal with 

papers from each of the lecturers.  This is forthcoming both as a printed book and an e-book through Lulu 

(www.lulu.com). 

 

6.  Principal-Emeritus 

The resignation of William Macleod as Principal was keenly felt.  Mr Macleod‘s administrative work and 

his rapport with the students were greatly appreciated. 

 

7.  Dates 

As to future dates, Lord willing, the closing of the Seminary will take place on 19th June in the Westhill 

Church at 7.30pm.  Rev. Henry J T Woods will give the closing lecture on this occasion. The 2015-16 

Session is expected to begin with an opening meeting and lecture on 15th September.  

 

8.  Need 

The Seminary is well settled in the Westhill Church which is very convenient for classes and contains a 

designated library.  We look to the Lord for usefulness, and that it might please Him to raise up men for the 

ministry.  To this end a plea is made to the Church at large to make this a matter of earnest intercessions. 

―…the harvest is truly plenteous, but the labourers are few; pray ye therefore the Lord of the harvest, that he 

will send forth labourers into his harvest‖ (Matthew 9:37-38). 

JOHN W KEDDIE, Principal 
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PROPOSED DELIVERANCE 

 

1. The General Assembly receive the Report of the Training of the Ministry Committee & Admissions 

Committee and thank the Committee; especially the Convener and also the Clerk for his diligent 

efforts throughout the year; 

2. The General Assembly thank the lecturers in the Seminary for their diligent work over the past year; 

3. The General Assembly empower the Commission of Assembly to dispose of the Application for 

Admission from Rev. Iain Smith as required; 

4. The General Assembly retain the present system of grants and loans; 

5. The General Assembly appoint a Student Expenses Scheme whereby: 

5.1 Vacant congregations on Special Arrangements within Scotland are entitled to apply to be 

reimbursed for the reasonable travel expenses of final-year students providing necessary 

Sabbath supply on two occasions within the student‘s final year; 

5.2  All other congregations within Scotland are entitled to apply to be reimbursed for the 

reasonable travel expenses of final-year students providing necessary Sabbath supply once 

within the student‘s final year; 

5.3 Applications for reimbursement for such travel expenses will be made by congregations to the 

clerk to the Training of the Ministry & Admissions Committee who will arrange for payment 

to be made from the Committee‘s budget; 

6. The General Assembly note with satisfaction the agreement between the Committee and the 

Presbytery of the United States of America regarding the training of students from America. 
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XI. 

REPORT 

OF THE 

SPECIAL COMMITTEE ANENT STRATEGIC REVIEW 

 

1.  Introduction 

In May 2014 the General Assembly repealed Act XVIII – Act anent Appointment of Strategy Committee 

2003, replacing it with the appointment of a Special Committee anent Strategic Review, whose remit was 

given as, to consult with all Presbyteries and Standing and Special Committees of Assembly so as to 

coordinate and document their vision and views on the future requirements of the Church within their 

Bounds and sphere of responsibility.  The Committee was instructed to provide an Interim Report on the 

progress made to the 2015 General Assembly, and thereafter, a final report to the 2016 General Assembly.   

 

The Committee as appointed by the General Assembly is composed of a Minister and Elder from each 

Scottish Presbytery with the Principal Clerk and Treasurer as Advisers, its membership being as follows: 

Andrew Allan, Raymond Kemp, Greg MacDonald, Timothy McGlynn, Allan Murray, Ministers, together 

with John N. Gillies (Partick), Lindsay MacCallum, Callum MacLean (Stornoway), Donald Robertson and 

Alexander Watt, Ruling Elders; Timothy McGlynn, Convener and Greg MacDonald, Vice-convener, the 

Principal Clerk and the General Treasurer as Advisers. 

 

2.  Progress 

The Committee entered upon an initial two-stage programme of consultation with Presbyteries and 

Standing and Special Committees of Assembly.  Firstly, a Strategic Review Questionnaire was prepared 

and issued to all Presbyteries.  The Questionnaire asked each Presbytery to document their vision and views 

on the future requirements of the Church within their own Bounds.  These have now been returned to the 

Committee.  The responses of each Presbytery to individual questions are being collectively assessed, with 

the intention being for the Committee to ascertain the areas in, or points on which, there may be a 

consensus of opinion.  

 

Secondly, a Strategic Review Questionnaire has been prepared for Special and Standing Committees of 

Assembly that is relative to their spheres of responsibility, and this is now in the process of being forwarded 

to all Committees for their consideration.  When these are returned to the Strategic Review Committee the 

responses will be considered, assessed and the results incorporated into the final report. 

 

The Committee expect to be in a position to present a full Report, to the 2016 General Assembly as directed 

by the General Assembly of 2014. 

 

TIMOTHY McGLYNN, Convener 

GREG MACDONALD, Vice-convener 

 

PROPOSED DELIVERANCE 

1. The General Assembly receive and adopt the Interim Report of the Committee anent Strategic 

Review and thank the Committee, especially the Convener and the Clerk; 

2. The General Assembly encourage the Committee in their work and look forward to receiving their 

final Report in due course. 
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XII. 

REPORT 

OF THE 

SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON BUILDING PROJECTS 

 

1.  The Special Committee on Building Projects was revived by the Commission of Assembly in November 

2011, with a role similar to the remit of the original Committee.  All Presbyteries were instructed to 

commission up to two persons from within their bounds to serve as members of the Committee on Building 

Projects, having skills in the disciplines of building design and construction or in finance and project 

management.  

  

2.  During 2014 the Central Building Fund made considerable progress and buildings have been purchased 

to serve as manses in a number of our congregations to date.  All of these buildings, however, were already 

existing dwelling houses which have been purchased on the open property market.  Professionally prepared 

‗Home Reports‘ have thus been available in each case to satisfy our own needs and those of commercial 

lenders in terms of the standard of construction of these buildings.  In instances where there might be the 

potential for a congregation to contemplate a new build designed and constructed to meet their specific 

needs, it was proposed that advice on suitability and design quality would be sought in the first instance 

from the Special Committee, prior to consideration of the project by the Finance Committee.  To date no 

such project has been brought forward and there has, therefore, not been a need to convene a meeting of the 

Special Committee on Building Projects.  It is proposed that this situation will be kept under review and it 

may be prudent in due course for approval of the Assembly to be sought for the winding up of this 

Committee if it proves in practice not to be required.  Nonetheless, it is important in the meantime that 

Presbyteries notify the Convener of any changes that may occur in respect of those whom they have 

nominated to represent them as members of the Committee. 

  

JOHN MACKENZIE, Convener  

  

PROPOSED DELIVERANCE 

  

1. The General Assembly receive and adopt the Report of the Special Committee on Building Projects;  

2. The General Assembly instruct the Committee to continue to report progress to the General 

Assembly;  

3. The General Assembly instruct Presbyteries to notify the Convener of any changes that occur in 

respect of those who represent them on the Special Committee. 
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XIII. 

REPORT 

OF THE 

GENERAL TRUSTEES 

 

1. When in 2003 the General Assembly requested Presbyteries to nominate men whom they deemed to 

have the requisite gifts and commercial experience to represent them as General Trustees for the 

Denomination, the process of Presbytery adjustment had yet to take place.  The outcome of that was that the 

Southern Presbytery were represented by two able men, Messrs Maurice Grant and John N Gillies.  These 

men had been nominated respectively by their former Presbyteries of Edinburgh & Perth and Glasgow.  

Note was taken of this situation by the General Trustees when they met on 24 June 2014 when it was agreed 

―that the matter be brought to the attention of the Southern Presbytery for comment and thereafter a 

recommendation might be made in the Report to the next General Assembly.‖  The Southern Presbytery 

took up consideration of this matter when they met on 20 October 2014.  The relevant extract Minute from 

that meeting was as follows:  

 

―The Presbytery took up consideration of a letter of 16th August 2014 from the Chairman of the 

General Trustees pointing out that the Presbytery currently had two representatives (Mr John Gillies 

and Mr Maurice Grant) on the Roll of General Trustees, consequent upon these appointments having 

been made by the former Glasgow and Edinburgh Presbyteries prior to their amalgamation in 2008.  

In the light of this situation Mr John Gillies offered his resignation as a Trustee representing the 

Presbytery.  It was moved, seconded and agreed that the Presbytery accept Mr Gillies resignation 

and thank him for all his work on their behalf as a Trustee.  They recognise that Mr Maurice Grant is 

now their sole representative on the Roll of General Trustees.‖  

 

The General Trustees wish to convey their own sense of appreciation to Mr Gillies for his very considerable 

input to their workload during the year under review.  They are most grateful that although he is standing 

down at this time as a member of the Board of General Trustees, he continues to have an important and 

influential role as their Clerk.  In consequence of this, the General Trustees are requesting that the 

Assembly approve the following as the current Roll of the Board of Trustees:- 

 

 
 

2. The Rules governing the Appointment & Tenure of Office and the Functions of the General Trustees 

were set out in the Report and Deliverance from the Legal Committee to the 2014 Assembly and were  

enacted ad interim in Act XV 22 May 2014. The Legal Advice & Property Committee were instructed to 

consult with Presbyteries anent possible amendment with the proviso that any such amendments were to be 

in the hands of the Clerk to the Legal Advice & Property Committee not later than 31 December 2014.  No 

amendments to the legislation have been brought to our notice by any of our Presbyteries and it is therefore 

anticipated that this General Assembly will homologate the terms of Act XV 2014.  Were this to be the 

Southern Presbytery Mr Maurice Grant, Edinburgh. Appointed Act XIV, 2007 

Northern Presbytery Mr John MacKenzie, Assynt & Eddrachillis. Appointed Act XIV, 2007 

Presbytery of the Outer 

Hebrides 

Mr Donald Martin, Stornoway. Appointed Act X, 2013 

Presbytery of Inverness Mr Alistair MacKintosh, Duthil-Dores. Appointed Act XIV, 2007 

Presbytery of Skye &  

Lochcarron 

Mr Angus Shaw, Snizort. Appointed Act XIV, 2007 
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case, Presbyteries are instructed to take due cognisance of the terms of Section A of the Rules in the context 

of appointment and tenure of office of the General Trustees. 

 

3. Regrettably there have been to date no offers submitted for purchase of the dwelling house at Tain,  

bequeathed to the Church.  The General Trustees accordingly requested that the Law Agents liaise with the 

solicitors acting for the Executors of the late Mr Douglas Fraser in the hope that their agreement could be 

reached for transfer to the General Trustees of title to this asset.  The legal process to facilitate this is 

currently ongoing.  The Law Agents have also been asked to take appropriate action to have title to the 

property at Old Edinburgh Road Inverness transferred to the General Trustees. 

 

4. Probably few members of the General Assembly are familiar with the burden of responsibility that rests 

on the General Trustees on behalf of the Church to satisfy the requirements of charities law in Scotland.  

That probably can be best summarised by reproducing here clause 1.1.1 of the six-page Schedule that 

accompanies the letter of engagement between the Church and our Auditors, CIB Services, Stornoway.  The 

terms of that particular clause are as follows: 

 

‗As Trustees of Free Church of Scotland (Continuing) (the charity), you are responsible for keeping 

adequate accounting records that are sufficient to show and explain the charity‘s transactions and 

disclose with reasonable accuracy at any time the financial position of the charitable company and to 

enable you to ensure that the financial statements comply with the Charities and Trustee Investment 

(Scotland) Act 2005. You are also responsible for preparing financial statements which give a true 

and fair view and have been prepared in accordance with United Kingdom Accounting Standards 

(United Kingdom Generally Accepted Accounting Practice) and the Charities and Trustee 

Investment (Scotland) Act 2005 and regulations made under it‘. 

 

The annual meeting of the General Trustees convened to approve the accounts of the Church and to agree to 

sign them off as those responsible to the statutory authorities on behalf of the Church took place on 24 April 

2015.  There was considerable discussion on that occasion concerning the need for diligence to ensure that 

there is an adequate audit trail for all financial transactions undertaken in respect of any activity operating 

under the auspices of the Free Church (Continuing).  The General Trustees concluded that the only safe way 

for this to be guaranteed is for every financial transaction to be carried out through appropriate systems 

overseen by the General Treasurer.  The General Trustees are aware that in the years following the Division 

in 2000, a small number of separate bank accounts were operated and authorised by some Standing 

Committees of Assembly.  Subsequently the General Treasurer made strenuous efforts to bring all such 

accounts under his control to ensure that the charitable status of the Church was not put at risk by 

apparently inadequate financial control.  The General Trustees are required to sign a declaration to the 

effect that all financial transactions have been disclosed to the Auditors and that all such transactions have 

passed through the financial system of the Church.  To enable them to do so with a clear conscience, the 

General Trustees therefore require Conveners and Clerks of Standing Committees and others who may be 

responsible for events organised by them on behalf of the Church, to ensure that all financial transactions 

are carried out using the central systems managed and controlled by the Committee on Finance & 

Sustentation and by the General Treasurer. 

JOHN MACKENZIE, Chairman. 

 

PROPOSED DELIVERANCE 

 

1. The General Assembly receive and adopt the Report of the General Trustees and thank them for their 

work on behalf of the Church; 

2. The General Assembly convey their sincere thanks to Mr Alasdair Buchanan for his legal advice and 

assistance always conveyed with diligence and courtesy; 
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3. The General Assembly note the resignation of Mr John N Gillies as a General Trustee.  They express 

their thanks for his work in this capacity and express their appreciation for his willingness to 

continue in the role of Clerk to the General Trustees; 

4. The General Assembly approve the current Roll of the Board of General Trustees as follows: 

Mr Maurice Grant, Edinburgh. Mr John MacKenzie, Assynt & Eddrachillis. Mr Donald Martin,     

Stornoway. Mr Alistair MacKintosh, Duthil-Dores. Mr Angus Shaw, Snizort; 

5. The General Assembly instruct Presbyteries to diligently take note of the provisions for the a 

appointment of General Trustees and their tenure of office; 

6. The General Assembly note with approval that the legal process for transfer of title to the General  

Trustees of the properties at Tain and at Old Edinburgh Road, Inverness is expected to be concluded 

in the near future; 

7. The General Assembly instruct Conveners and Clerks of all Standing and Special Committees of 

Assembly and all other persons involved in organising events on behalf of the Church to diligently 

ensure that all financial transactions are conducted entirely within the central financial systems 

controlled by the Committee on Finance & Sustentation and by the General Treasurer. 
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XIV. 

REPORT 

OF THE  

SPECIAL COMMITTEE ANENT CHURCH COURTS 

 

1.   Remit of the Committee 

The General Assembly of 2013 established the Special Committee anent Church Courts with the following 

remit: 

 

The General Assembly, recognising the importance for the whole Church of the matter raised by the 

Overture of the Free Western Synod, with its practical and constitutional implications, and having 

regard to the concerns expressed in the Overture in connection with the present working of Synods, 

grant its crave to the extent that they establish a special committee comprising all Presbytery, Synod 

and Assembly Clerks, with the Assistant Clerk of Assembly as Convener, to consider the overall 

court structure of the Church, in consultation with Presbyteries, and to report to the next General 

Assembly with recommendations thereanent. 

 

Given that the Committee‘s remit is concerned with the court structure in the current situation the Church 

finds herself in, the work of the Committee has largely been confined to the question of the rôle or need for 

a distinct court between local Presbyteries and the supreme Court of the Church, currently the General 

Assembly.   

 

2.   Consultation with Presbyteries 

As reported to the 2014 General Assembly, the Committee consulted with Presbyteries regarding the place 

of Provincial Synods in the life of the Church today.  The options suggested were: 

1.  Designate the supreme court as a Synod in place of the General Assembly;  

2.  Abolish Synods;  

3.  Place Synods in abeyance until such time as they can be useful Courts;  

4.  Place Synods in abeyance apart from their function as a Court of appeal; 

5.  Enhance the role of Synods to make them more productive today. 

 

Presbyteries were asked to return a preference, though it was indicated that preferences might not be 

confined to the above. 

 

Responses from Presbyteries were as follows: 

 

1. Option1 – 2 Presbyteries (Southern Presbytery, and Presbytery of Inverness). 

2. Option 4 – 3 Presbyteries  (Northern Presbytery, Presbytery of the Outer Hebrides, and Presbytery 

 of Skye & Lochcarron). 

3. No Option – The Committee noted that the Presbytery of the United States made no indication of a 

preferred option but made a substantial submission for consideration.  

 

Following discussion in the Committee, it became clear that although there were a number who for various 

reasons were reluctant to see any changes in the functioning of Synods, there was a widespread desire for 

there to be either a reduction in the number of judicatories superior to that of presbytery or else that the 

functions of Synods should be reduced so that only in cases of need would meetings of Synod be held.   

 

The Committee were also aware that a few people had also raised concerns regarding Options 2 and 3 and 

their implication for Ordination vows which include the term Synod and the Presbyterian form of Church 
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government associated with it.  Whilst the majority of the Committee were not persuaded by these concerns 

in that, according to their understanding, the principles of Presbyterianism would remain upheld, it was 

accepted that if Synods were to be simply abolished, the continuation of the use of the word Synod in the 

Questions and Formula would be questionable and that there would probably, in such circumstances, be the 

requirement for an amendment to be made to them, which would effectively mean a change to the 

Constitution of the Church. 

 

3.   Recommendation 

Aware of the widespread belief in the Church that Synods as currently constituted and in the reduced state 

of the Church after 2000 are not functioning effectively, the Committee believe that for the reasons given 

below, the best and simplest solution is that of Option 4 – the Placing Synods in abeyance apart from their 

appeal function. 

 

a)  This solution avoids constitutional changes.   

As indicated above, the abolition of Synods would most probably at least involve a change to the 

Constitution of the Church and the Questions & Formula in particular.  This is avoided if Synods are 

retained.  Were the General Assembly to cease to exist and a General Synod held in its place, then this 

would in effect involve a change in the Constitution and practice of the Church, even if a place were 

allowed for a General Assembly in the future.   

 

b)  This solution is simple to implement.   

The abolition of Synods would involve the review of a considerable amount of Assembly Acts and findings.  

Similarly, the designating of a General Synod as the Supreme Court of the Church would involve many 

changes to the legislation and practice of the Church.  This is avoided if Synods are retained, even when 

some of their functions are removed. 

 

c)  This solution preserves the benefits of an additional layer of Appeal / Complaint.  

Retaining the Appeal etc function of Synods allows an additional opportunity for cases etc to be reviewed 

by a wider body than the Presbytery.  Although at present Appeals etc are thankfully rare, there have been 

instances when a Synod has been able to deal expeditiously with a Complaint and this has led to the final 

disposing of the matter without recourse of parties to a meeting of the General Assembly some time later.  

Additionally, the hearing of such cases can at times confine the matter in hand to a more local area as 

opposed to it coming up before the whole Church in General Assembly.  This is to be preferred, if at all 

possible.  Although it is to be hoped that such cases would be few and far between, the option of Appeal etc 

to Synod can be seen to be of considerable advantage. 

 

d)  This solution avoids Synods meeting for merely routine business. 

That Synods have created means to make their meetings meaningful apart from merely routine business is 

generally acknowledged.  This in part explains why attendance at Synods tends to be poor and 

unrepresentative of the Charges and Presbyteries within the Bounds of Synods.  This solution deals with 

this problem effectively. 

 

e)  The solution is permissive rather than prescriptive.   

The Committee‘s proposed legislation is framed on the basis that Synods will continue to have the right to 

meet should that be their desire.  Although merely routine functions would be removed from them, they 

could meet for other business.  This has been proposed partly to simplify changes to existing legislation but 

also to allow for meetings where Synods themselves believe they can be profitable.  The Committee 

recognise that in practice few, if any, such meetings may take place, but believe this option should be left 

open to Synods. 
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f)  This solution is easily reversible. 

It is recognised that changes can often have unintended consequences or that they may not yield the 

solution that was originally expected.  The simpler the change proposed, the easier it should be to reverse, if 

required.  This solution appears to deal with the problems highlighted in the current Synod arrangements in 

a simple way, but should difficulties be found, the legislation could easily be repealed.  The same cannot be 

said of other options. 

 

g)  This solution commands general acceptance.   

A majority of presbyteries indicating a choice, favoured this option.  In addition it appears to commend 

itself fairly readily to those whose preference would be for another option.  The same cannot be said of the 

other options.  Those who wish to maintain the status quo can acquiesce with Option 4, as can those whose 

first choice would be the complete removal of a layer of Church Courts.  The Committee believe that it is 

important to find a solution that is workable and commands general support and this option provides it. 

 

4.   Proposed Legislation 

As indicated above, the proposed deliverance is largely permissive rather than prescriptive.  To enable 

Synods to avail themselves of the opportunity to only meet if required, changes have been proposed 

regarding those routine matters normally remitted to Synods such as the review of Presbytery Records or 

intimation to Synods of Students applying for Licence.  In the latter case, the intimation is also made to 

Presbyteries and thus the right of individuals to make representations to the Church Courts thereanent is 

preserved.  The cessation of the appointment of corresponding members has also been proposed.  Given 

changes in communications and the reduced state of the Church, these are seen as unnecessary compared to 

former years.  Practical matters such as the review of Presbytery & Synod Records, and the maintaining of 

Moderators and Clerks of Synods have also been included.   

GRAEME CRAIG, Convener 

 

PROPOSED DELIVERANCE 

 

1. The General Assembly receive and adopt the Report of the Special Committee anent Church Courts 

and thank the Committee, especially the Convener and Clerk; 

2. The General Assembly enact that with effect from the rising of the 2015 General Assembly the 

Mainland and Western Synods shall not be required to meet on the stated dates of their Ordinary 

Meetings on the first Tuesday in April and the fourth Tuesday in March, respectively; 

 Notwithstanding, each Synod: 

(i)  shall have the right to meet for an Ordinary meeting; 

(ii) shall continue to maintain their functions as courts to hear and dispose of Complaints,   

  Appeals, References, Petitions and Overtures from the inferior judicatories; 

(iii) shall meet as directed by the General Assembly; 

(iv) shall meet by competent requisition from members; 

3. The first Tuesday in April for the Mainland Synod, and the fourth Tuesday in March for the Western 

Synod, shall continue to mark the end of the ecclesiastical year for Presbyteries within the bounds of 

those Synods; 

4. Each Synod shall have the right and duty to appoint its own Moderator.  Where the Moderator last 

appointed is not available, the most senior minister in a charge within the bounds of the Synod shall 
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function as Moderator with regard to the calling of a meeting of Synod and shall chair the initial part 

of the meeting of Synod until the Synod appoints its new Moderator; 

5. Each Synod shall have the right and duty to appoint its own Clerk.  Where the Clerk last appointed is 

no longer available, an appointment of a Clerk pro tem shall be made by the Assembly 

Arrangements & Nominations Committee and the said Committee shall report to the General 

Assembly thereanent; 

6. Each Synod shall no longer be obliged to appoint Commissioners to have correspondence with other 

Synods near them (Act Sess. 23,24, 1638); 

7. The Training of the Ministry & Admissions Committee shall no longer be required to intimate to 

Synods the names of students applying for Licence (Act V 1979); 

8. The Records of each Synod shall be submitted to the General Assembly for inspection each year, 

whether or not any meeting of the Synod shall have taken place in the year under review; 

9. The Records of each Presbytery, hitherto reviewed by the Synod of the bounds, shall henceforth be 

submitted to the General Assembly for review. 
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Which day a quorum of members of the Commission appointed by last General Assembly 

being met, Rev. John Morrison was called to the Chair, and the meeting was constituted 

with devotional exercises. 

 

The Principal Clerk of Assembly submitted a note of the business to come before the 

Commission. 

 

A printed copy of the Acts and Proceedings of the last General Assembly was laid on the 

table. 

 

The Commission of Assembly called for the Records of the Free Presbytery of the United 

States of America, the Records of the Psalmody Committee and the Records of the Free 

Mainland Synod. 

 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

The Commission of Assembly appoint the Principal Clerk, the Assistant Clerk, Mr 

Maurice Grant, Rev. Greg MacDonald and Rev. John Macleod (Duthil-Dores, Rtd) a 

Committee to examine the Records of the United States of America, the Records of the 

Psalmody Committee and the Records of the Free Mainland Synod. 

 

The Commission of Assembly called for the Report of the Committee anent Examination 

of Records. 

 
1.  Commission 

Constituted 

  

  

  

  

2.  Note of Business 

  

  

  

3.  Tabling of Acts 

of Assembly 

 

 

4.  Examination of 

Records 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Committee 

appointed   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

At Inverness and within the Free Greyfriars Church,  

Westhill, there on Tuesday 7th October 2014 

 

MINUTES OF THE PROCEEDINGS 

OF THE COMMISSION 

OF THE 

GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE FREE CHURCH OF SCOTLAND 

(CONTINUING) 

being 

 

the Minutes of Ordinary Meeting of the Commission on 7th October 2014. 

 

7TH OCTOBER  

Tuesday 
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It was moved, seconded and agreed that 

 

1. The Commission of Assembly direct that the Records of the Free Presbytery of the 

United States of America be attested and that the Principal Clerk give advice to the 

said Presbytery thereanent; 

2. The Commission of Assembly direct that the Records of the Psalmody Committee be 

attested once the blank spaces in the Records have been voided; 

3. The Commission of Assembly approve the attestation of the Records of the Free 

Mainland Synod. 

The Commission of Assembly took up consideration of a Report from the Finance & 

Sustentation Committee which was given in by the Convener in the following terms: 

 

COMMITTEE BUDGETS 

The draft budgets for 2015 are given in Appendix 1.  The Finance & Sustentation 

Committee wish to draw to the attention of Commissioners the projected deficit of 

£54,000 for the coming year. The Committee, and General Treasurer, urge all 

Standing Committees and the wider denomination to take cognisance of this and 

seek to exercise wise stewardship of the resources available to us in the work of the 

Lord. 

 

SUSTENTATION FUND SCHEDULES 

The Committee are recommending that the congregation of Poolewe & Aultbea be 

placed on the Equal Dividend Platform under Special Arrangements for a period of 

five years from the rising of the Commission of Assembly subject to them 

promising to remit a minimum sum of £9,000 per annum in a vacancy and £11,000 

in the event of a settlement. 

ANDREW I. NAYLOR, Convener 

KENNETH M. MACDONALD, Vice-convener 

 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that  

 

1. The Commission of Assembly receive and adopt the report of the Finance & 

Sustentation Committee and thank the Convener and Clerk; 

2.  The Commission of Assembly thank the General Treasurer for his work in compiling 

the draft budgets and for the timeous provision of detailed financial information on a 

regular basis; 

3. The Commission of Assembly approve the projected deficit of £54,000 for the coming 

year 2015 and urge all Standing Committees and the wider denomination to take 

cognisance of this projected deficit and encourage them to exercise wise stewardship of 

the resources available to them in the work of the Lord; 

4. The Commission of Assembly place the Congregation of Poolewe & Aultbea on the 

Equal Dividend Platform under Special Arrangements for a period of five years from the 

rising of the Commission of Assembly subject to them promising to remit to Central 

Funds a minimum of £9,000 per annum in a vacancy and £11,000 in the event of a 

settlement; 

4.  Examination of 

Records (cont.)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.  Report of the 

Finance  & 

Sustentation 

Committee  

 

Report 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Finding 
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5.  The Commission of Assembly note that word ―stipend‖ as referred to in paragraph 20 

of the Finding on the Report of the Home & Foreign Missions Committee in May 2014 is 

to be understood in the sense of ―maintenance‖. 

 

The thanks of the Commission were accorded to the Deacons‘ Court and Congregation of 

Inverness Free Greyfriars Church for their kind use of the building and to Mr Glenn 

Fraser for hospitality shown to Commissioners. 

 

It was moved, seconded and agreed that the Commission appoint a Committee to revise 

the Minute consisting of Messrs David Blunt, Raymond Kemp and Greg MacDonald. 

 

This being all the business the Sederunt was closed with prayer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

On Tuesday 3rd March 2015 there was no business to bring before the Commission and 

therefore it did not meet. 

 

 

 

 

 

5.  Thanks 

 

 

 

 

 

6.  Committee to 

Revise Minute  

 

 

7.  Adjournment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7TH OCTOBER  

Tuesday 
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STANDING ORDERS OF ASSEMBLY 

As revised and classified by Act VIII, 1853; and amended by Act VIII, 1855; Act VI, 1856; Act 

III, 1857; Act X, 1858; Act III, 1859; Act III, 1860; Act X, 1861; Act IV, 1864; Act IV, 1865; Act 

IX, 1866; Act VIII, 1868; Act I, 1873; Act I, 1876; Act I, 1885; Act IV, 1888; Acts VI, and VII, 

1889; Acts IX, XIII, XIV, 1890; Act V, 1891; Act V, 1893; Act VII, 1894; Act IX, 1896; Act X, 

1907; Act X, 1908; Act VIII, 1909; Act V, 1911; Act VIII, 1912; Act IV, 1913; Act V, 1913; and 

findings of 26th May 1916, 30th May 1921, 16th November 1921 and 29th May 1923 and Act III, 

1926; finding of 31st May 1927; Act V, 1929; Act VII, 1930; Act VIII, 1931; Acts VIII, IX and X, 

1933; Act III, 1936; Act VII, 1937; Act II, 1940; Act II, 1947 and Act IX, 1948; finding of 25 th 

May 1950; Act VII, 1950; finding of 22nd May 1952; Act IV, 1954; Act VI, 1961; Act I, 1963; 

Act VII, 1963; finding of 19th May 1964; Act I, 1965; Act II, 1966; finding of 26th May 1966; Act 

XIV, 1967; Act I, 1968; Act IV, 1968; Act II, 1969; Act III, 1969; Act IX, 1970; Act XXV, 1973; 

Act I, 1975; Act XXXVII, 1975 amended by Act XI, 1980 and Act XXIII, 1977; Act XIV, 1978; 

Act II, 1979 amended by Act XII, 1980 and Act XXIII, 1979 and Act VIII, 1982; Act II, 1984; 

Act VIII, 1987; Act III, 1989; Act III, 1992; Act VIII, 1993; Act XXVI, 1993; Act XVI, 1995; 

Act I, 1996; Act III, 1996; Act IV, 1997; Act II, 1998; finding of 22nd May 1998; Act XX, 1999; 

finding of 10th May 1999; Act XXII, 2001; Act III, 2002; Act XVIII, 2003; Act III 2008.; Act X  

2012; Act I, 2013. 

It is ordered — 

I. AS TO REPRESENTATION OF PRESBYTERIES 

1. That all Commissions, transmitted to the Clerk of Assembly, shall be revised by him, in so far as 

regards their regularity in point of form, and that the Clerk shall prepare a Report on the subject and submit 

the same to the Committee appointed by the Assembly for the revising of Commissions. 

2. That the Clerk of the Assembly shall furnish all Presbytery Clerks with printed copies of the form of 

Commission to Representatives hitherto in use, and also printed copies of the bona fide Certificates to be 

used by Kirk Sessions, according to Act VIII, Assembly 1853, and Act IX, Assembly 1863, for certifying 

elders who are chosen to be Commissioners to the General Assembly. 

3. That there shall be attached to Commissions a statement, certified by the Presbytery Clerk, of the 

number of charges in each Presbytery at the date of the Commission, and of any changes that have taken 

place during the previous year. 

4. That Clerks of Presbyteries shall send intimation to the Clerk of Assembly on the death of a 

colleague, or of the induction of a colleague immediately after that event has taken place. 

5. That the Assembly Arrangements Committee at its stated meeting in October shall ascertain the 

effects as regards representation of any changes in Presbyteries which may have occurred in the course of 

the previous year, by the death or removal, or by the induction of Colleague-ministers, or by the sanctioning 

or the reduction of charges by the preceding General Assembly or its Commission, or by any other cause, 

and shall immediately thereafter intimate to the Presbyteries concerned what will be their representation in 

the ensuing General Assembly. 

6. That the decision of the Assembly Arrangements Committee, so intimated to Presbyteries, shall be 

subject to review by the General Assembly, if appealed against or dissented from. 

7. That should any question arise between the month of January and the meeting of Assembly, not 
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provided for by these Orders, the Assembly Arrangements Committee shall meet for the consideration and 

disposal of such questions. 

II. AS TO THE TRANSMISSION TO THE CLERK OF ASSEMBLY FOR THE COMMITTEE ON BILLS, 

COMMISSIONS, OVERTURES, RETURNS TO OVERTURES AND PETITIONS 

1. That the names and full postal addresses of the Representatives of Presbyteries shall be transmitted 

by Presbytery Clerks to the Clerk of Assembly not later than the first day of May in each year, so far as they 

have been elected by that time. 

2. That all Commissions shall be sent up by Clerks of their respective Presbyteries, so as to be in the 

hands of the Clerk of the General Assembly at least one week before the Assembly meets. 

3. That all Overtures from Presbyteries and Synods, passed by the first day of May, be sent to the 

Clerk of Assembly not later than that date each year, in order that they may be duly arranged and printed, at 

the expense of the Assembly, for the use of the members, and that said Overtures be in the form of certified 

extracts from the Minutes of the Court by which the Overtures are transmitted. 

4. That Presbyteries shall transmit to the Clerk of Assembly their Returns to Overtures not later than 

the first day of May in each year; that said Presbyterial Returns shall consist of certified extracts from the 

Minutes of Presbytery; and that a separate leaf of paper shall be used for the Return on each Overture sent 

down by the General Assembly. 

5. That papers and cases intended to be transmitted to the Assembly through the Committee on Bills, 

shall be laid before that Committee by the Clerk of Assembly, and parties concerned shall be in attendance 

at that meeting. 

6. That all such papers shall be printed by the Clerk, except such papers as he may consider 

undesirable to print; that papers not printed shall be submitted in manuscript; and that if the Committee does 

not endorse the view of the Clerk, the papers shall forthwith be printed for the use of the Assembly. 

7. That these regulations shall not apply to Petitions for authority to sell congregational property, 

which Petitions shall not be transmitted through the Bills and Overtures Committee, but in the case of those 

addressed to the General Assembly shall be forwarded through the regular channels so as to be in the hands 

of the Principal Clerk not later than 28th February in each year. In the case of such Petitions addressed to 

the Commission of Assembly, they shall be forwarded so as to be in the hands of the Principal Clerk not 

later than one month before the date of the meeting of Commission to which it is proposed to submit them. 

The Principal Clerk shall lay each Petition before the Committee on Custody of Titles with a view to a 

report thereon being timeously prepared. 

III. AS TO COMMITTEE FOR BILLS AND OVERTURES 

1. That the Committee on Bills and Overtures appointed by the Assembly at their first diet, shall meet 

at the close of the first sederunt that day, and again if necessary on the following day before the meeting of 

Assembly. 

2. That there shall be no other meeting of the Committee except by leave of the Assembly on special 

cause shown. 

3. That the Committee shall see that all papers presented to them in Cases from Inferior Courts, 

whether forming part of the Record, or produced in evidence before said Courts, have been duly dated and 

numbered by the Clerk of said Courts, and marked with his initial; and that the Committee shall not receive 
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any paper which is not authenticated, unless upon special cause shown, to be reported by them to the 

General Assembly. 

IV.  AS TO PRINTING PAPERS IN CASES COMING UP TO THE ASSEMBLY 

1. That all papers coming before the Assembly — viz. Memorials, Petitions (excepting those for 

power to sell property), Applications, References, Complaints and Appeals, with Extracts of Minutes of 

Inferior Courts, relative thereto, as also Reasons of Complaint or Appeal; and in cases of Libel with the 

Defences and Evidence adduced — which are passed by the Inferior Court before the first of May, shall be 

transmitted in manuscript to the Clerk of Assembly not later than that date in each year, in order to be 

printed in sufficient numbers for the use of the members of Assembly; and that papers passed by the Inferior 

Courts at a later date shall be transmitted to the Clerk without delay. 

2. That all such papers shall be printed by the Clerk, except any papers which he considers may lead 

to discussions in the Committee on Bills and Overtures; that he shall retain these in manuscript, and submit 

them in that form to the Committee, and that a list of them shall be appended to the volume containing the 

papers passing the Clerk. 

3. That in cases of discipline brought before the Assembly by reference from a Presbytery or Synod, 

or by complaint by a minority of the Court, the expense of printing shall be borne by the Assembly 

Arrangements Committee; in other circumstances by the Complainer or Appellant; and that in all other 

cases, such as Petitions, References not in Causes, Memorials, etc. the expense shall be borne by the party 

having interest in same, or desiring a deliverance from the Assembly. 

4. That all such papers be printed in a form corresponding to pages of the volume of Acts of the 

General Assembly of the Free Church of Scotland. 

5. That all such papers shall be stitched together, and provided with an alphabetical index; and that a 

copy thereof shall be placed in the hands of each member of the Assembly. 

6. That a copy of every printed paper shall be kept by the Clerk of Assembly to be bound up and kept 

among the Records of Assembly. 

V. AS TO THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY 

1.  Devotional Exercises  

1. That a bell shall be rung for one minute; and members shall take their places in the House before 

the Moderator takes the Chair; that the Assembly Hall doors shall be closed each day during the opening 

exercises to prevent interruption by persons entering the House during that time; and that the Assembly 

shall spend the first hour or more of the first diet of the second full day of their meeting in devotional 

exercises. 

2. That any proposal for a pause in the Assembly‘s proceedings with a view to engage in special 

devotional exercise, shall be made to the Assembly only through the Moderator. 

2.  Business Committee and Committee for Printing the Acts 

1. That the Assembly shall, at their first diet, appoint a Committee to arrange the Business of the 

House (other than the Report A of the Assembly Arrangements Committee, which hereafter shall be 

considered at the first sederunt of the Assembly, the proposed Deliverance on said Report to be free from 

the application of Standing Order V.3.4); that the Business Committee shall be prepared to make their first 

Report to the Assembly at the first diet of the first full day, immediately after the report of the Committee 
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on Bills and Overtures has been read; and further, that the Business Committee shall report from time to 

time to the Assembly till the whole business has been disposed of. 

2. That the Business Committee shall in their Report indicate such petitions as are of routine nature; 

that motions and amendments regarding such petitions shall be handed in and read by the Clerk before the 

first adjournment on the day before they are intended to be moved; and that if at the time of consideration of 

such a Petition there is no objection to it being classified as of a routine nature, the motion regarding it will 

be formally moved and seconded. 

3. That the Assembly shall, at their first diet, appoint a Committee for printing the Acts of Assembly 

and that the Committee shall arrange that the Acts be divided into two classes — Class I: those which have 

passed the Barrier Act; Class II: Acts which are of General Interest to the Church. 

3.  Reports of Committees 

1. That the Reports of all Committees reporting to the General Assembly (excepting only (1) that part 

of the Report of the Youth Committee which sets forth the results of the Youth Examinations, and (2) any 

report from the Assembly Arrangements & Nominations Committees which complies with Standing Order 

VI.5.10) shall, together with Deliverances to be proposed, be transmitted for printing to the Clerk of 

Assembly not later than the first day of April. All Reports, inclusive of the Report in terms of Standing 

Orders VI.5.l0, shall be stitched together, and sent to Commissioners to the General Assembly not later than 

ten days before the meeting of the Assembly. 

2. That Reports shall not be engrossed in the Record, but, after being printed, a copy of each, 

certified by the Clerk as being that given in to the Assembly, shall be kept in retentis, and the Reports shall 

be appended to the printed volume of the Acts and Proceedings of Assembly. 

3. That verbal Reports shall not be received, and no Sub-Committee shall give in any Report to the 

Assembly. 

4. That amendments to the proposed deliverances on the Report of the Committee on Assembly 

Arrangements may be moved without previous notice and amendments relating to Ecumenical Relations 

shall be handed to the Clerk and read by him before the adjournment of the first sederunt; that amendments 

to Reports to be taken during the second and third sederunts shall be handed in and read by the Clerk before 

the suspension of the second sederunt: amendments to deliverances on all other Reports shall be handed in 

and read by the Clerk before the first adjournment on the day before they are intended to be moved. 

5. That paragraphs of a proposed Deliverance on the Report of a Standing Committee shall be 

numbered, and the mover shall not be required to read it when it is already in the hands of members of 

Assembly. 

6. That when any Committee is appointed during the Assembly‘s sittings it shall be competent to 

move amendments to the proposed Deliverance on its report without previous notice. 

7. That it shall be competent for commissioners to give notice in writing of questions to be put to the 

person presenting a Report to the General Assembly — this without prejudice to the right to add 

supplementary questions or the right of members generally to propose questions from the floor. 

4.  The Reading of Speeches and Length of Speeches 

1. That in the discussion of any subject brought before the Assembly, by Overture or by the Report of 

a Committee, it shall not be allowable, without leave granted by the House, for any member to read his 
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speech from a Manuscript prepared previously to the discussion, except in the case of a member introducing 

an important subject to the attention of the House. 

2. That, previously to the discussion of any question which does not arise upon or contemplate the 

approval or disapproval of the Report of a Committee, the House shall determine, in such manner as may 

seem expedient, the order of priority belonging to the motions given notice of, and that, when a motion 

approving of a Report has been made and seconded, the House shall determine in the same manner the 

order of priority belonging to any other motions given notice of. 

3. That in the discussion of any question the proposer of each motion may address the House for not 

longer than 15 minutes, and the seconder for 5 minutes; and no subsequent speaker shall address the House 

for a longer period than 5 minutes; and that these limits shall be exceeded only when the Moderator shall 

have ascertained that the House desires any speaker to continue, and shall intimate the ascertained desire to 

that effect. 

4. That when a Convener, not being a member of Assembly, is permitted to present his Committee‘s 

Report, the Convener and the mover of the Deliverance shall be required to come to an arrangement by 

which their combined speeches shall not exceed the time normally granted to the mover of a motion in 

terms of Standing Order V.4.3, or as that Order may be amended by this or any subsequent Assembly. It 

shall be competent for the person who presents a Committee‘s Report to answer questions relating to the 

Report and to reply to the discussion, even if he be not a member of Assembly. 

5. That a member of the Assembly in moving or seconding an amendment shall confine himself to 

the matter of the amendment, and shall have the right to speak at a later stage to other matters in the Report 

and other amendments, provided that the total time taken in speaking shall conform to Standing Order 

V.4.3. 

5.  The Conducting of Causes 

1. That Counsel shall not be heard at the Bar in any Causes which may come before the House. 

2. That when a Presbytery acquiesces in the sentence of a Synod, it shall not be entitled to appear as a 

separate party at the Bar of the Assembly, but the members of Presbytery may nevertheless be heard as 

members of Synod. 

3. That in no case shall there be more than two speakers for each party at the Bar, including the reply 

to which the appellant or complainer shall be entitled; and when there are more than two parties, there shall 

only be one speaker, and one speech for each, besides the reply — it being understood that where there is 

more than one complainer, each shall be considered as a different party only in case of its appearing to the 

Assembly that the complaints rest upon distinctly separate grounds. 

4. That, previously to hearing the parties in any Cause, the Clerk shall read the following 

announcement, — viz., ―The members are reminded that justice requires the pleadings as at the Bar to be 

heard by all those who vote in the Cause, and that, in particular, no member ought to vote against either side 

of the Bar who has not heard the pleadings on that side‖. 

5.(1) That the Clerk of Assembly shall not issue the papers to the members of Assembly, with reference to 

cases which he thinks require to be conducted with closed doors until specially instructed by the Assembly 

to do so; but he shall report such cases to the Convener of the Business Committee, for its information 

immediately after its appointment; 

(2) That the Business Committee shall, in their first Report, specify any case which, in their judgment, 
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requires to be conducted with closed doors; and any case which does not appear to them of that character, 

although the Clerk may have reported it as such; 

(3) That, in all cases thus reported on by the Business Committee the Assembly shall itself determine, 

by a special deliverance, at what stage of the proceedings the papers shall be issued to the members; and 

(4) That in every case which the Assembly appoints to be conducted with closed doors, the instruction to 

issue the papers shall be accompanied by a special exhortation to the members to keep them private. 

6.  Motions and Votes 

1. That every motion, whether original or amended, if not already in the hands of the Clerk, shall be 

given into the Clerk in writing, as soon as it shall have been made to the House. 

2. That the person who makes the first motion shall be entitled to the privilege of giving a reply, in 

which new matter must not be introduced; and that thereafter the debate shall be held to be definitely 

closed, and no other person shall be entitled to speak excepting with regard to the manner of putting a vote. 

3. That all motions after the first that are truly amendments on the first motion shall be disposed of in 

accordance with Standing Order No. V.6.6 and that when an amendment raises an issue different from that 

in other amendments, it shall be dealt with as a direct counter-motion. 

4. That where there are only two motions before the House, the question put to the vote shall be 

second or first motion. 

5. That when there are three motions, the first question shall be, whether the second or third motion 

shall be put as amendment against the first; and the second question shall be, whether the first motion or the 

amendment so fixed shall be the decision of the House. 

6. That when there are more than three motions, the first question shall be whether the last proposed 

shall be put as the amendment, and so till only three remain, when the procedure shall be as prescribed in 

the immediately preceding sub-section. 

7. That in Causes, it shall not be competent to move an amendment to the motion, unless it be of such 

a nature as to decide the case, or to forward it in its progress. 

8. That when any proposal has been submitted in the Report of a Committee any motion for approval 

of such proposal shall take precedence of any counter-motion or amendment. 

9. Any motion seeking the approval of the General Assembly for the commitment of additional 

expenditure in excess of £500, over and above that already budgeted for by any relevant Committee and 

accepted by the Finance & Sustentation Committee, shall be deemed incompetent unless (a) an attempt shall 

have been made to ensure that the Finance & Sustentation Committee have had due time to give the matter 

consideration at their regular meetings and (b) advice thereanent from the Finance & Sustentation 

Committee is available to the Assembly 

7.  Mode of taking the Vote 

1. That on a division being called for, all parties who are not members, but have the privilege of 

entering the House, shall withdraw. 

2. That on a division being called for the Clerk shall announce that no member ought to vote against 

a motion or amendment who has not been in attendance during the discussion thereof; that thereafter no one 
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shall be permitted to enter the House till the vote has been taken and the result declared; that two or four 

Tellers shall be appointed by the Moderator, drawn equally from supporters of each motion before the 

House; and that these Tellers shall take their place at the Clerk‘s table. But when the issue of a vote by show 

of hands is not immediately obvious the Tellers shall count the votes seat by seat taking up their positions at 

the ends of each seat in turn in order to do so. 

3. That the vote shall, in the discretion of the House, be taken either by calling of the Roll or by a 

show of hands, or by card. 

4. That as soon as the vote shall have been taken, the Tellers shall report the state of vote to the Clerk 

of Assembly, who shall write it down, and announce it to the House. 

5. That the Report of the Tellers, when announced to the House, shall be held as final and conclusive, 

and not subject to any revision by scrutiny or otherwise. 

8.  Dissents 

That no dissents against any deliverance of the Assembly shall be given in until the matter in which it is 

pronounced is, for that sederunt, disposed of, the Minutes are completed and adjusted, and the House is 

ready to proceed to other business. 

9.  Drafts of Declaratory or Interim Acts and Overtures 

That the Draft of any proposed Declaratory or Interim Act, as also the Draft of any Overture which it is 

proposed to transmit to Presbyteries for their opinion in terms of the Barrier Act, shall be laid on the Table 

of the Assembly, and printed and circulated among the members, at least one diet before a motion be made 

for the passing of such Declaratory or Interim Act, or for the transmission of such Overture to the 

Presbyteries of the Church. 

10.  Letters addressed to the Moderator 

That all letters addressed to the Moderator for the purpose of being communicated to the Assembly, shall, in 

the first instance, be laid by him before the Business Committee, who shall advise the Moderator as to the 

way of disposing of them. 

11.  Deputations from other Churches, etc. 

1. That the list of corresponding Churches and Societies shall be as determined by the General 

Assembly from time to time on the recommendation of the Assembly Arrangements Committee. 

2. That deputies from corresponding Churches or Societies shall forward their commission or letters 

of introduction so as to reach the Clerk of Assembly not later than the first day of May in each year; and he 

shall submit the same to the Business Committee so that arrangements may be made for the deputies to 

address the General Assembly. 

3. That deputies from Churches and Societies other than those aforesaid shall likewise forward 

Commissions or letters of introduction to reach the Clerk of Assembly not later than the first day of March, 

and he shall report the same to the Commission of Assembly meeting in that month, who shall be 

empowered to decide which of the deputies shall be received by, and invited to address the Assembly. In the 

event of failure of the Commission to meet, the Assembly Arrangements Committee shall meet at the 

earliest opportunity, and shall decide which deputies shall be received by, and invited to address the 

Assembly. 
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4. That in the case of strangers who may be desirous of being introduced to the Assembly and 

addressing the House, notice thereof shall be conveyed to the Moderator, who shall report the same to the 

Business Committee, that they may advise in the matter. 

12.  Visitation of Synod Records, and Examinations of Minutes of Committees 

1. That the Synod Books shall be called for at the first diet of the Assembly, and that a Committee or 

Committees shall be appointed for visiting the same, who shall fill up a schedule with the information 

required by the Assembly regarding each book — said schedule to be returned when the Report of the 

Visitors shall be called for. 

2. That a copy of the Report, as sustained by the Assembly, shall be transmitted to the Synod, and 

engrossed in their Record. 

3. That the Minutes of Committees and the Foreign Board shall be laid annually on the Table of the 

Assembly, and visited in the same manner as the Synod Books. 

13.  Printing of Assembly‟s Proceedings, etc. 

1. That the Minutes of Commission, together with roll of matters to be taken up on the following 

days, and lists of members of Committees, be printed and placed in the hands of the Members of Assembly 

on the opening day. 

2. That when a motion is duly seconded, and in possession of the Assembly it shall not be competent 

to make any alterations upon it without the permission of the House, excepting in the shape of an 

amendment, or second or third motion, as the case may be, regularly proposed to the Assembly. 

14.  Minutes 

That the minutes adopted at any of the diets be read over and approved of only at a morning diet, with the 

exception of the Minutes of the last day of the Assembly‘s sittings, which Minutes shall be read over and 

approved of before the rising of the Assembly. 

15.  Standing Orders 

That the Standing Orders be read, or, by vote, be held as read immediately before the appointment of the 

Business Committee, and that they be printed in the first day‘s proceedings. 

16.  Conduct of Commissioners 

That courtesy demands that all diets of the Assembly be attended by Commissioners, and that private 

meetings should not be held during the sederunts of the Assembly. 

17.  Declaration of Interests 

That it is the duty of any member or party having an interest or close personal relationship relating to 

business under consideration to disclose and declare that interest or close personal relationship.  

Furthermore, the Moderator, Convener or Chairman shall take due cognizance of the appropriateness or 

otherwise of an individual or individuals having an interest or close personal relationship being present 

during consideration of such business and, if the member or party having an interest or close personal 

relationship, having been requested to withdraw do not withdraw voluntarily for the duration of 

consideration of the business in which he has an interest or close personal relationship, the Moderator, 

Convener or Chairman shall call for the appointment of a committee or sub-committee comprising all 

members, other than those having an interest, to deal with the business in question during a period of 
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suspension and to report back with recommendations immediately after the suspension. 

VI. AS TO COMMITTEES 

1.  Types of Committee 

That the business of the Church between one Assembly and the next ensuing shall be carried on by 

Standing Committees and Special Committees. 

2. Standing Committees 

1.  That Standing Committees shall comprise three Groups 

2.  That the Groups shall be arranged as follows: 

Group 1:  Legal Advice & Property  —  Adviser: Principal Clerk  

Finance & Sustentation  —  Adviser: Treasurer 

Group 2:  Public Questions, Religion & Morals  —  Adviser: Editor of Witness  

Publications (including defence of Church Principles)  —  Editorial Team as Advisers  

Training of the Ministry & Admissions 

Group 3   Welfare of Youth & Education  —  Adviser: Editor of Explorer 

Foreign & Home Missions  

Assembly Arrangements & Nominations  —  Advisers: Assistant Clerk of Assembly, 

Moderator of immediately preceding Assembly, Moderator of last but one Assembly.  

Ecumenical Relations 

These groups shall have stated meetings on the same dates as appointed by the General Assembly for the 

meeting of the Commission of Assembly but shall also meet, as may be necessary, on dates additional to 

those dates. 

3.  Each Group shall comprise four members from each Synod, two Ministers and two Elders, and each 

Presbytery, in so far as is practicable, shall be represented on each group of Committees. 

4.  That every person nominated to Group 1, 2, or 3 of Standing Committees must serve on all the 

Committees of the Group. 

5.  That the General Assembly shall each year appoint the Convener and Vice-convener of each Standing 

Committee, due regard being had to effective working and continuity of policy.  In the event of the death or 

resignation of the Convener of any of the Standing Committees, the Vice-convener shall forthwith become 

the Convener, and in the event of the death or resignation of the Vice-convener or his succession to the 

position of Convener in the circumstances described above, the Committee shall forthwith appoint one of 

their number in room and place of the said Vice-convener so departing from office, but any Vice-convener 

so appointed by the Committee shall hold office only until the second-last day of the meeting of the next-

ensuing General Assembly. 

6.  That in addition the General Assembly shall each year appoint a Strategy Committee comprising the 
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Conveners of Groups 1, 2, and 3 Standing Committees together with, as advisers, the Principal Clerk of 

Assembly, the Assistant Clerk of Assembly and the General Treasurer; the Convener of the Legal Advice & 

Property Committee to be Convener and the Assembly Clerk‘s Department to provide clerking support, the 

Committee to meet at least once annually and on such additional occasions as is expedient. 

3.  Special Committees 

1.  That these shall be appointed by the General Assembly.  

2.  That Special Committees shall comprise the following: 

2.1 A Psalmody Committee which shall have a Membership comprised of one Minister or Elder from each 

Presbytery, nominated by Presbyteries on the ground of special knowledge of and practical experience in 

Psalmody. 

4.  Nominations to Committees 

1.  That of the Standing and Special Committees, a certain number of members, in normal conditions those 

who have served longest on the Committee, shall retire annually, so that within four years the membership 

of each Committee shall be changed throughout, and these retiring members shall not be eligible for 

appointment to the same Standing Committee for at least one year from the date of their retirement 

aforedescribed; and that in the event of the death or resignation of a member of a Committee before his four 

years‘ service have expired, the Assembly Arrangements and Nominations Committee are empowered to 

nominate to the Assembly, or to its Commission, a substitute who will complete the unexpired portion of 

the period of service of the member in whose place he has been appointed. 

2. Although in terms of Standing Order VI.4.1 above any individual who has served on a group of 

Committees shall not be eligible to serve on the same group of Committees without a one-year break, that 

shall not preclude his potential eligibility for service on another group of Committees following, though not 

concurrent with, his service on the first group. 

3.  That resignation of membership of one of the Standing or Special Committees shall be intimated to the 

Convener of the Assembly Arrangements and Nominations Committee; that resignation from one 

Committee in a Group of Standing Committees shall involve resignation from the other Committees in that 

Group; and that any member of a Standing or Special Committee who shall, without good reason to be 

stated by him to, and sustained by, the Assembly Arrangements and Nominations Committee, have failed to 

attend any of the meetings of the relevant Committee during the period between the last General Assembly 

and the meeting of the Assembly Arrangements and Nominations Committee for the purpose of Standing 

Order VI.4.9 shall be deemed to have resigned his membership of that Committee. 

4. That when a member who represents a Presbytery on a Group of Standing Committees resigns his 

membership of Standing Committees or ceases to be an office-bearer of a Congregation within the 

Presbytery which he represented, then that individual loses his membership of Standing Committees and the 

Presbytery is permitted to appoint in his stead another office-bearer who shall take his place on the said 

Committees until the ensuing General Assembly at which time the Assembly Arrangements and 

Nominations Committee shall make recommendations with regard to the filling of the vacancy as set out in 

paragraph VI.4.9. below.  In such circumstances, the individual appointed as a temporary replacement by 

the Presbytery shall be eligible to be nominated to serve for a full four year period. 

5.  In the event of a member of a Special Committee not completing his four-year term of office a 

replacement shall be made by the Assembly Arrangements and Nominations Committee and reported on to 

the ensuing General Assembly. 
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6.  That not later than the first day of January in each year the Principal Clerk of Assembly shall furnish to 

the Clerk of each Presbytery a list of the members of the Standing and Special Committees, indicating 

thereon which members of these Committees will retire from office at the next-ensuing Assembly and 

which members may have died or become disqualified. 

7.  That each Presbytery of the Church shall forward to the Principal Clerk of Assembly by the first day of 

November of each year a list of names of such Elders, within their bounds (along with their designations, 

full addresses, telephone numbers and email addresses; together with a note of previous service, if any, on 

Committees, or their suitability for service on a Standing or Special Committee), as they desire to submit 

for the information of other Presbyteries, and being known by them to be eligible, suitable and available for 

nomination to vacancies on Standing or Special Committees.  The Principal Clerk shall collate all these 

returns and forward a list of the names of the Elders so recommended to the Clerk of each Presbytery at the 

same time (viz. the first day of January each year) as he forwards the names of existing members of the 

Standing and Special Committees showing which members fall to be replaced. 

8.  That each Presbytery shall, not later than the last day of February next ensuing, furnish to the Principal 

Clerk of Assembly the names of Ministers and Elders (not necessarily members of Presbytery) 

recommended by the Presbytery as suitable for appointment to Standing and Special Committees, these lists 

not to contain more names than the known number of vacancies.  The Principal Clerk shall forthwith cause 

these lists to be laid before the Assembly Arrangements and Nominations Committee. 

9.  That not later than the first day of April the Assembly Arrangements and Nominations Committee shall 

select, out of the names submitted by Presbyteries, as many Ministers and Elders as shall fill the vacancies 

of the various Standing and Special Committees, and shall recommend these to the General Assembly, and 

the names so recommended shall, not later than the first day of May, be communicated by the Assembly 

Arrangements and Nominations Committee to the Clerk of Assembly, and shall be included in the papers to 

be printed.  That part of the Report of the Assembly Arrangements and Nominations Committee which 

relates to nominations to Standing and Special Committees shall be submitted separately from any Report 

dealing with other aspects of their remit. 

10.  The Assembly Arrangements and Nominations Committee, in making their nominations, shall take due 

cognisance of the recommendations of Presbyteries and shall (1) take special cognisance of the 

recommendations of potential Committee members by the Presbyteries of which these men are members; 

(2) have regard to fitness for the work of the particular Committee or Committees for which the persons are 

to be nominated; (3) have regard to as even a distribution of influence as possible over the Church; (4) have 

regard to economy in relation to the expense connected with attendance at meetings of Committees; (5) in 

the specific case where no suitable eligible individual from a particular Presbytery or Synod is available to 

be nominated to fill a particular vacancy on a Standing or Special Committee, it shall be competent for the 

Assembly Arrangements & Nominations Committee to nominate an individual from another Presbytery or 

Synod, so as to ensure that a full complement of members is maintained on each Committee. 

11.  That it shall be competent for any Member of Assembly to move an amendment or amendments to the 

recommendations of the Assembly Arrangements and Nominations Committee, provided that notice of such 

amendment shall have been given to the Clerk of Assembly in writing, not later than the second last day of 

the Assembly, and provided that such amendments are in accordance with the provisions of Standing 

Orders VI.4.1-4 above. 

12.  That the appointment of Clerks to each Committee or Special Committee shall be made by the General 

Assembly, such appointments being made with due regard to such special requirements as may be peculiar 

to the Committees concerned and the suitability of the skills of the individual appointed.  The Clerk 

appointed need not be drawn from the membership of the Committee. 
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13.  That Advisers to Committees as detailed in Standing Order VI.2.2 above shall have entitlement to be 

present at all meetings of Committee and shall have a right to participate in the deliberations of the 

Committee but shall have no vote. 

14.  That each Standing and Special Committee shall produce and maintain an up-to-date Memorandum on 

Procedure to serve as a guide to members as to how the Committee should proceed in terms of the Laws 

and Practice of the Church. 

15.  That each Committee named in Standing Orders VI.2.2 and VI.3.2 above shall, for the purposes of 

legislation existing prior to the General Assembly of 2001, be deemed to be the Standing or Special 

Committee the remit of which is included in the remit of the Committee referred to in Standing Order 

VI.2.2 or VI.3.2 above. 

16.  That in the selection of Ministers and Elders to form any Ad hoc Special Committee, which is to report 

to a subsequent Assembly, the Assembly shall not be restricted to its own members. 

17.  That when the appointment of an Ad hoc Special Committee has been resolved on, the Committee shall 

not be nominated until the following day, except in cases the urgency of which does not admit of a day‘s 

delay. 

18.  That no Committee shall sit while the Moderator is in the Chair at any diet of the Assembly‘s meeting. 
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